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OVERVIEW OF THE NORTH CLACKAMAS SCHOOL DISTRICT

OVERVIEW OF THE NORTH CLACKAMAS SCHOOL DISTRICT

General Information

The North Clackamas School District was formed h% reorganizing

four elementary school districts and a union high sLhool district

in 1971-72 Geographically, the nearlN rectangular school district

occupies apt,roximately forty-two square miles to the immediate south

and east of Portland, which is Oregor's largest ci'ty The district

encompasses rural, urban, residential, manufacturing, forest, and

agricultural land The school district estimates a population of

100,000 and 33,000 rek.i.dences within its boundaries (Browne 1982)

Tnere are three incorporated cities within the school district. Ac.

of 1 Jul\ 1981 the populations of these cities were estimated to be

17,930 for Milwaukie, 1,480 for Happy Valley, and 360 for Johnson &\it,

(Center for Population Research and Census 1981)

The major employers located within the school district, lit,

descending order, are the North Clackamas School District, Omark

Industries (saw chain), Precision Castparts (steel castparts), Ford

Industries (automatic telephone answering systems), and the Kaiser

Foundation Hospitals. Each of these employs 500 or more personnel

(Research and Agency Liason Division 1979-80 and North Clackamas,Count%

Chamber of Commerce 1980). However, the majority of the working adults .

who reside within the school district are employed outside of the

district (Browne 1982).

4
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Educational Facilities

The educational facilities of.the school district consist of

nineteen elementary schools, four junior high schools, three high

schools, and an occupational skills center, where students from the

three high schools and a nearbv private school can elect to spend a

portion of their school day for specialized vocational training and

career education experience The junior high schools include grades

seven and eight only. The high schops1 attendance areas are such that

each of the high schools receives entering ninth-grade students from

sesexal of the junior highdOlools.

Student PoiLval_

The 1981 fall enrollment of 12,514 kindergarten through gradt

twclve students ranked'the North Clackamas School 15istrict as the

fift'h largest in Oregon. School district projections indicate gradual

grouth in the student population over the next decade. It is antici-

pated that the to[0, enrollment will increase by approximately fifteen

percent by the 19q0-91 school year. With this anticipated growth, the

total student population will then exceed the previous peak of 14,074,

whach was reached during the 1973-74 school Year (Browne 1982).

While the vast majority of the students attending schools within

the district reside in a suburban settini, there are approximately 125

high school students from a rural environment. These students, who live

beyond the designated urban growth boundary, attend Clackamas High School.

The school district has a very low minority enrollment, with approximate-

ly one percent minority students. The composition of this minority

;enrollment is approximately sixty-nine percent Asian, twenty-three



1

percent Hispanic, and eight percent black (Browne 1982). Information

gathered by the three high school Cuidante Departments provides some

insight into the postgraduation history of North Clackamas students

The majority of the graduates pursue some further form of continuing

edu,ation, with forty-nine percent attending colleges and universitie,,

preddrinantl% within the state Another four percent become involved

In tichnical/vocational training Thirty-seven percent enter the work

forte immediately following graduation Military service, homemaking,

and other categories comprise a total of only ten percent

.I

i

-,.

'
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,SCIENCE PROGRAM GOAL, MINIMUM GRADUATION COMPETENCIES,

AND SAMPLE PERFOMANCE INDICATORS

SCIENTIFIC/TICHVOLOGICAL PROCESSES

1.7 1 GOAL The student will utilize scientific processes.

Competencies

1.7.1.1 The student is able to fit an
organism, object or ubstance into
scientific classification scheme.

1,7.1.2 The student,is able to make
laboratory observations and make
inferences from these observations.

1.7.1.3 The student is able to

communicate scientific concepts
and ideas with the teacher and
fellow students.

1.7.1.4 The student is able to inter-

pret Ate and make predictions from
these interpretations.

1.7.1.5 The student is able to recognize
variables and preditt what would happen
when selected variables are altered.

1.7.1.6 The student is able to set

up and complete an experiment.

1.7.1.7 The student is able to

recognize and use scientific

models.

1.7.1.R The student is able to
demonstrate a knowledge of the metric

and usa common measuring instruments.

Rev'. '75

4

SAMPLy Performance Indicators

1.7.1.1.1 Given common objects, the

tudent will devise classification
system that effectively distinguishes
the objects.

1.7.1.2.1 Given statements relating

to a written paragraph, the student
will determine which are inferences

and which are observations.

1.7.1.3.1 Given a set of data, the
student will construct a simple graph

to summarize that data.
1.7.1.3.2 Given a list of vocabulary
words, the student will correctly

define 807..

11.3.4.1 0:yen experimental data,

t rtL'c;t chall be able to inter-

polatc ane etrapovlate.

1.7.1 '.1 GIven An experiment, the
stuesrl_ will list 'the variables.

1.7.1 f". Given a laboratory situation,
the ttaelt vill set up an Ipperiment.

1.7.1.7 1 Given a series cf events,

the 5:1-'1.-r* will dtvise or recognize

cr structure will nable
the e-c-t r- be tested o explained.

1,7.1.f 1 (Aven an object in the lab,

the Stuu ill appropriately

meast:E size and mass in the metric

systcm.
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FIRST-LEVEL HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE COURSES IN THE

NORTH CLACKAMAS SCHOOL DISTRICT

FIRST-LEVEL HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE cmF,TS IN THI
NORTH CLACKAMAS SCHOOL DISTRICT

Overvie,..

In chi. North Clackamas School District, the individual high

schools are granted fundamental autonom% relative to the specifics

of the science curriculum Courst offerings, course titles, court

goals, basal textbooks, course content, instructional strateg, and

evaluative techniques are the result of decisions made vithin the

high school building There is no district level science supervisor

or coordinator

The district's framework for high school science is its one

sciencc program goal and eight corresponding minimum graduation

competencies in science. The science program goal for instruction in

grades nine through twelve is "The student will utilize scieritific

processes" '(North Clackamas School District 1975). The onl other

guaranteed common characteristic is that all students are required to

earn one unit of laboratory science credit in order to fulfill

graduation requirements. The North Clackamas School District does not

allow credit by examination.

each of the high schools operates with a seven period school day

and fifty minute class periods. While the buildings vary considerabl\

in age, quality, and level of care, the overall science teaching

facilities have been judged.as adequate for the courses being taught,
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Ifand the dis ict is considered to be providing the essential teaching

and learning materials for science (School Standardization Section 1978)

Science ourse credit in each high school is granted and recorded

on a semester bAsis. Numerical designations following descriptive

course titles indicate the semesters available and are sequential

Colarses not carr\ing a numeriLal designation are non-sequential

Students at Clackamas and Milwaukie High Schools are scheduled for

s,ience classes on,a full-Year basis At Rex Putnam High School, a

complete new scheduling process is undertaken prior to each semester.

The most sigrii.ficant impact of this scheduling difference is that man%

Rex Putnam seudents will not have the same science instructor for the

second semester of their first-level science'course.

Clackamas High School

The first requirement.fulfilling science courses available at

Clackamas High School are Biology 1-2 and Physical Science 1-2. These
5.

two courses ar well established at the school and taught b experienced

teachers. The courses would probably be described by most observers as

rather typical of their type

Grade nine students who express an interest in electing scienCe

during their first Year of high school are asked to make a commitment

to complete at least one additional Year of science prior to being

allowed to enroll. The only sciencp course that can be completed in

grade nine is Physical Science 1-2. The majority of the students who

are enrolled in Physical Science 1-2 and Biology 1-2 are tenth-grade

students who are completing their first year of high school science.

There is no abilitvirrouping in either of these courses at Clackamas

High School.

!
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Milwaukie High School

At Milwaukie High School, all regular grade nine students are

enrolled in science The options available to them are Siolop 1-2,

Earth and Space Science 1-2, and Integrated Science 1-2 The Siolor

1-2 and Earth and Space Science 1-2 are establishtd Courses taut

1,\ exptrienced teachers Thc\ woAd probab1 s. bt constdertd similar t,

most high school level courses in those subject-matter areas. Ont

stion of each of these classes has been identified as "AA" and

reserved for highl\ motivated students with a particular aptitude for

science In addition, these students must have completed first-vtar

algebra-in grade eight or be enrolled in it during grade nine. The\

must also have a recommendation from their junior high school science

teacher in order to enroll. The "AA" sections operate under the sart

Planned course statement and use the same basal texts as other sections

Integrated Science 1-2 was initiated during the 1980-81 school vtar

1,, a Milwaukie High School science teacher who had completed his studept

teaching experience at Rex Putnam High School. It is basicall a

unified science course relying heavil\ on the student instructional

materials developed by the science staff at Rex Putnam High School.

Additional information regarding these materials will be found in the

discussion of the first-level courses at Rex Putnam High School.

Integrated Science 1 was taught for the first three weeks of the 1981-82

school year by s ubstitute teacher. During the remainder of that school

year it was taught by s beginning science teacher who had completed her

student teaching experience st Rex Putnam High School. Prior to the

A
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Integrated Science l 2 course being initiated at Milwaukie High School,

a physical science cou e had been the third science option for grade

nine students.

* Rex Putnam High School

The onlN first-level science course that will fulfill the gradu-

ation requirement at Rex Putnam High School is Science 1-2 It is a

competency-based unified science course developed b} the Rex Putnam

High School science staff over a four year period. The unified science

approach consists of assembling instrUctional units around organizing

themes that are appropriate for viewing the scientific enterprise

holisticall'y (e.g., major science concepts, science process skills,

natutt phenomena, science/societ) type problems), and then incorpor-

'ating learning activities that are drawn from a number of different

science disciplines. Work was initiated on Science 1-2 in 1976. For

the prior six years, the first year of the Portland Project Integrated

Science Sequence had been the required science course. This course

integrated content andolearning activities from biology, chemistry,

physics, environmental science, and the behavioral sciences.

The Science 1-2 student instructional materials are reproduced b%

the school district and made available to students in a three-ring

binder. The course is now well established and three of the four staff

*t
te teaching it have had multiple years' experience with the materials. The

majority of the stueents enr011ed in Science 1-2 are in grade ten.

Stlidents in grade nine wishing to enroll must support their request with

a positive recommendation from their grade eight science tepcher. There

is no ability grouping in Science 1-2.



Owen Sabin Occupational Skills Center

Wril. the Occupational Skills Center does not hay. a Sciente

Department or offer what typically would be considered high school

st classes, several of their vocational clusters offer courses

th,it havt sore components that art clostl% related to those in hIg'

scitn,c classts Among thest classts art Forest Ploducts

0cupations, Nurser\ and Landscapin, Eltctricit

Elt.tr:ni,s 1-.. snd Hyaltr Occupations 1-2 Whilt students completin

thest courses mcit utAl have developed increased kno.ledge and competen(c

som, asptcts of science., none of tht courses fulfill the high school

rtquirerent in sclenct

1)
0 A
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APPENDIX B

PLANNED COURSE STATEMENTS

1. Clackamas High School BiologY

2. Clackamas High School Physical Science

3. Milwaukie High School Biology

4. Milwaukie High School Earth and Space Science 1

5. Milwaukie High School Earth and Space Science 2

6. Rex Putnam High School Science 1 (Unified Science)

. 7. Rex Putnam High School Science 2 (Unified Science)

'l

\
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CLACKAMAS HIGH SCHOOL BID141GY

PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

TITLE: Biology AREA: Scientific/Technological Process
CREDIT: 1.0 SCHOOL: OS
PRERESUISITES: Eighth grade competencies

I. PURPOSE.

To provide the student with a basinvmnderstanding of the processes of

science, their history, and rho uses of scientific methods with emphasis
on the variety and relationships in the plant and animal world and the

effects of these relationships on man, his society, and his nvironment.

II. COURSE CONTENT:

1. Metric system 7. Development and ystems

2. Basic chemistry B. Animal behavior

3. Energy 9. Microbiology

4. Cells 10. Plant taxonomy

5. Genetics and evolution 11. Gardening

6. Animal taxonomy 12. Ecology

III. LEARNING ACTIVITIES*

A. Laboratory investigations (qualitative and quantitative observaaions).

A. Demonstrations of laboratory procedures, techniques, and scientific
phenomena.

C. Visual and auditory aids (overhead projections, files and filmstrips,
chalkboard, models, charts, records, tapes, opaque projections).

D. Games and simulations.
E. Reading, discussion, and lecture.

F. Laboratory write-ups, quizzes, tests.

IV. ANTICIPATED
,

R OUTCOMES:

if

Refer to the listed course goals and performance indicators on the following
pages.
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V. PROCEDURES FOR EVAVATION:

In Order to receive a passing grade tke student must accurately complete

55% of the petformance indicators representing each Basic Course Goal
(District minimum competencies). /The D student will only be required to
seat this requirement. In order ko receive an upper7level grade, a student
must meat this requirement and also coaplete hmtisfactorily a higher percentage

of the performance indicators representing ale basic process goals as well

Rev - 75

\rI
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as performance indicators
representing goals other than the district

minimums. The following is a breakdown of the percentage requirements

for upper-level grades; 100 - 90% A, 39 - 80: B, 79 - 70% C.

Activities by which the student will be assessed for completion of a

performanckindicator will include observation Of classroom performance,

test questans (multiple choice, matching, fill-in, essay), work sheets

and laboratory write-ups, and project and library research write-ups.

The student will be required to attend class regularly in order to ful-

fill the above requirements.

BASIC COURSE GOALS*

The Basic Course Goals listed below are involved with the processes of science

which students are required to use during this course. These processes apply

in varying degrees to some or all Subject Areas (course content).

1. The student will be able to fit an organism, object or substance

into a scientific classification scheme.

2. The studev will be able to make observatioy and inferences

from these observations.

3. The student will be able to interpret data and make predictions

from those interpretations.

4. The student will be able to comunicate scientific concepts and

ideas with the teacher and fellow students.

5. The student will be able to recognise a variable and predict what

would happen when selected variables are altered.

6. The student v111 be able to set up an experiment and draw logical

conclusions from the data.

7. The student will be able to recognize and use a scientific model.

8. The student will be able to use the metric system and common

measuring instruments.

* District mininum competencies

1,4 ....

0 4 ;

^4
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Subject Area Goal - Galls

Coepetencies

The student will know the basic
structure and function of various
types of cells.

Subject Area Goal

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

Given a list of organelles of

a cell, the student matches
each with a description of its
function.

Given demonstration of osmosis

in cell model, the student
Adentifies movement of materials
and infers relationships of con-
centrations of materials to their

movement.

- Genetics and evolution

Competencies

The student knows common human
characterisitcs that are
genetically controlled.

The student knows how the
structure of the DNA molecule
determines the structure of
an organism.

The student knows advantages
and disadvantages of sexual
and asexual reproduction.

The student will apply Mendel's
laws of heredity to solve
problems involving genetic
Crosses.

293

I.C.C. No.

2,7

SAMPLE Performance Indicators I.C.C. No.

Given a list of human
characteristics, the student
identifies those that are
genetically controlled.

Given a group of individuals,
the student determines observable

differences among them and infers
genetic control of those
characteristics.

The student writes short

essay explaining the general
method by which DNA and RNA
work together to replicate

proteins.

Given life histories of
representative organises
showing sexual and asexual
reproduction, the student will
distinguish and explain portions
of each type of life cycle which
would.-be of advantage or disad-
vantage to the organism.

2

4,7

2,3,4

The student predicts the possible
percentages of genotypes and

phenotypes in a monohybrid Cross. 3'

The student uses a Punnett square
tkillustrate genetic crosses. 7



The tueent will separate
environmental and genetic
factors that influence
development.

The student knows moral,
ethical, and legal issues
involved in the possible
uses of genetic engineering.

The student knows factors
of the evolutionary
process which Produce
changes within a species.

The student knows evidence,
of events in past which
contribute to the theory
of evolution.

Subject Area Goal - Animal Taxonomy

Competencies

The student knows character-
istics and groupings used to
organize embers of the animal
kingdom.

The student designs experiments
involving test crosses which will

reveal genotypes of parental
iprganisma.

Given tobacco seeds which should

produce a ratio of 3 green to 1
albino, the student will deter-
mine experimentally the relative
roles of genetics and nvironment
in controlling seedling color.

The student Wiltes a short essay
explaining advantages and dis-
advantages of genetic engineering
and giving his opinion of the
desirability of its use.

Given descriptions of specific
populations and nvironmental
factors affecting them, the student
determines survival abilities and
selective pressures, and predicts
which populations will become
dominant in an area.

Given sets of green and white
paper discs thrown randomly on
a green background, the student
explains how this can be used

) to represent natural selection.

Given the fossil evidence of the
organisms of a particular geologic
time period, the student recon-
structs the ecosystem which then

existed.

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

Given a variety of animals, the
student observes their character-
istics and uses a dichotomous
key to classify them into their
proper taxonomic group(s).
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6

2,3,5,6

4

2,3

7

2,7

B.C.G. No.

1,2



Subject Area Goal - Development and systems

Competencies

The student knows structural
'and functional characteristics
of major life process echanisms
and systems from the simplest
organisms to the most complex.

The student knows from an
evolutionary standpoint
the relationship between
function and form for the
major organs and organelles
in organisms of varying
complexity.

The studcnt knows how
organisms are adapted
to the environment
in which they live.

Subject Area Goals - Animal lehsvior

Competencies

The student knows the types
of behavior shown by animals

and how these behavior
patterns are acquired.-

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

Given a microscope and three
different one-celled organisms,
the student observes and describes
obvious life process echanisms,
and makes inferences concerning
operation of less obvious

mechanisms.
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S.C.G. No.

2

The student will dissect specimens
of a squid and a frog and compare
the structural differences between
them, while hypothesising Possible
functional differences of organs. 2

The student will trace the '

development of the circulatory
system through the various phyla
of animals.

The student writes a short essay
giving his opinion on 4+e value
to man of an enlarged cerebrum
in the brain as compared to the
lack of a nervous system in a
one-celled organiem.

Observing an organism in its
natural habitat, the student
will describe how the organism
appears to be adapted for life in
its environment.

SiMPLE Performance-Indicators

-

4

2

S.C.G. No.

The student describes how he sight
test the hypothesis that unhatched
chicks detect and remember sounds,
using the following equipment:
some fertilised chicken eggs, one
or rwo incubators, and a metronome. 6

The student writes a short essay
describing social behavior in bees. 4



Subject Area Goals - NicrobioloSY

Competencies

The student knows the
structure and function of
general groups of micro-

organisms.

The student knows and tests
factors which affect icrobial
population growth.

The 'student is able to classify
icroorganisms from observed,
illustrated, or described
characteristics or life

processes.

Subject Area Goal - Plant Taxonomy

,C.21-21-0-115-121

The student knows character-
istics and groupings used to
organize members of the plant

kingdom.

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

The student uses a drawing as

a model to show the basic
structure of a virus.

The student vill set u; an-

experiment to show fermenta-
tion rates in different orean-

ism.

The student looks at a ring of
inhibition around a bacterial

colony and explains its

existence.

Given an inoculated petrie dish,
the student uses antibiotic
discs to test for the most
effective antibiotic against the

inocualted bacteria.

The student writes a short
essay describing how fractional

sterilization works.

The student vill list the
variables in an experiment
testing the effects of chemicals

on bacteria.

Given a description of a icrobe,
the student classifies it as a

virus, fungus, bacteria, or

rickettsiae.

;AMPLE Performance Indicators

Observing the characteristics
of a variSty of plants, the
student uses a dichotomous
key to classify each into its

proper taxonomic group(s).
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7

6

2

2,6

4

5

1

S.C.G. No.

1.2



Subject Area Goal - Gardeniu&

Competencies

The student knows basic
gardening techniques, garden
plant., and ethods of
satisfying plant requirements.

Subject Area Goal - Ecology

Competencies

The student knows character-
istics of populations and
factors affecting popula-
tion changes.

The student knows how
energy is transferred
through food webs or ,

chains.

The student knows the
various physical and bio-
logical interactions in
an ecosystem.

The student recognizes
various forms of pollution
and understands their
effect on the environ-
ment.

The student knows environ-
mental trade-offs that
muscle made in solving
land use problems.

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

The student will give an oral
report on preparation of soil
for vegetable cultivation.

Given an imaginary garden plot
the student devises a plan for
preparing and planting the area.
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SAMPLE Perforsance Indicators I.C.G. No.

The student performs a study
of a yeast population and
determines how this applies
to the characteristics of
all population.

Given a description of a

food pyramid the student will
evaluate and justify the diminish-
ing numbers of organisms at each
level of the pyramid.

Given descriptions of relation-
ships between organisms in a
community, the student will
identify them as predation,
parasitism, commensalism, mutualiss,
or competition.

Obsaiwing two different community
types, the student describes
&biotic factors which affect the
type of life which can survive in
eacb community.

6,7

2

1,2

2

The student points out four
examples of pollution in Clackamas
County and explains how each affects

his own life. 2,4

The student plays land use
simulation games. 3,7



The student knows the possible

affects of overuse of natural

resources on the environment

add society.

298

Civet available data, the

student predicts when various

resources vill become exhausted. 1 3

Assuming the exhaustion of a

resource, the student predicts

substitutions and adjustments

which will have to be made on

environmental and societal levels. 3

Source of refereece:' Tri-County
Course Coals (K - 12)

') 4

44-
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CLACKAMAS HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL SCIERCE

PLANNED COURSE STATMENTS

TITLE Physical Science Survey

CREDIT. 1 0

PREREQUISITES none

I. PURPOSE

AREA* Science
SCHOOL. CHS

a. to teach a scientific approach to problem solving

b. to effectively use the metric system in measuring matter

c. to separate and identify various types of matter by using

characteristic properties
d. to gain insight into the atomic model of matter by use of

radioactivity, decomposition, and synthesis of substances and

molecular motion
e. to become aware of the role of mathematics in qualitatilfe and

quantitative analysis

II. COLRSE CONTtiET:

299

The course will introduce the student to the measurement, identification,
synthesis, and decomposition of matter by experiments, den:Ilstrations,

and discussions of matter.

1. LEAR1.ING ACTIVITIES:

a. student experimentation
b. teacher demonstration
c. class discussion
d. film, photographs, and the overhead projector will be used

to aid in understanding

1%. ANTICIPATED LEARNER OUTCOMES:

Minimal competency in an outcome will be noted as a "D". Ai

competency improves, the level will be noted as a "C", "1", or

"A" with the highest level being an "A".

Gpetencies

1. To use the metric system to determine the quantity of matter by both
direct and indirect measurement.

1. D
1

Given a rectangualr solid, the student will find its mass, length,

and vidth to the nearest .1 unit of measurement.
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1. D
2

Given a liquid, the student wili determine fts mass incl. volume to

the nearest .1 measurement unit.

1. C
I

The student will measure the volume of an irregulerly shaped solid

such as sand.

I. C The student will calculate the ol,me of a rectan6ulai solid by

multiplication of length, width, and height.

I. B Given the density of liquid, a student will determine the volume

by finding the mass and calculating fhe volume.

1. A Given an alkaseltzer tablet, the student will dissolve it anc

determine the mass and volume of gas produced

2. To write an analysis of an experiment or demonsciet_cn

2. D The student will do an experiment that gives data for formulation

of a conclusion by using the data found.

2. C The student will determine the objective, co..ect and

formulate a conclusion based upon hIs eat ac; resr, ( to 1,6

objective.

3. To be able to separate matte'

3. D
I

Given a mixture of solids, the s.-Asrt separte dem ty filtration.

3 D
2

Given a mixture of liquids, th, stu.-2.e-c -.11 sepa-ate tlem by fractional

distillation.

3. C Given a mixture of soluble solids, the student will separate

them by fractional crystallization.

41,
3. B

1

Given a mixture bf liquids and solids in solution, the student

will separate each from the mixture.

3. 8
2

Given black ink, the student will separate it b) disti_lation and

chrometography.

4. To be able to identify matter by using chsracterisitc properties

4. D Given two similar appearing solids, the student u.11 d.stinguish

between them by density.

5.. Be able to produce compounds and elements and be able to distinguish

between them

5. D Given a quantity of sodiur ellorate, the student will decompose

and preduce oxygen and identify it through testing.
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5. C Using electrolysis equipment, the student will produce hydrogen and

oxygen and identify them.

5. 15
Using data from previously done experiments, thc student will

explain the synthecis of water.

r.
5. A Given zinc and chlorine, the student will produce zinc chloride

and identify it as substance different than the origianal

6. To be able to show some effects of radioactivity

6.
1

From a demonstration using a counter source and timer, the

student will explain the difference between actual cocnt and

background count.

6. C From data collected in demonstration in class, LIE stuoctt will ist\e

a simple explanation of the effect of time, di..Eance, -nd thickness

of material on radiation count.

6. B From the data in the above, the student s_11 sho. the 11,_t mathematic-

ally of distance, time, and thickness of suostahce o reflation count.

6. A From the above, the student will explain the

on count by use of the Inveise Square La..'

7. To be,able to illustrate the law of constant proportions in corrounds

7. C Shown data from an experiment cn the synthesis of watel, tne student

will explain the concept that wetet is parts bydto,en to cne

part oxygen by volume.

7. B The student will synthesize zinc chloride and determine the ration of

zinc to chlorine and a possible formula.

B. To determine the approximate size of an atom or molecule

8. D Given a known volume of oleic acid, the student will compute the

approximate thickness it has when sPread on water and relate this

to the possible thickness of an atom or molecule.

8. C Using the principle of the above competency, the student will

calculate the approximate volume and mass of a oleic acid molecule.

8. 3 Using data from competencies above, the student will3calculate

the approximate number of molecules or atoms in a CM of oleic acid.

8. A Using the principles from the above and textbook, the student will

explain the process used by scientists to determine theneize of

polonium and hydrogen atoms.
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9. To explain the ffect of molecular motio on mattPr

9. D Given a tube of frozen bromine and air, the student will explain

molecular diffusion of the bromine through the air.

9. C Using copper sulfate in A layered solution, the student will
explain the upward diffusion of the copper sullete through the layer

of water.

9 B Using a gas model machine, the student will show relationship of

densit), pressure and volume to molecular motion ir a gas.

9. A The student will explain by construction of a pap', B..)le's Law.

10 Te exrlain some properties of matter and heat

10. B
1

The student will determine the calories absor,eu in he,:ir4, tu.,

beakers of water, one of 100 ml and the otter of 200 z1, 20c C.

10. A
1

The student will determine the specific h,a: of Loorinf nal b

experimentation.

10. A, The student will determine the spec.fi. h _t oi rt.::!. .32..i:s Cy

...

experimentsrion.

Ie. A
3

The student will deterrine the heat of fusion knd v.porization by

experimentation.

,

)

,A

)
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MILWAUKIE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY

TITLE Lidln; 1-2

CRED1: .50 -

PREREQL1SITES. Aon?

Put.:;ED STATE-Z:7

ARIA. Seientific/TeCanoloOcal
Prmccs*es

SCPOOL 411.!-

The btuuent Clall acquire an ad.7.7(11L!S L'id ILI 1,:fclativr Lr t c

enviroamenc.

11. COURSE co=1,71-

Attitudes and values
Use and care (..f l:ytoratorv equipment

*fetric 3}ste-

Nature of life
dws - eaeracal anl structlral
The cell - nutrition, taes , and reprouction

Tte eontiduity tf 11'
liereditar% lriici-les

r:Lulatien -anetie-
4ppliect Feneeics

EvoiLt
The dil.ersity jf life

daciu'dio,ny. vii nies-ricketrsiae-bacter,a-infectious
diseasee-rrt,e.zoe fungi-alase

MOSL:,f terns-seed ',lents

ItverterateL: spohee-c0:1...ntc:ates torrl,-nares.eic u,rrs-mjllusrs,

eCilnddern -..rthrtr-tods

Vertediites4 primitive chordato-fietes-Jmphibiant-reptpes-blrds-mam7als
Cla.slfier.tion

luman infldence on ndtural Byte=
Careers in the biological aciences

III. LEARVIZ ACTIVITIES:

Laboratory experimcnts and exercises
Study guides
Oral discuscion
Lecture
Student prasentstion of material
Bringing in related specimens
Brin;inz in related news articles

REV-75
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Summarizins T. rogruus

Summarizing Science or1d articles

tdaptilr gr stLus. e.sc ,
"Lingm" (rnR REI.FORCEME'ri OF

orLy)

Crossword puzzles and word scrambles

Quizzes (oral a d written)
Answering questions on the bonus point board

IV. ANTICIPATED Lr.A.11':;'.

District comnetencies are indicated by an asterisk (*).

COAL 1.0 Tne student will dzvelo7 sn awareness of the attitudes of cience

and assess personal values.

Com?etencies

1.1 The student values the ability to

nakc rational ane Iliformed judgments,

choces, and dscif..ions.

1.2 The stu,,elt values Lcientific
knowleege _nd cLoces'ea wch are needcd

to validate informat.on abkut sltuations.

1.3 The stud:..t kno*, Va. different

individuals vLlue diffcrem thin-s
and behaier . to sztisfv essentially

imilar basic needs.

SkIPLT Performance Indicators

1.4 The scut:cat is able to modi.y or

rLstructure values --,' be-d..:r in re_ =Ise

to increasing knowledge of situations and self.

1.5 The student values scientific knowledge

an,..! processes VAich aid in identifying basic

needs of our society.

1.6 The ntudent values a -oclet- which provides

freedom to express eni communicate facts, ideas,

and opinions.

1.7 The student velum' curic,sity: about self,

reality, the future, causes and effects, .

alternatives, etc.

1.11 The student whine preasm solving.

1.9 The student values 1:ves of living organisms.



1.10 The studew_ values the uniquen,ss or

worth of individual lives.

*1.11 The student values ope% and aczurate
comnunications.

1.12 The tt.dent values sccepting

responsihility4lor Cie consequences of
his/her decisiol,s sad sctions.

1.13 The =tueent v1ue cteativity Ard
imaginationr th,, pl,?.A.are of manipulating

and extcndinr ideas.

1.14. Tae student values a philosophical,
unhostile sense of humor.

1.15 The 3tudent vs:ties informetion
which rresents challenees to aasumption,
pri^ciples, or vale ct.trently considered

valid (information 1+.1-h fnrces us to

expand cid r.lt-r currant knoiled ( towa-d

-ore accurst* and achousre reoresentations
of reality).

1.16 The student value: the role of
science in netting society's needs.

1.17 The student values self.

*1.18 The student is able tc( 31st ami
discuss the mttitudes w'Ach udrli
scientific discov'r end atuly tiese
attitudes to laboratory and stud-
situations.

-:Z401110
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1.18.1 Given a series of specific,
structured observations the student
will apply those attitudes which re-
lste to each observation, 1.1. open
mind, curiosity, serendipity
intellectual honesty, respecting the
opinions of others, making observations
for oneself, imaginstion, etc.

1.13.2 Given lab exercises and study
sheets, the student will indicate
those attitudes appropriate to the

GOAL 2.0: The student la able to us* laboratory equipment effectively and afely.

SAATLE Performance IndicatorsCompetencies

2. The student now. the :arms am:

us* f laiwor..,tory quip-amt.

4

2.1.1 Given the task, the student will
identify lab equipment and state its use.



2.2 Tat stu.lent ii a',1 to use sense

extending equirraent ffectively a.d
safely (microsc4e, ete.soacope, tc.).

GOAL 3.0. The student will effectivcly

Co petcncics

*3.1 The stud.la knows the meaninr-s

of the t,rm "Latimate. te _a -

til.e judgment; appro:Imairftmermination
prior to actual measurement).

*3.2 The student is able to

demonstrate knov1ed7e of the

motric system.

*3.3 The studeat is elle to
apply metric easurement to the
microscope.

GJAL 4.0. The student will develop an
the na.ur, of lif2.

Competencies

4.1 The stude:t is :Alla to demonstrate
knowledge of the che-Lc,1 basis of

life.
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2.2.1 Given the ta.C., the student
will prepare a slide end focu4 it

under the microscope.

use the system international (metric).

SPTLE Performance Indicators

3.1.1 Given specific tasks, the
student will first estimate tie
lencth, mass or volut.e, nen use
metric tools to verify the estimations

3.2.1 Given list of metric terms,

the student will state the Enrlish
e quivalent.

3.3.1 Given the tasks, the student
wall est.:mate focused epecimens in

microns.

*3.3.2 Given the pooled data from
measured apeciren, the student

will graph the data, list the
variables, eliminate variable+, and

state the controls used.

undentanding and appreciation for

4.2 The student ic alae to demonstrate
the knodledge of the relation of the
e lements to the energy of living thinrs.

4.3 The student knows that cells
are composed of elements (atoms) from
the arth's atmosphere end crust.

4.4 The student knws that cells
arc by dcfinit4on tae ba ic units

of livinr structures.

WIPLE Performance Indicators

4.1.1 Civen the task, the student
will identify elements, compounds,
mixtures basic to life.

4.2.1 Given the task, the student
will trace the sun's energy and state
the energy conversions that maintain
life systems.

*4.3.1 - 4.10.1 Given lab situations,
the student will set up the labs,
follow directions, anC state the
conclusions necessary to accomplishing

the competency.



4.5 Tae student knows thet in some
multicellular organisms, cells ere
nut organized i4t, tissues and organs
(e./. orLsnisms of the protista).

*4.6 71-e student knows the parts of
a generalised cell, plant, or animal.

*4.7 The student is able to prepare
materials so t zt,t cv may be seen
through microscope.

4.8 The student is able to discriminate
between objects of biological origin enc:
artifact of slide prepar-tion while
looking through a microscope.

4.9 Me stud.nit know: that sone cells
have no nucleus (e./. viruses).

4.10 T'c student kncds modern instru-
ments u:cd to study molecular struccre
of cells (e /. electron microscope).

4.11 )The studcmt is able to demonstrate
a knowledge of cell func_ions.

1) I
tik) I
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4.11.1 Given the task, the student
will state ele meaninr,s of terms uscd
in biclo7v to identify general cell
ft-nctions (e.z. metabolism, repro-
ductinn, response).

4.11.2 Given series of labs, tie
stLdent 17111 describe the ,avs in
wLich substances love thrnu-:,h the
cell membranes (e.z. eiffu-icn,
active transncrt, in3eation, excretion).

4.11.3 Given the lab, the student will
state that the rate of osmosis is
affected by change of many factors,
(e.r. temperature, concentraticn of
solution, membrane permeability,
energy expended by the cell, size of
the molecule in the solute). *

4.11.4 Given the task, the stidrnt
will state Cie interderendencc of'
livia things and their anvirowient
i, related to the transfer: .cion cf

mitter cheAically fra, one forr to
anotLer.
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4.11.5 Given the task, thc .:tuc;ent

will describe the sequence of cAemical
reactions involved in photosynthesis.

GOAL 5.0: The student will develop an understandin. of the continuity of life.

Ceretencies
,

5.1 TI,e student is able to dpronstrate
a kno.lcd;. of the baslc process of
in%eritance a.d e:olution.

*5.2 The student kncws reascr.s for
the iLportance of the c7olution model
to biological ciences.

*5.3 The student knoob the main
contributors to our present volution
model.

SAYYLE Performance Indicators

5.1.1 Give% a list of persolal trets,
the student will distinguish betlee-
those which are inherited and those
which are acquired.

5.1.2 Given the laws of heredity,
the student -71.11 apply then tolenetic
problems (Punnett square) of 4.ant
and animal inheritance.

5.1.3 Given a series of lab exercises,
the student will apply the laws of
herclity to hunan population studies.

5.1.4 Given the task, the student
will identify the environnental
factors that produce mutations, and
xplzlin their importance to the sur-
vival of the nutant.

5.1.5 Given the tisk, the student will
explain the advantages of sexual
reproduction and the recombination of
genes which favors biological success.

5.4 The student knows that Darwin's
Theory of natural selection involves
such concepts of overpopulation, varia-
tion, fitness to meet environmental stress,
inheritance of trait, and genetic
mutation.

:3:;
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GOAL 6.0: The student will develop an understanding and appreciation of
the diversity of life.

Ccrpetencies

6.1 The tudent Is able to identify
characteristics used to group plants

and animals.

6.2 The student Is able to demonstrate
a knowledge of individual organisms on

the single cell level.

6.3 The student is able to demonstrate
a knowledge of how microorganisms affect
our lives, with special emphasis on
infectious diseases.

6.4 Tte student is able to demonstrate
a knowledge of mosses, ferns, and seed

plants.

6.5 The student is able to demonstrate
knowledge of invertebrates vi6h

special emphasis on their value or

harm to man.

6.6 The student is sble to demonstrate
a knowledge of the ve:tel)rate world,
with special emphasis on their value
or harm to man.

6.7 The student is able to under-
stand the role of biotic coznanities
in rclztion to man's responsibility
to his environment.

6.8 The student knows ways in which
henan activities can modif7 both the
qt.nntity and quality of environmental
:icials needed for humin life (n.e.
u.:1/-L, up resources; disposing of

w-a:es; storinr and testinr cherical,
linlorical, end nuclear wzapons,.

sAltru Performance Indicators

*6.1.1 Given a list of living thi%gs,
the student will identify them
according to the system of classification.

6.2.1 Given a set of lab exercises,
the student will explore viruses,
bacteria, protozoa, fungi algae.

6.3.1 Given a task, the student will
relate the economic importance of

microorganisms.

6.4.1 Given the series of labs, the
student will understand the role of
mosses, ferns and seed rlants in our
environment.

6.4.2 Given the task of collecting
wildflowers, the student will make
a definitivr collection.

6.5.1 Given a series of late, the
student will explore the invertebrate
world relating their importance to mar.

6.6.1 Given labs and tasks, the
st.adent will explore the world of

Olrtebrates relating their i-1,-ortance

t man.

3 "

6.7.1 Given examples, the student
will identify the role of each
organism in a biotic community.

6.7.2 Given a task, tt-el studcnt

identify man'ce responsibilitl to his

environment.
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6.9 The student is able to evaluate
his or her own behavior in terms of
itsceffects on present and future

environment.

COAL 7.0: The student is able to discover and learn tha inowledre, skills

attitudes, and values necessary to carry out career decisiens

in the biological sciences.

V. PRJUDUlaS FOR E4ALLATION:

Teacher observation of lab/class perfor-lace
Participating and handine in all lab wor..

Participating in oral discussions/tdan plcsentations
Earning the minit.ur. of points in quizzes and te:..s

3rin3ing in rclused Items or specimens
Summarizing TV prugianz
Particlpsting in ajaptcd games
Laadin3 in all study sheets
AnsJaring the qaestionn on ne bonus point board
Earning 602 of the total points posdible per quarter to pass

Attendance:
Science moults& performance. The studcnt may not be adlc to acca7plisn

the abovc listed coapetencies unless be/-.he attends class rec..ularly.

Any stddent vho misses 20 or tort classes per semester is in jeopardy

of receiving no credit for biology.

Responsibility:
The ctuCent is responsible for all aragnaents and activities in

biology. He/sle say make up work n-ssed when possible within a

specifie6 tizm period as Uesicnated by t%e teacher. :Lake up wer1

and late uork wiil nalerally receive a lo er R.St!C as it soLlencs

proves that Clc student has already failed his/her responsibilit;

to the class.

Reference: Courma Coale in Biological and Physical Science

Tri County Course Goals
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MILWAUKIE HIGH SCHOOL EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE 1

PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Th
TITLE: Earth 1 Space Science (1st Semester) AREA:
CREDIT. .05 SCHOOL: M.H.S.
PREREQUISHES: None

I. PURPOSE:

The Earth and Space Science student will acquire a basic knowledge of the
Earth Sciences, that will give him a basis for understanding and interpre-
ting his nvironment.

II. COURSE CONTENT:

A. Observ..ng the environment.
B. Earth and moon materials.
C. Chan^e and Earth forces.
D. Measuring the earth.
E. Earth and Moon system.
F. The Solar System.
G. Stars and other suns.
H. Galaxies and the Universe.
I. Oceans
J. Weather

III. LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

A. Laboratory Investigations
B. Demonstrations
C. Audio-visual aided presentations: (overhead, films, filmstrips

and slides, chalkboard, models, charts, opague projector, records
and tapes.)

D. Lecture and discussion
F. Quizzes and tests
F. Science notebook
G. Research paper

IV. ANTICIPATED LEARNER OUTCOMES:

PROGRAM GOAL: 1. The student will utilise scientific processes.
2. The student will scquire a basic knowledge of

Physical Science.

Orig.76
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OBSEIVIAG ml 111:11VI1OMMENT:

Compatenclee

A.1 The student is able to make lab -
eratory observation* and Inferences

from these observations.

A.2 The student is able to interpret
data and make predictions from these
interpretations.

A.3 The student is able to'communl-
cate the scientific concepts and ideas
taught In thls class with tha teacher

sad other students.

A.4 The student Is able to demonst-
rate a knowledge of the metric system
and use common measuring instruments.

A.5 The student knows the neanings of
the term 'estimate" (1.a. tentative
judgment; approximate dstarsInation
prior to actual seasurement).

A.6 The student is able to demon-
strate a knowledge of tha metric
aystem.

IARTH 4 MOON MATERIALS:

Competencies

1.1 The student will-Gnome aware of
the various materials of which the
earth if made, the states of matter
they assome and their atomic structur

1.2 At the mod ef this study the
student will be able to:

1. Describe the significant
similarities and differences
between the lithosphere.

al
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SAMPLE Performance Iedicators

A.1.1 Given all the aasisoidj.abora-
tory experiments la physical sclence,'--

the student will template
in

themiatnd
thturn em at the assigmed t

A.2.1 Given all the tarth i Space
assignments amd experiments, the
student will complete and turn than in
at tha designated time.

A.2.2 Given experinental date, the
student ahall ba able to interpolate
aad extrapolate.

A.3.1 Given alaat of data, the student
will construct/a simple graph to
summarise that data.

A.4.1 Given an object in tha lab, the
student will appropriately measure its
site aad sass using tha metric units.

A.5.1 Given specific tasks, the student
will firat estimeta the length, mass or
volume, then usa metric tools to verify
tha estimations.

A.6.1 Given a list of metric terms,
tba student will state the English
equivalent.

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

1.1.1 Given a question on the propert-
ies of earth materials tha student will
answer them 60: correct, and hand In
all labs and assignments at the appoint-
ed time.



hydrospherc, and
atmosphere.

2. Classify various carth
materials according to
their origin.

3. Calculate densities,
using accurate measurements
of volume and mass.

4. Differentiate among atoms,
lements, molecules, com-
pounds, minerals, and rocks.

5. Explain how the characteris-
tics of minerals give clues
to their atomic structure.

6. Discuss the changes in
minerals caused by their
environmeacs.

7. Cpnpare tne importcnce of
arious elements, such as
xygen, on che earth and
he moon.

CHANCE AND EARTE FORCES:

Competencies

C. 1 The students will be able to
recognize basic concepts concerning
energy; how it is generated, trans-

ferred and absorbed and basic con-
cept concerning gravity and
magnetism.

C.2 After completing this study
the student will be able to:

1. Describe how heat is gen-
erated in the sun snd
transferred to the earth.

2. Account for the principal
sources of earth's heat
energy.

3. Give examples of the three
ways heat can be transferred
from one place to another.
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SAMPLE Performance Indicators

C.1.1 Given questions on the concepts
of energy the student will ans6er
correctly 602 of the time, and hand in
all labs and assignments in the appoint-
ed time.



4. Use Newton's law of
' otion to account for
common epperiences in-
volv nrilnertis, momentum,
ve icy, speed, and
a eleration.

escribe the force of
gravity.

,6. Describe the earth's
magnetic field.

,MEASURING THE EARTH:

Competencies_

D.1 The student will gain a per-
spective about the size and shape
of the earth.

D.2 At the end of this atudy the
student will:

1. Use linear and angular
measurements in establish-
ing location.

2. Demonstrate some comprehes-
ion of scale and of relation-
ships between a model such as
a globe and the earth.

K

3. Construct a topographic map
from a three-dimenstonal model

4. Use a topographic nap to
identify variations in land-
capes.
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SAMPLE Performance Indicators

D.14 Given question on earth
measurements the student will answer
602 correct and hand in all labs and
assignments at the appointed time.

GOAL: The student will gain perspectives of the otion of the earth-moon system
and how these motions affect his life.

Competencies

2.1 The student is able to describe
the baaic motions of the earth soon

system.

SAMPLE Performance Indicators

2.1.1 Given questions on the notions

of the earth and moon, the students will
answer thaw correctly 602 of the time.



E.2 At the,end of this study the
students will be able to:

1. Cite proofs that the earth
and moon each rotate on an
axis and revolve around the
sun.

2. Explain the causes of the
seasons.

3. Explain what causes the tides.

4. Demonstrate how phases and
eclipses of the moon occur.

5. List similarities and
differences between the moon
and the earth.

6. Analyze the topography of the
moon's surface.

7. Give examples df how study of
the moon will provide greater
understanding of the develop-
ment of the earth and the solar
system.

TUE SOLAR SYSTEM:

F.1 The student will gain perspectives
about the solar system; its size, origin,
planetary groupings and the- laws that

govern it.

F.2 After this study, the student should

be able to:

1. Demonstrate the relative amount of
empty space in the solar system
compared to the space occupied by
the planets.
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E.1.2 Given labs ard assicrmenls re-
lating to the motions of the eii on.
moon, the students will comletE tt,n
and hand them all In at the assigne.;

time.

F.1.1 Given questicns about the E,, r

system the students will bc able ic
answer 60Z correctly and hand in al.

labs and assignments.



2. Contrast the characteristics
of the two main planet groups.

3. List some physical character-
istics of each of the nine
planets.

4. Describe how the law of
gravitation affects planet-,

ary motion.

5. Describe the pAsolel charact-
eristics and mot of asteroids

and comets.

6. Contrast the theories of the
origin of the solar system.

STARS AS OTHER SUNS:

G.1 Thi students will gain an overall
view of stellar evolution, and a
general knowledge of how scientists

study stars.

G. 2 At the end of this study the
students will be able to:

1. Describe how scientists deter-

mine a star's temperature,
chemical composition, luminos-
ity, motion, and distance from

the earth.

2. Demonstrate parallax and ex-
plain how it can be used to

measure distance.

3. Compare the sun to other stars.

4. Dertribe the life 6Tcle of

star.

5. Explain bow the sas of a star

determines how lonVit will
live.

6. Explain how H-R diagrams support
the theory of stellar evolution.
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G.1.1 Given questions about stars, the
studentr will answer 602 of them correct
and complete all labs and assignments

in the appointed time.



GALAXIES AND THE UNIVERSE:

14.1 Students will gain a per-
pective on the univerme, itm
mite, origin and man'. lan in
it.

/
11.2 At the and of thin mtudy the
student will:

1. Describe the Milky Way galaxy
--it. mite, shape, rotation, end the
n un'. location in it--and indicate how
mcientints obtained this information.

2. Compare our Milky Way galaxy
to other galaxies in terms of mite and
mhape.

3. Explain why looking at starlight

in like looking into the past.

4. Name the two most common chemical.
in the universe.

5. Discuss the significance of the
Doppler effect am evidence for an expand-
ing universe.
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5.1.1 Given quentionm about galaxies
and the univere, mtudents will ans6er
602 correct and couplet all labs and
ammignments in the appointed time.

6. Discuss common examples of relativity.

WATER IN THE SEA:

1.1 The tudentm will learn about mu 1.1.1 Given questions aimut the oceans,

water, currants, waves*and circulation mtudentm will answer 6C2 coneect, and

in the sea, they will also complete all labs and
ansignment. in the appointed time.

1.2 After this mtudy the mtudentm will
be able to:

1. Compare the phymical and chemicel
propartiee of fresh water and Seawater.

2. Describe the process.. that
change the salinity, temperature and
density of semester.

3.Explain the canes. of nutlike. and
deep *coma cIrculatldh.

4. Una a model to demonatrate ths
movsmsat of water particles la swrvace maven.

411,
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3. Trace the path of energy from
the sun to ocean waves and
currants.

6. Explain how atmospheric
circulation and varying
densities of seawater cause
ocean circulation.

YATES CYCLE:

J.1 The student will learn how the water J.1.1 Given a test about the water

cycle functions and how it affects our cycle the student will score at least

lives. 602 and will also hand in all labs and
assignments in the appointed time.

J.2 At the and of this study the
student will be able to:

1. Demonstrate how the earth's
shape and orientation in
space determine the distribu-
tika of incoming radiation.

2. Demonstrate how land and water
absorb energy.at different rates.

3. Explain how unequal heating of
land and water, aided by gravity,
produce convective circulation.

4. Maks a model that demonstrates
how the earth's rotation modifies
basic convective cirCulation to
produce eastirly and westerly
winds.

3. Show how the processes of evapo-
ration, condensation, and pre-
cipitation are involved in the
water cycle.

6. Describe the energy changes during
e vaporation and condensation.

7. Explain why both energy and air
otions are necessary for

evaporation to occur.
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p

S. Describe the ltfe cycle of a frontal

cyclone and tLn typical weatiler it

produces.

9. Describe bow water infiltrates the
ground and becomes capillary and
gravity water.

10. Describe in general terms how flood
forecasts are made.

V. THE STUDENT SHOCLD DEVELOP APPROPRIATE VALUES:

1. The student values behavior based on rational and informed judgements,
choices, and decisions.

2. The student knows what things, ideas, and behoviors he or she values.

3. The student knows that different individuals value different things,
ideas, and behaviors to satisfy essentially &WAAr basic needs.\

4. The student is able to use scientific knowledge and processes to re-
solve cOnliicts in personal values.

5. The student is able to distinguish between value statements and descrip-
tive or definitional statements.

6. The student is able to identify the different value positions repre-
sented in social issue.

7. The student is able to weigh the merits of information supporting value
positions in terms of relevant criteria.

8. The student values scientific knowledge end processes which aid, in
identifying basic needs of societies.

9. The student values a society in which individuals participate in
making decisions which will affect thee.

10. The student values problem solving.

11. The student values intellectual figraibility in dealing with complexity
(i.e. the ability to change, expand, or construct new frames of refer-

ence to *etch situations).

12. The studest values the uniqueness or worth of individual lives.
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13. The student values human feelings.

14. The student values the needs of others.

15. The student values accepting responsibility for the consequences of

his/her decisions and actions.

16. The student values self.

17. The student values creativity and imagination: the pleasure of man-

ipulating and extending ideas.

18. The student values the pleasure of learning.

19. The student values aesthetic experiancse.

20. The student values novelty: new perceptions, experiences, ideas.

21. The student values the continual expansion of human knowledge about

reality.

22. The student values full use of all channel, of human perception.

23. The student values full and appropriate use of sense extenders.

24. The student values freedom from bias: riercuption of reality which

is not limited or distorted by premature judgments or assumptions.

25. The student values symbolic representations (!.a words and mathe-

satical symbols).

26. The student values the ability to distinguish between relevant and

irrelevant data when validating representation of fact, opinion,

or conclusion.

27. the student values organization of representations (conceptual

schemes, models, classification systems, etc.) which permit reca:1

and retrieval of information.

28. The student values the restructuring of behavinr in response to more

adequate and accurate information about situations.

29. The student values accuracy and opennesa of communication.

30. The student values the full and appropriate use of scientific inform-

ation retrieval systems.
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VI. PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION:

A. Tests: written, oral, laboratory
I. Observation of classroom performance

C. Laboratory writeups
D. Worksheets
E. Research papers
F. Notebook
G. Attendance

In order to pass the course at a minimum level, the student oust pass the
tests which apply to a particular competency at a (D) level, turn in all

the assigned work, and perform adequately in class. Class performance

includes a student's actions in class and attendance and tardies. Over

ten absences in a 4emester will cause a student tq receive a permanent

incomplete in competency (I).

To receive grades'of A, 15, or C, the student must complete the minimums

and also receive the following percentages of the total points possible

for all of the assignments.

9D - 1002 A

80 - 89.92 13

70 - 79.92 C

60 - 69.92 D

Source of reference: Tri-County Course Goals

r

't-- A
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MILWAUKIE HIGH SCHOOL EARTH AND SPACEpCIENCE 2

PLANNED-COURSE STATEMENT

TITLE: Earth & Space Science
Semester 2

CREDIT: .50

PREREQUISITE: First Semester-Earth
and Space Science

I. PURPOSE

AREA: Scientific & Technological

Processes

SCHOOL: NHS

The Earth and Space Science student will acquire a basic knowledge in Esrtn

and Space Science. This will give hie a basis for understanding and inter-
preting his environment.

II. COURSE CONTENT

A. Weathering and Erosion
B. Sedimentation
C. Building Mountains
q. Earthquakes and the Earth's Interior
E. Rocks and Minerals
F. Time and Earth's Biography
G. Ecology and the Environment

III. LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

Laboratory investigations: qualitative and quantitative observations.
Demonstrations: laboratory procedures, concepts and scientific phenomena.

Audio-visual aided presentations: overhead, films, filmstrip, and slides;

chalkboard, models, charts, opaquelprojector, records, and tapes
Lecture and discussion
Quizzes, tests
Science notebook
Research papers

WEATHERING E. EROSION

A.1 The student will become aware of A.1.1 Given a test about weathering and

the constant changing of the earth erosion, the student will score at least

crust by the process of weathering & 602 and will also hand in all labs and

erosion. assignments at the appointed time.

A.2 At the end of this study the
student will be able to:

1. Explain what happens to rocks
and minerals as they weather.

Revised - 76
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2. Recognize weathering products
and discuss how they differ from

the parent rock.

3. Describe how resistant minerals
are separated from less resistant
minerals, and conditions under which
they are formed.

4. Compare the erosive effects of
water, ice, and wind on the earth's

surface.

5. Describe the role of gravity in erosion.

SEDIMENTATION

D.1 The student will learn the processes D.1.1 Given a test about sedimentation,

and energy exchanges in seditentation and the student will score at least 60',

develop a model of the ocean Lasin and the correct and will also hand in all labs

sediments that form in different parts of and assignments at the appointed time.

the ocean floor.

E.2 At the end of this study the student
will be able to:

1. Construct or describe a model of
an ocean basin.

2. Contrast the depositional processes
that take place near shore, on the
continental shelf, and on the

continental slope.

3. Construct a model of turbidity
currents.

4. Contrast sediments deposited on
the continental margins'and those
in deep ocean basins.

5. Give examples of events that could
change sea level.

MOUNTAIN BUILDING:

C.1 The student will become aware of the
different types of mountain building forces
and will be able to place the forces in the
greater pattern of general crustal move-

ment.

A.2 After completing this tudy, the
student will be able to:

1. Doscribe bow mountains develop from
geosynclines through the stages of
deposition, deformation, and uplift.

C.1.1 Given a test about mountain
building and crustal movement, the
student mill score at least 60% correct
and will also turn in all labs and
assignments at the appointed time.



2. Explain how ni4ocean ridges,
deep-sea trenches, earthquake
activity, and geosynclinal
mountains night be caused by
movements of the earth's crust.

3. Compare modern areas of shallow-
water deposition with ancient
geosynclinal basins.

A. Locate belts of crustal mobility
on a globe and explain why they
are eldom in the middle of
continents.

5. Describe some Lasic causes of
crustal unrest within continents
and ocean basins.

6. Discuss the importance of magnetic
stripes in rocks to the theory of
plate tectonics.

EARTHQUAKES AND THE EARTH'S INTERIOR

D. 1 Students will investigate various
ways that scientists study the earths in-
terior, and will develop a general know-
ledge of what has been learned about the
earth's interior.

D.2 After completing this study, the
student will be able to:

1. Give several reasons why
scientists study the interior
of the earth.

2. Explain how seismic data is
used to determine the earth's
internal structure.

3. Determine earthquake epicenter
locations from the differences
between P and S wave.

A. Construct or describe general

model of the earth's interior.
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D.1.1 Given a test about earthquakes
ane the earth's interior, the student
will score at least 602 correct and
will also hand in all labs and
assigned work at the appropriate time.



ROCKS AND MINERALS

1.1 The students will learn the
basic igneous rock building pro-
cesses, volcano types and pro-
cedures for identifing common
minerals.

E. 2 At the end of this study the
student will be able to:

1.4Describe the various types
of volcanoes found in
Oregon.

2. Distinguish between the
different types of lava.

3. Distinguish betveen plutonic
and volcanic rocks in terms
of occurrence, mineral and
chemical composition, and
texture.

4. Discuss how temperature,
pressure, and mineral solu-
tions affect rock3 at the
surface and below.

5. Identify some of the soot
common rock forming minerals.

MEASURING TIME

F.1 The student will gain perspective
on the age of the earth, on man's place
in time and techniques established for
easuring time.

F.2 At the end of this study the
tudent will be able tot

1. Propose methods to measure the
duration of events and the in-
tervals between them.

2. Explain why time must be divid-
ed into units.

3. Use radioactive decay data to
determine the age of rocks.

A
!

A
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E.1.1 Given a test about rocks and
minerals, the student vill score at
least 602 cIrrect and will hand in
all labs and Ihexteed work at the
appointed time.

F.1.1 Given a test on time and its
measurment the student will get 602
correct and will also band i all labs

and assigned vork at the appointed
time.



4. Construct a time scale
that tells both the relative
and exact age of events.

5. Use the Geologic Time Scale
,to compare the ages and dura-
tion of various segments of
geologic time.

6. Determine the origin of rocks
from observing actual rocks or
illustrations of outcrops.

7. Distinguish the top of rock

layer from the bottom.

S. Correlate rock layers using
fossils, rock types, position

in sequence, or other means.

9. Reconstruct the sequence of
series of geologic events from
cross sectiona of an area.

0.1 The student will understand the
basic concepts of, and relationships
between genetic change, artificial
selection, and natural selection.

0.2 At the and of this study the
student will be able to:

1. Know historic contributions
of sciences and scientists to
the development of theories
about the origins of life.

2. Analyze or clarify issues re-
lated to validation or commun-
ication of scientific informa-
tion about origins of life.

3. Know reasons for the importance
of the *volution model to the
biological sciences.

4. Know factors of the evolutionary
process which produce changes with-

in a species.
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G.1.1 Given basic questions on genetic
change, artiftcial and natural selec-
tion, the student will answer them
correctly 60% of the time.



5. Know that Darwin's theory
is based on the principle
of uniformitarianism: that

exisiing processes, acting
in the same manner and in-
tensity as at presant have
been constant throughout
time and are sufficient to
account for all geological
and biological,.changes.

6. Know that over a period of
tine, stable populations
adapt genetically to their

environments.

7. Know that Darwin's theory
of natural selection in-
volves such concepts as
overpopulation, variation,
fitness to meet environ-

mental stress, inheritance
of traits, and genetic

mutation.

G.3.1 The student will understand
the basic concepts of pop-

ulation ecology.

G.3.2 At the end of this study the
student will be able to:

1. Know factors which in-
fluence population growth.

2. Know the effects of un-
controlled population
growth on the individuals
in the population and on
other populations.

3. Analyse problems of human
population growth.

4. Know that mortality rates
influence population growth

rates.

5. Know factors which affect
the mortality rates of

populations.

4
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G.3.1.1 Given questions on population

ecology, the student will respond
correctly 602 of the time.

35/



C.4 The student will understand
basic ecological concepts and
processes.

C.4.2 At the end of this study the
student will be able to:

1. Know that organisms in a
community may be categorised
as producers, consumers, and
decomposers.

2. Know the relationship between
producers and consumers in a

community.

1. Interpret data collected from
natural environments regarding
producer-consumer and biotic-

&biotic relationships.

4. Know organisms and interactions
characteristic of communities
in various major biomes or
habitats.

5. Know meanings of terms con-
ventionally used in descrip-
tions or analyses of ecosystems.
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C.4.1 Given questions on the concepts
and processes of ecology, the student
rill answer correctly 60Z of the time.
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REX PUTNAM HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE I (UNIFIED SCIENCE)

TITLE- Science I
CREDIT- .50

PREREQLISITES None

1 PURPOSE

PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

AREA Science
SCHOOL: RPHS

The Science 1 student will increase his/her understanding of the
scientific approach to developing and using knowledge This will

be achieved b- a variety of activities and experiences that will
enable the learner to acquire some of the basic knowledge and skills
associated with the.

1 Biological sciences
2. Physical sciences
3 Scientific/Technological processes

II COURSE CONTENT

The course is comprised of six instructional units organized around
the themes of:

1. Observation
2 Perception
3. Measuremert
4. Model

5 Radioactivit\

6. Cell

III LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

1. Laboratory investigations
2. Demonstrations (Teacher and Student)
3. Audio-visual aids (Including films, posters, charts, graphs, audio

tapes, filmstrip., overhead projector, laboratory models, and

chalkboard)
4. Discussions
5. Lectures
6. Reading
7. Computer (Experiments, simulated experiments, computation, data

display, data storage, graphing, etc.)
8. Games

9. Laboratory writeups
10. Exams/Quizzes
11. Reports/Projects

Rev. - 82
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IV. ANTICIPATED LEARNER OUTCOMES: (Those competencies designated with an

asterisk are certified as fulfilled when student has earned a passing

grade for Science I)

Competencies SAMPLE Performance Indicators

*1 OBSERVING AND INFERING

The student is able to make
laboratory observations and
make inferences fror these
observations. (District
competency 1.7.1.2)

2 COKMLNICATINo

The student is able to com-
municate scientific concepts
and ideas with the teacher
and fellow students. (Dis-

trict competenc% 1.7.1.3)

3. INTERPRETING AND PREDICTING

The student is able to inter-
pret data and make predictions
from these interpretations.
(District competency 1.7.1.4)

1.1 Given a list of observations
and inferences, the student
will be able to correctly
identify the inferences

1.2 Given an appropriate laborator%
situation or demonstration, thE
student will make several obser-
vations and at least one reason-
able inference from those
observations.

2.1 The student can write legible,
understandatrle laborator% report,,
following the given report

guidelines.

2.2 The student will satisfactoril%
define at least 80% of the item,'
in the following list

1. Inference
2 Qualitative observation

3. Quantitative observation
4. Mean

5 Validity
6. Reliability
7. (Identify) Standard S I units

for length, mass, weight, time,

and temperature
8. Model

9. Radioactivity
10. Atom
11 Mitosis
12. Cell

13. Living
14. Measurement

15. Microscope

3.1 Given appropriate experimental
data, the student will.

1. Calculate the mean

2. Report the range
3. Construct a properl\

labeled graph

3.2 Given line graph, the student
will successfully extrapolate to a
designated value for one of the

variables.



4 RECOCNIZ1NG VARIABLES

it.

The student is able to recog-
nize variables and predict what
would happen when selected
variables are altered (Dis-

trict competency 1 7 1.5)

F\ELRIMENTI'y

The student is able to stt ur
and complete an experiment
(District competent.% 1 7 1 b

RECO,NIZIN( AND US1N( MODELS

The student is able to recoglt
rize and use scientiii, models
(District competent.% 1 7 1 7)

*7. MEASURING

The student is able to demon-
strate a knowledge of the
metric (system) and use com-

mon Measuring instruments.
(District competency 1.7.1.8)
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4 1 Given a description of an
experiment and list of

observable aspects of the
situation, the student will be
able to correctly identif tht
variables

4.2 Given the description of an
experiment and partial data, the
student will reasonablt predict
the result of varNing selected
variables in designated manner,.

5 1 Given written instructions and
the necessary equipment and
materials. the student will

I Assemble the apparatu,
correctls.

Manipulate the designated
variable(s) and record Olt
observations

3 Adhere to all standard 'And

special laboratorN safer%
practices

4 Disassemble the apparatu,
and satisfactoril% clean tht
working area

6.1 The student will describe the
zeneral circumstances under which
a scientific model is used for
explanatorN purposes.

6 2 Given a scientific model (e g ,

atomic), the student will us.t it

to

I. Predict the results of a
given test

2. Devise an explanation for a
given observation

3. Explain an observed demonstra-
tion

7.1 The student will demonstrate tht
ability to properly use the appro-
priate meaSuring device to satis-

factorily measure'

1. Length

2. Mass

3. Weight
4. Volume

S. Time

6. Temperature



Pp,)CECRES FOR E\AL1A110%

1 Competencies
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7.2 The student Can provide appro-

priate S.1 units for area and

speed

7.3 The student will correctly applN,

S I. prefixes when converting
volume, length, and mass measure-

ments (e.B., converting a given
number of liters to milliliters)

Satisfactor\ completion of the course minimum competencies is
determined on the basis of student performance on a designated

set of performance indicators for each competenc. A passing

grade for the course indicates successful completion of all

designated minimum competencies

2 Course

Overall course performance level is judged on thekbasis of a point

s.stem Students earn points from a varietN, of class activities and

Procedures,

(2) LaboraJorN, write-ups

(..)
Short te-Km assignments (e g., %/Irk sheets, question sets,

problem scils.,ing sets)

(3) Examinations \

(..) Quizzes

(5) Leel and quality-6r Nasroorr and laborator\ participation

l.ith reasonable flexibility granted to the individuJ1 classroor

teacher for purposes of addressing unusual sp,cific situations.

the following scale determines the letter gradt- earned for the

course.

Percentage of Total Letter

Possible POints Grade

90 - 100 , A

80 - 89

60 - 79

50 - 59

Below 50 No Credit
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REX PUTNAM HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE 2 (UNIFIED SCIENCE)

PLANNED COURSE STAlEMENT

TITLE Science 2

CREPIT 50

PREREQLISITE Science 1

I PURPoSE

AREA Science
SCHOOL RPHC

The Science 2 student will increase his/her understand4g of the
scientific approach to developing and using knowledge. This wil/

be achieved by a varlet\ of activities and experiences that will

enable the learner to acquire some of the basic knowledge and skill,

associated with the:

1 Biological sciences

2 Physical sciences
Scientific/Technological processes

II COLRSE CONTENT

The course Is comprised of six Instructional units organized around

the themes of

I Genetics

2 -Classification ((,eneral)

3. Classification (Characteristic properties of matter)

4. Heat enerp
5. Enerp.

6 Mice

III LEARNIN.6 ACTIVITIES.

1. Laboratory investigations

2. Demonstrations (.leacherand Student)

3. Audio-visual aidjN4ncluding films, posters, charts, graphs, audio

tapes, filmstrips, overhead projector, laboratory models, and

chalkboard)
4. Discussions
S. Lectures
6. Reading
7. Computer (Experiments, simulated experiments, computation, data

display, data storagv, graphing, etc.)

8. Laboratory writeups

9. Examinations/Quizzes
10. Reports/Projects

Rev. - 82
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ANTICIPATED LEARNER OUTCOMES (Those competencies designated with an asterisk

are certified as fulfilled when a student has earned a passing grade for

Science 2.;

Competencies SAMPLE Performance Indicators

*1 CLASS1T1ING

The student is able to f,it
an organism, object or sub-
stan,e into a scientifi,
classification scheme. (Dis-

tri,t competencN 1.7 l,l1

1 1 Given 10 objects of the samt
general tcpe (e g , rocks, micro-
organisms), the student will devise
a classification scheme that will
effectively distinguish tht obItcts.

1 2 Given some of the physical and

chemical characteristics of a

compound, the student will bt ablt
to tentatively identifN tht com-

pound b% utilizing either a com-
puterized or kevsort card classi-

fication scheme

OBSER\IN6 AND INFERINt, 2 1 Given a list of observation, and
inferences, the student ;till bt

The student is able to make able to correctly identif the

laboratory observations and inferences

make inferences from these
observations (District 2 2 Given an appropriate laboratorN

competencs 1 7.1.2) situation or demonstration, the
student will make several oh,erva-
tions and at least one reasonable

'----4ni4xence from those observations

3.1°4ht student can write legiblt.

The student is ablt to com-
municate scientific concepts
and ideas with tht teacher
and fellow'students (Dis-

trict compttencv 1 7.1 3)

ttlt,
)

understandable laborator' rtport,
following tht given report

guidelinrs.

3 2 The student will satisfactorilc
define at least 80% of the iter,

in the following list

1 Genotype and phenotcpe
2. Dominant and recessive

characteristics
3. Mutation
4 Classification
5. Densit%

6. Melting Point and Boiling Point

7. Calorie
8. Hypothermia
9. Methods of heat transfer

10. Potential and kinetic energy

11. Joule
12. Kilowatt-hour
13. Enerp, efficiency
14. Maturation
15. Healthy environment for lab-

oratory animals (e.g., mice)

4
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INTERPRETING AND PREDICTING

The student is able to inter-
pret data and make predictions
from these interpretations.
(District competency 1 7.1.4)

RFC0C\IZING kARIABLES

The student is able to recog-
nize variables and predict
6hat would happen when
selected variables are altered.
(District competency 1.7.1.5)

EXPERIMENTING

The student is able to set up
and complete an experiment.
(District competenc\ 1.7.1.6)

7. RECOGNIZING AND USING MODELS

The student is able to recog-
nize and use scientific m04x1s.
(District competency 1.7.1.7)
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4.1 Given genotype and phenotype
information for the parent
generation, the student will
describe the probable character-
istics of the progeny.

4.2 Given the temperature and time data
from heating an initiallN solid
substance, the student will'

1. Construct a properl\ labeled
graph

2. Identify the melting point of
the substance ---------

3. Identify the boiling poin/

the substance

5 1 Given a description of an expkr
and a list of observable aspec
the situation, the student will
able to correctly identif\ the
variables

iment

of

5.2 Given the description of an
experiment and partial data, the
student will reasonably predict
the result of varying selected
variables in designated manners.

6.1 Given written instructions and the
necessary equipment and materials,

the student will.

1. Assemble the apparatus correctly

2. Manipulate the designated var-
iable(s) and record the obser-

vations

3. Adhere to all standard and
special laboratory safet'
practices

4. Disassemble the apparatus and
satisfactorily clean the

working area

7.1 Given a list of phenomena and
another list of models, the student
will choose one phenomenon and
identify one of the models as
appropriate for explainirg or

further investigating the
phenomenon.



t

8. ,EASURINo

The student is able to demon-
strate a knowledge of the
metric (system) and use
common measuring instruments.
(District competency 1.7 1.8)

,

1
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7.2 Given a scientific model (e.g..
Mendelian genetics), the student
will use it to.

1, Predict the results of a
given test

2. Devise an explanation for a
given observation

3. Explain an observed demon-
stration

8.1 The student will demonstrate the
ability to properly use the
appropriate measuring device to
satisfactorily measure:

1 Length
2. Mass
3. Weight
4 Volume

5. Time
6. Temperature

8.2 The student can provide appropriate
S.I. units for density and specific
heat.

8 3 The stueent will correctly appl
S.I. prefixes when converting volume,
length, mass, and time measruements
(e.g., converting a given number of
grams to kilograms).

/



APPENDIX C

TEACHER MATERIALS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

1. Teacher Questionnaire

2. Orientation Meeting Information Sheet

3. Testing Instruction Sheet

4. Posttest Testing Instruction Sheet

5. Teacher Questionnaire II
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TEAMER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUEcTIOU

(Your name Ain not be used; I need it here sireply to nonitor the return of

the questionnaires.)

SCHOOL: Clackanas Kilaaukie tnan

SCIEr:E TE,17)!II": T:17 TE.A1:

SCI7.23172 1:

Course(s) Taught Luni,er of

Sectiors

31.7...723T.E'l 2:

Course(s) Taug'-'t Eurber of
Sections

TZA7-1:-

Total years (nct includin7 thls year) of high sc'ool (grades 9-12) scie- -e

teaching experien (teachlnr one or more science courses)

At your present sc,,001 risewhere

Years of high school teaching experience in the science course(s) yo '.. a r"

teaching this year

Courst(s)

338

Years Taught at Years Tau-rt

Present School Else.nere

FOR3;AL ACADC PREPARATION

College or Dhivsrsity Degrees Earned Year
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ORIENTATION MEETING INFORMATION SHEET

CLACEAKAS HIGH SCHOOL

Science Department

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH: This research is being conducted to partially fulfill the
requirements of a Ph.D. program for Dove Cox and make a new

contribution to the existing science education research

knowledge base.

111

INVESTIGATOR: Dave Cox

UNIVMSITT AFFILIATION: The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

QU!STIONS TO BE ADDRESSED: 1. Does the type of science that serves as the basis
of the classroom learning experiences during the
required year of science have any significant
relationship to the process skill competency per-
formance level achieved by students?

2. Does the grade level where soiemce is last required
have a significant relationship to the student
performance level attained on science process skill

competencies?

3. What science process skill competency performance
level do students have one, two, or three years
after the last required science course has been
cm:plated?

L. Do elective science courses ccmpleted after the
last required year of science have a significant
relationship to the level of performance on science

process skill competencies?

RELEVANT CALENDAR: September 11, 1981-Pretesting of all students enrolled in
required science courses with the investigator
developed Science Process Comptency Test, which

is a 21, item multiple-choice test measuring
performance level on district science process
competencies 1.7.1.1, 1.7.1.2, 1.7.1.1, 1.7.1.5,

1.7.1.7, and 1.7.1.8. The test will be

administered by the olassroom teacher and
should require no more than a total of 1,5 min-

utes.

June 2, 1982

/
DISTRICT USE OF RESEARCH: None opeCified as certain. The only possible use discuseed

bas been to fulfill the following requirement from the new

Standards for Public Schools.

Posttesting of all studeots enrolled in
required science courses. The same test and

procedure as used in the pretesting will be

utilised.

'Assess student performance on selected program goals in at

Lost language arts, metheastics, science and socialytudies

in two elementary grades and one secondary grade, prior

to the selection of district textbooks..." V
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TESTING INSTRUCTION SHEET

INsTWIrTION SHEET

A. MATE-IIALS

You will be provided with the following materials.

1. 30 Test Booklets
2. Student Information Sheets
3. Student Answer Sheets (General Purpose NCS Answer Sheets)

L. 2L Pencils

5. Large Envelopes

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEETS

Have each student complete a Student Information Sheet prior to harming out

the test booklets and answer sheets. Students are to either CIRCLE the

appropriate information or WRITE it in the blank spaces provided.

7. ANS' 7", SHEE;TS

Orly si-ic 1 of the General Purpose-NSS-Answer Sheet will be used. USIN-, A

PIL ON1Y, have students write the FIriST LE777"3 of their LASS NFOT followed
by tncir BIlTq T'ATE A9OVE where "Name" is printed in the upper left-hand corner.

Foc example, stuoent Leslie Doe would write

ID 3/23/56

NA Ast, M.I.)

ilil I

Iris is the only inforration that students are to place on the answer sheet.

D. TEST loonr-,

Hand out the test booklets, reminding students not to open ther until told to

do so. PLEASE R2AD THE F3LLO.:IN3 TO TOUR STUDENTS.

Students from all three high schools in the district will be

taking this test. It is designed to measure your understanding
of science process skills, such as measuring and classifying.
'Thile it is'not a graded part of your class work, it is important
that you do the very best that you can on the test. For each of

the 2L questions, you are to select the ONE best answer and darken
the epace corresponding to it on your answer sheet. If you are

not sure of an answer, make the best guess that you can. Remember

to use only pencil, make your marks dark, and fill the circle

complete_y. Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change. Please

do not mark or write.cn the test booklet. You will have Ohe

remainder of the class period to complete the test. Turn the page,

read the instructions, and begin answering the questions.

E. COLLECTION OS MATERIALS

1. Please place the Student Information Sheets and answer sheets for each

class together in a separate envelope.
2. re that all test booklets are returned at the end of each period.

3. Please make every effort to recover pencils that are borrowed by students.

L. Please return all materials to me at the end of the school day or when

you have completed testing for the day.

a
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F. ATTENDANCE

Please record class numbers and absences on the attached sheet and return

it to me at the end of the day.

G. QUESTIONS, PROBLEMS, ETC.

I will be in your building all day during the testing. Should you have

any questions, need additional materials, etc., I will be located

Thank you very much for your cooperation on this pro:;ect.

H. NOTES

)
A
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POSTTEST TESTING INSTRUCTION SHEET

POSTTEST TESTING INSTRUCTION SHEET

A. MATERIALS

You will be provided with the following materials:

1. )0 Science Process Competency Test booklets
2. 125 Science Process lest Answer Sheets
3. 25 Stud-nt Information :meets
b. 2b Pils
5. 5 Large Envelopes
6. 1 Attendance Reporting Sheet
7. 1 Testing Conditions Reporting Sheet

B. ANSWER SH=TS

Students may use either pencil or pen when narking their answer
sheets. Pencils are preferable, however, since their use minimizes
problems when changing answers. If a pen is uezd, any answer tnat
is changed should have an "X" placed on it. Students are not to
mark or write in the upper portion of the answer sheet. In the
lower lefthand corner of the answer sheet, students are to wrzte
tbe FIRST LETTER of their LAST NAME followed by their BIRTH DATE.
For example, student Leslie J. Doe would write

ID: _)/2)/66
(first letter of last name) (birth data)

Other than their answers to the 21 test questions, this is tte only
information that students are to place on the answer chests. Tho

questions on the page stapled to the answer sheet are to be an-
swered after the test has been completed.

C. TEST BOOKLETS

Band out the test booklets, reminding students not to open then
until told to de so. PLEASE READ THE FDLI.MaNG TO YOUR STUDIyTS.

Students from all three high schools in the district will

be taking this test. It is designed to meapure your under-
standing of sans of the science process skills, such ad
classifying and measuring. While the test is not a graded
part of your class work, it is important that you do the
very beet that yon con when answering the questions. The

results of the testing will only be useful if everyone makes
their best effort. For each of the 21 questions on the test,
you are to select the NE best answer and darken the rine
correspelnding to it on yuer Lnswer phoet. If yeu are nat sure
of an answer, sake the Gat guess that you can. Erase or

place an "X" on any answer you wish to change. PLEASE DO ';OT

WAX OR WRITE ON THE TEST DDOKLETS. Stapled to your test

answer sheet is a page containing two questions. Please

1



answer thee. questions after you hilra completed the test.

Tau will have U. remainder of the clasp period in which
to complete the test. Turn the first page of your test
booklet, road the instructions, and begin answering the

questions.

D. =DENT INFORMATION SlarS

The only atudents who need to fill out the Student Information
Sheet II are thope who DID NOT take the pretemt. They are to
either circle the appropriate inforustion or write it in the
blank spaces provided.

Z. COLLECTION OF MATERIALS

1. Flea.s place the testvanswer to and Student Information
Sheets for EACH CLASS IN A SEPATE ENVELOPE.

2. jjire that all test booklet. are returned at the end of
ach class period.

3. Please make every effort to recover pencils that are borrowed
by students.

h. Please return all materials to me at the end of the school day
or when you have completed testing for the dey.

T. ATTENDANCE REPORTING SHEET

Please record the requested class numbers and names of students
who are absent and return the sheet to me at the end of the day.

0. TESTING CONDITIONS REPORTING SI=

Please make any appropriate comments for any class period in the
space provided, and return the sheet to me at the end of the day.

R. QUESTIONS, PROBLEMS, ETC.

I will be in your building all day during the testing. Should you

have any questions, need additional materials, etc., I will be in.

the GUIDANCE OFFICE AREA. Thank you very much for your cooperation

an this project.

I. NOTES AND REMINDERS

344
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TESTING CONDITIONS REPORTING SHEET

TEACHER SCHOOL

Please list below any unusual circumstances or events that occured
during any class period on tbe designated testing day. In addition,

pleas* note any,significant variations in testing procedure, length of
working time, six. Thank youl

MUUD UBV5UAL UI1tUUnJEABUL3, LVLNI-J, VAMLAI VIW IN 1E,111,83

1

2

3

.0°

4

5

6

7

__....



NAME:
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TEACHER QUESTIONNkIRE II

TRACKER QUESTIONNAIRE II

(Tour name will not be used; I need it here simply to monitor the

return of the questionnaires.)

SCHOOLi Clackamas )ilwaukie Rex Putnam

1. TIME DEVOTEMO THE SCIENCE PROCESS SKILL rnw_PITENCIES

Please make an estimate of the percentage of your total instruc-
tional time devotad to the science prooess skills identified in the
district Jainism graduation competencies in the scientific/tech-

nological procesess. Place an "I" an the instructional time con-

tinuum to represent your stimate.
0 10 20 30 IO 50 6 0 TO 00 9 0 100

/ 1" /
No Timm Pui1

Ttme

If you marked LISS THAN 10s, please write a more precies estimate in

the spac below.

2. CHANGE IN TIME OR EMPHASIS

Did you increase over your %meal amount either the-time spent or tie
emphasis on the science process skills this year?

TES NO

If TES, did you lacrosse time? emphasis? both time ft,empbasis?

(circle your choice above)

3. INSERVICE

Have you participated in any building or district level inservice
activity devoted to the dietriot higb school science program goal
and/or the science process skill minimum graduation competencies"'

TES NO tork,..

If TES, please check all appropriate reeponses below.

DInsereice re1a

7

re to the 'district's high school science program

goal

C3Inservice rela re to the distri's minimum greduation competil-

t
a

eiss in the se entitle/technological preclosates

34 7\
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0 Building level inservice

Owithin the last year

0,11tween 1 and 3 years, ago

904 or 5 years ago*

,//tJMOre than 5 years ago

/-* LJEtistrict level inservice

Ewithin the last year

013stwen 1 and 3 years ago

Eh or 5 years ago

Dior* than 5 years ago

4.\\CIASSES/WORISHOPS

Have you participated in any class or workshop that was devoted
entirely or had a major tcmponant devoted to the science prooess

skills?

TES NO

If TES, please check all appropriate responses below and provide

the requested accampanytng irdonmation.

ECUs.

Location:

Title:

0Workshop

Location:

Completed

Chdthin th last

OBetween 1 and 3 years ago

04 or 5 yearm ago

['More than 5 years ago

*

348
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APPENDIX D

VALIDATION PANEL

1. Letter and Instructions to Validation Panel Members

2. Validation Panel Worksheet
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LETTER AND INSTRUCTIONS TO VALIDATION PANEL MEMBERS

Yilwaulde, 0regor. 97::2
July 23, 1981

Dear

Than), you very much for arreeinr to"kasist in the validation of my

disccrtatton inttrczent. The test is designed to measure the performance

level of !t.1dent9 in frades 9 and 10 relative to a set of,-trience come-

tc-_tct al'opte:' by th( 1:orth Clacanas School District. Tbese aigience

process co;pctcncies are

I. The student is able to fit an organism, object or
substance into a scientific classification scheme.

2. The student is able to make laboratory obeereations
adithipake inferences from these observations.

4649. The student is able to communicate scientific con-
cepts and ideas with the teacher and fellow students.

L. The student is able to interpret data and make
predictions from these interpretations.

5. Tbe student is able to recognize variables and predict
ihat would happen when selectdd variables are altered.

.6. Tbe student is able to set up and carplete an xperiment.

7. The student is able to recognise and use scientific mcdels.

8. Tbe student is able to demoastrate a knowledge of tbe
metric (system) and use common measuring instruments.

*The intent of competency 6 is for the student to follow a given set

of instructions that require tbe physical assembly, manipulation, reading,

etc. of equipment and materials in order to satisfactorily complete the

epecified data gathering Orocedures. Tbe competency does not direct itself

to the student's ability to design amperiments. While tbis appears to be

a perfectly lecitimate and viable cocpetency, it does not lend itself to

the type of measurement instrument that I bays selected. Therefore, I will

not address tbis competency in my study.

**Competency 3 shares some of the saute characteristics as competency 6.

I will rely heavily upon the judgment of the validation panel in deter-

mining whether or not to include this competency in the study. The basir

question appears to be whether or not this competency can be effectively

rcarared with a paper and pencil instrument such as the one I bate designee.

'1''')
0 0 kJ

4
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In order to assist you in your validation task, I have stated each
cmrt'etency and then listed under it the items that I believe measnre tho

Indicated kno4ledge, skill, or performance level. To further expedite

your work, I have prepared a "Validation Panel Worksheet." It lists each
test item by number and provides a space for you to cheek "yes" or "no"
for your perception of its validity. PLEASE INCLUDE A EASON IN THE '"COM-
MENTS" smrim WHENEVEa IOU CHECK "NO" FOR AN ITEM.

AAy additional comments or suggestions are welcomed, but please note
that such itecs as grammar, picture quality, sketch quality, distribution
of correct res7onses, and mpacing on pages are still in working draft form.
Individual itcms and the instrument as a whole will be "cleaned up" when
the final decision is made as to which items will be retained.

Since I am on a very tight time line, it would be most appreciated
if you would return the "Validation Panel Worksheet" (and instrument,
if you have made comments on it and/or have no desire to retain it) no
later than At.T.IST 7, 1981. I bare provided a postage paid envelope for

your convemience.

Thank you again for your much appreciated help and the generous
sharing of your science ducation xpertise.

Enclosures

)00
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VALIDATION PANII WORKTEEFT,

VALIDATION PANE. WORESIIEET

Panel limber Date Completed

352

RAKINDERS: 1. Tbe test items are designed to meaeore tbe performance level of
students in grades 9 and 10 relative to a set of science process
oompetencies. It is not intended to be a measure of science
content knowledge.

2. Please obeck itber tbe "yes" or "no" space for *sob test item.
3. If you check "no," please comment as to tbe reasons for your

"not valid" determination. Use tbe back of the vorksbeet if more
space is needed.

4. Tbe instrusent is in "working draft" form, but feel free to make
comments or euggestions eitber in tbe "comments" section of the
"vorksbeet" or on the instrument itself.

5. If you wish to contact me during tbe validation process, I can be
reacbed at eitber (bome) or (office).

6. Please return tbe "vorksbeet" no later than August 7, 1981.

III!!

NUMBER
VALID

TES NO
MOUNTS

1-1

1-2

1-3

1-4

2-1

2-2

2-3

.-

3-1 --

3-2

3-3
,

3-4

3-5



i

4-3

4-4

5-1.

5-2

5-3

54

7-1

7-2

7-3

74

8-1

8-2

8-3

VALID
TI5 NO

-0-

03491CTS

-05

-V

40
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APPENDIX E

SCIENCE PROCESS COMPETENCY TEST
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SCIENCE PROCESS COMPETENCY TEST

DO 4 OPEN THI 5 TEST BDOKLET UNTIL TOD ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

I

SCIENCE PRIXESS COMPETENCT TEST

-..

4

4-
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SCIENCE PROCESS OOMPITINCY TEST

INSTRUCTIONS: This test contains 2b multiple-cboice Questions. You are to

choose tbe ONE best answer for each question and tben darken

the space corresponding to it on your answer sheet. If you

make a mistake or wish to clangs an answer, be sure to muse
your first mark completely. DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST

BOOKLET. You will bare 45 minutes in wbich to complete the

test.

1. Sketches showing the typical shape of 5 of the 10 different types of solid

precipitation (snow, graupel, ice pellets, and ball) identified in the
International Snow Classification scheme are shown below.

A.

B.

C.

1.

6t*

(rut.)

(Column)

(Capped Column)

ZAA,
Spatial Dendrite)

(Stellar Crystal)

The solid precipitation sketched below is most likely a member of which

of the types listed above?



2. The fish skatehed below is to Do identified.

Caudal Fin

Using th partial classification scheme outlined below, the fish is

most likely identified as

A. Trout or Char

B. Salmon

C. Chinook, Coho, or Pink

D. Chum or Sockeye

Z. Rainbow Trout

'Trout, Char, or Salmon'

Anal Fin Has 12 or Fewer Rays

1.

[Ttout or Char

Anal
1

Fin Has 13 or Mort Rays

'Salmon

Distinct Black
Spots On Back
and Caudal Fin

Chinook, Coho,
or Pink

357

No Distinct Spots
On Back or Caudal
Fin; Fine Speckling
Present

I

!Chum or Sockeye I
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3. Several general classes of stars have been identified. The table below

provides examples of some of these different types of stars along with

some of their important characteristics. (Data from Van Nostrend's Scientific

dia, Fifth Edition)

ril

Example
Star

Surface Temp.
og

Luminosity
(Relative to
the sun)

Density (Relative
to water)

White Dwarf Sirius B 7,500 0.1 27,000

Main Sequence Sun 6,000 1.0 1.4

Red Giant Antares 3,100 5,000 0.0000003

If a star has much greater luminosity than tbe sun and density much =eller

than water, it is probably

A. White Dwarf star

B. Red Giant star'

C. Main Sequence star

D. Alpha Centauri

E. More data is required in order to obtain an answer

L. Lenses or combinations of lenses are usually classified by shape as shown

below.

Double Plano Concavo- Double Plano Convexo-

Convex Convex Convex Concave Concave Concave

The combination of 3 lenses sketched below would be classified as which one

of the types represented above?

A. Plano Concave

B. Plano Convex

C. Concavo -Convex

D. Convexo-Concave

Z. Double Convex

Lens 1

Lens 2

Lens 3
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5. Wbich one of the following is an observation based upon the laboratory
altuation depicted above'

A. Water is boiling

B. Tbe temperature of the water in the beaker is increasing

C. The temperature of the rubstance in the beaker is 100°C

D. Tbe burner flame has a temperature of 100°C

E. The liquid in the beaker is superheated

,,.

le

!'t

i

,
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6. A balloon is tightly attadhed to an opening in the top of a heavy

walled glass jar. Sealing wax is'placed around the bottom of the jar

to prevent air leaks, and tbe jar'Som tben placed over a wimple of

substance A. Observations were made Over eeveral days, during which

the atmoepheric pressure and ro c. temperature did not cbange. Tbe

resulting observations are eketched below.

ri

Balloon

Sealed Jar

Substance A

Day 1 pazi Day 10

Balloon

Sealed Jar

Su:stance A

.hicb statement belOw represents tbe best explanation tbat can be made

frms tbe observations?

A. Substance A is giving off a gas

B. Tbe balloon bee become inflated

C. Substance A is burning

D. There is slew leak in the system

E. None of the etatements above represents a possible explanation

OM.

4111
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7. atudent conducted an investigetice of the effects of 3 different colors
of light an the growth of plant I. ill of the plants were as close as
possible to tbe same height on Day 1, and all variables except the color
of light were bold constant. The sketches below represent tbe ituation
observed on Day 15.

One can conclude from these observations tbat during the 15 deys,
A. Plants grown under yellow light developed fewer leaves

B. Red light prevented the normal growth of plant

C. Violet light carries more energy than either red or yellow light

D. The plants grown under yellow light wre not as healthy as the
plants grown inder red and violet light

I. None of the statements abovm represents a reasonable conclusion
based upon the information provided
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6. small plastic sphere is dipped into a tray of water at regular intervals

(e.g., it dips into the water every is second). The resulting pattrn of

circular water wav6s is iketcbed below.

Now the whore is moved, while it continues to dip into tbe water at tbe

same rate. Tbe resulting pattern of water waves is sketched belom.

362

Direction of motion

of tbe sphere tbat
produces the waves

The best description of your observaiions is

A. No observable change remulti from the motion of'the sphere that

is producing tbe waves.\

B. Tbe waves are cloor *mother in front of tbe moving source than

behind tbe moving source

C. The waves aro oloesr together

D. red shift is observed

14 Wben tbe source of tbe water eaves moved, tbe waves travelled at

different speeds
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9. Use the graph below in answering this iten.

TYPICAL SYSTOLIC BUM PRESSURE vs 1GE

%

363

10 15 20 25 30 35 140 145 50 55 60 65
Lie in Tears

-
The best statement resulting from interpreting the data in tbe grapb above is

I. Systolic blood pressure typically increases witb'ageowith the
most rapid increase bappsning during the first year after birth

I

B. Blood pressure typically increisos witb age

" C. Systolic blood pressure typically increases with age

D. Tbe systolic blood pressure typically increases with age at a nearly

constant rate

M4 Systolic blood pressure typically increases until approximately age

20 and then stays constant

,-
l . ___i

'es.
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10. Tbe graph below *bows the data gathered when some students were obserring
bow the concentration of a solution changed with time. 411 other variables

were held conwtant.7
6
5

3

2 .

1

0 1 1 l 1 I 1 . 1 I i
I III0 L 8 12 16 20 2L 28 32 36 0 1414 _8

Time in Minutes

The best interpretation of the data as it is displayed in this graph ie

A. Concentration decreases am time increases

B. Concentretion is directly proportional to time

C. Concentration increases as time increases

D. Concentration remins constant

E. There is no apparent relationship between concentretion and time

11. Using the graph contained in problem 10 above, predict the concentration
when the time is 140 minutes.

A. 3.0 moles/liter

B. 2.0 moles/liter

C. 0.5 moles/liter

r. 0.0 moles/liter

E. 14.0 moles/liter
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12. Bunspot.activity between tbe years 1900 and 1960 readmit' a maximum during

eacb of tbe following years*

1906
1912
1910
1924
1930
1935
1941
1947
1953

1959

Based upon tbe data given, vim is tbe next (after 1980) maximum monspot

activity likely to occur?

A. 2000

B. 1987

C. 1982 or 1983

D. 1984 or 1985

I. 1985 or 1986

13. A group of students are going to conduct an experiment,to determine tbe

relationsbip, if any, between tbe amount of a particular type of fertiliser

seed end tbe resulting crop yield. All otber important variables are

going to be controlled. Whit% one of tbe following is an experimental

iariable?

A. Tbe amount of fertiliser used on each experimental plot

B. Tbe type of fertiliser used on (anti experiaental plot

C. Tbe amount of lend used for eacb experimental plot

D. Tbe amount of miter applied to eacb experimental plot

I. None of tbe items listed above are variables doring tbe experiment

"\



V.

U. Speed and time data were rmoorded Oils observing 1-kg mass, starting

from rest, fall throne a total distance of 2 meters. I graph containing

tbe speed and time data is sbown below.

FRIED vs TDIZ

I

0.2 0.3 0.14 a.5 0.6 0.7
Time in Serand,

Wbich one item from tbe list below was an experimental rfriable during
the time the data were being gathered in tbe situation described above?

A. Mass of tbe falling object

B. Starting speed of tbe falling object

C. Volume of tbe falling object

D. Total distsnce moved by tb falling object

L Time th object bad been falling
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15. ?be graph below auteing information about tbe relationsbip between rate
of enzyme action and temperature Oen pH and eoncentrations are bold constant.

UTE UP Win ACTIOW we TICIRILTORI

41111
0 10 PO 30 h0 50

Temperature in °C

If tbe temperature is bold constant at 25°C, it ean be predicted that tbe

enzyme reaction rate will most likely

I. Continue to incresee at the ssee rate

B. Decrstae

C. Drop to sero

D. lemain constant

I. Increase, but at a slower rate
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16. The chart below shows the temperature change a person feels due to wind

(sometimes called the "chill factor") when the wind-free temperature of

the air is 15.4C.

Wind Speed
kilometers/hour

Temperature Change
°C

0 o

8.0 -2.3

16.1 -5.6

2L.0 -6.7

32.0 -7.8

1.10.1 -E.9

Sosed upon the data above, what can the temperature chanre be predictee

to he if the wind speed were increased to 68.1 k11ometers/hour7

A. 0°C

B. -1.1°C

C. :16.9°C

D. -15.6°C

E. -10.0°C

17. Wbich of the following is the best example of cientific model?

A. A human skeleton

B. A labeled cutaway diagram of the earth

C. A small working stemm engine

D. A computer

I. All of the examplea above are equally good examples of scientific

models
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18. An outdated cientific model portrayed electricity as composed of positive
and negative fluids. Something tbat was electrically neutral (no cbargs)

bad equal amounts of botb types of fluid. Whicb one of tbe following is

a testable prediction bound upon this model?

A. Electricity can only exist on eartb

B. An object witb a positive charge will be beerier tban an object

with an equal amount of negative cbarge

C. Electricity can only flow from positive to negative objects

D. 1 neutral obilect tbat is given a powitire charge will gain

mass (weight)

E. None of tbe statements above are testable predictions based

upon tbe model given

19. Scientific models oan be used to do all but one of the following. Wbicb

one is not an appropriate use of cientific models?

A. Make predictions

B. Provide explanations

C. Answer questions

D. Prove scientifically that something is true

E. Suggest topics or questions for scientific research

20. Aid) of the following is not explained by use of a scientific model?

A. The tructure of atoms

B. Human tbinIcIng processes

C. Energy formation in stars

D. Evaporation of water

E. All of tbe items above are explained by using scientific models
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21. Tbe picture below *bows $ aster stick being used to measure tbe lengtb of

$ rock maple.

'',isiiiiiiiiI11111111111 111111111111111

8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Tbe best estimate of tbe length of tbe rock sesple is

A. 10.0 cm

g. 7.30 cis

C. 10.7 a

D. 17.30 cm

F. 107.3 am

9 20.
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22. A student is using a 100 ml_Aradusted cylinder to measure tbe volume of
a liquid sample. Tbo sketch below shows a portion of that graduated cylinder.

70

60

= co

110

Tbe best estimste of tbo volume of the liquid in liters is

A. 64.0 liters

B. 0.655 liters

C. 6.50 liters

D. 0.060 liters

E. 0.0655 liters
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23. The masa\of a bone is beinr determined by using a laboratory balance.
The picture below was taken when it was 4ime to read the mass T7a7,The

balance

The best estimate of the mass of the bone ln lc:lop-ars is

A. 150.0 kF

P l5.0 kr

1.P111

E. t.19 kF
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214. A stopclock was used to measure the time required for a pendulum to
complete one swing. The picture below shows the reading on the stopclock.

The best stimate of the time required for one owing of tbe pendulum is

A. 2.7 s

B. 23.c s

C. 2.17 s

D. li3. s

E.



APPENDIX F

STUDENT MATERIALS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

1. Student Information Sheet (SIS)

. Student Answer Sheet

3. Questions Appended to the Science Process Competenc, Test

4 Student Information Sheet II (SIS

5. Student Information Sheet III (SIS III)

6. Sample Two Letter of Notification
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NANE

STUDENT INFORHATiON SHEET

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEFT

(last)

SF\ m F

(RF q 10 11

BIRTH DATI

(first)0 (middle initial)

(month) (da\) (\ear)

SCHOOL Clackamas Milwaukie Rex Putnam

SCIENCE CLASS

PErIOD 1 3 4 5 6 7

TEACHER

HA%1-, YOL COMPLETED Agpr OTHER HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE CLASSES' les No

IF THr ANSWER TO THE QUESTION ABOVE IS "YES," PLEASE LIST ALL OF THE BICH
SCHOOL SCIENCE COLRSES THAT YOL HA'E COMPLETED

PLEASE WRITE THE NAME OF THE LAST MATHEMATICS COURSE THAT YOU COMPLETED

JUNIOR (1-1 SCHOOL ATTENDED

375

WERE WI IN A SCIENCE CLASS IN GRADE 7' Yes All ear Part of Year No'

WERE YOI IN A SCIENCE CLASS IN GRADE B" Yes All Year Part of \ear No

PLEASE DO NOT MARK OR WRITE IN THE SPACE BELOW

7
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STUDENT ANSWER MEET

3C/111C1 PROMS TEST AN Yon Si=

-------PEIE13rt0r10T riaarz II nu; win
X III III I 04.....g"........-----

1

y
MU TOUR UMW DI INII awls moo

abccle, a bcde
1. 0 0 0 0 0 14. 0 0 0 0 0

2. 0 0 0 0 0 15. 0 0 0 0 0
e

3. 0 0 0 0 0 /6. 0 0 0 0 0

f
4 . ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 . 0 0 0 0 0

5. 0 0 0 0 0 18. 0 0 0 0 0

6. 0 0 0 0 0 19. 0 0 0 0 0

7. 0 0 0 0 0 20. 0 0 0 0 0

8. 0 0 0 0 0 '21. 0 0 0 0,0

9. 0 0 0 0 0 22. 0 0 0 /0
10. 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0

11. 0 0 0 0 0 24. 0 0 0 0 0

12. 0 0 0 0 0

13. 0 0 0 0 0

1

ID i
(first Isttor of last. moo) (birth dotal

dr
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QUESTIONS AYPENDED TO THE SCIENCE PROCESS COMPETENCY TEST

25. Do you feel that you learned any seism* in school THIS TEAR OUT-
SIDE OF YOUR SCIENCE CLASS that helped you answer any ot tho

questions on this-test)

Please circle your response. TES NO 414,

If you answered TES, pleape indicate wheree

26. Do you feel that you learned awy scienoe OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL TKIS
TEAR that helped you answer any of the questions on this test?

--r

Plea.' circle your response. TES MO

If you answered TES, please indicate where by circling ans or aor.3

of the,itees belowl

TV READING OHS! !MISS OTHER (Pleas, list)e
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STUDENT INFORTION SKEET II

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET II

(last) (first) (middle initial)

2. SCSOOLs Clackamas Milwaukie Ram Putnam

3. EIRTR DATTI
(m:nth)

u. SCEs M F

(d47)- (year)

5. OROS: 9 10 11 12

,. ?LUSE LIST ALL OF TOUR RIOH SCHOOL (9-12) SCIENCE COURSES IN THE ORDER TWAT

IOU awn= Tral, ZNCLUDINO COURSES TAKEN THIS TEAR:

TZAR IN SCHOOL COURSE NAME(S)

9 10 11 12

9 10 11 12

10 11 12

9 10 11 12

TUCKER(s)

un3u-130771155WISPET;mud Mr1111-ieruilli§11117r)

7. ?VASE LIST AIL OF TCTIR kOH scam. (912) MATHEMATICS COURSES IN THE ORDER

THLT TOO COULETED TRIM, INCLUDING COURSES tila THIS TEAR:

YEAR IN SCHOOL cop= socr(s)
01.11

9 10 11 12

9 10 11 :2

9 10 21 12

9 10 11 17

lir TerMUTRInritrimeK7131311311-"lar5r1/1"-1112"
t. JUNI= NIGH cCNOOL AITZNDED: *keg McLoughlin Milosukio Moue Other

(If you atteni6mImore than ome unior high; circle your eighth grads school.)

9. JUNIOR HIOR SCROCL SCIINCI: OAIS 7 Tim No ?

If Tes, All Tsar Part of Tear ?

o&DIS Tes No I

If Toe, All Tsar Part of Tear ?

10. SCEINCS MAUD morns SCII391 CLOMP:

AT =COL Too Mc. If Teo. whore?

WM= SCNOOL T.. e If Too, shore TV astatas ONOM Nowise

Othor (please mPecifr)



NAME

STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET III

STUDENT INKRMATION SHEET III

(last) JirsC (-aiddle initial)

SCHOOL: Clackamas Milwaukie REX Putna

BIRTH DATE
(month) (de;

GRADE: 9 10 l 12

SCI2NCE CLASS

SCIENCE TEACHER

(year

SCIENCE CLASS PERIOD. 1 :" 3 7

Have yau been enralled in a MATHEMATI:S class DURING TFIS SCHOOL YEAR.'

YES N0

If YES, please provide the "ae cf the caurse(s) and teachers(s) in the

spars) belcv.

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

(name cf mathematics caurze, (teacher)

(name of mathe-..atics caursel (teacher)

379
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SAMPLE TWO LETTER OF NOTIFICATION

May 12, 1952

Dear

You aro one of small group of Rex Putnam High School
students selected to particip4te in one portion of a study of
the North Clackamas School District's high school science pro-
gram. All that will be required from you can easily be com-
pleted during one class period. The time that has been selected

is PERIOD 1 on TITZEDAY, Mr! 13, 1932. You have already been
pre-excueed from your scneduled first period claz-- on that ally

and should report directly to the AUDITORIUM, where regular
attendance.will be taken.

Since the number of students involved is small, your vil-
uable input is extremely important. Your participation in this
activity will have no effect on your grade in any class, and
your anonymity is guaranteed. If you have any questions, please

check with Mrs. Winthers.

I certainly hope that you are excited about being one of
the group of people chosen to participate in this portion of the

study. I am looking forward to seeing you during first period

op May 18.

David C. Cox
Project Director
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VARIABLE LIST

ABBREVIATION VARIABLE

ADVBIO1 One semester of elective Advanced Biology

ADVBIO2 One year of elective Advanced Biology

ADVCHEM1 One semester of elective Advanced Chemistry
ADVCHFM2 One year of elective Advanced Chemistry

ADVPH1 One semester of elective Advanced Physic-,
Age to nearest one-tenth year

AD, First year of algebra
AMT7SC1 Full year of science in grade seven

AM17SC2 Less than one full Year of science in grade
seven

AMT8SC1 Full year of science in grade eight.

A1T8SC2 Less than one full year of science in grade

eight

ATSCHOOL Science learned at school outside of science
class

BIO1

B102

BYNDALG

One semester of elective Biology
One year of elective Biology
Mathematics after first-year algebra

CATFALL CAT administered during September through
November

CATGR7-CATGR11 Grade level (7-11) when CAT administered

CATLANG CAT total Language standard score

CATMATH CAT total Mathematics standard score

CATREAD CAT total Reading standard score

CATSPRNG CAT admilnistered during March through May

CATWINTR CAT administered during December through'
February

CHEM1 One semester of elective Chemistry

CHEM2 One year of elective Chemistry

CLACkHI Clackamas High School

CLASSIFY Sample One pretest and Sample Two score for

SPCT Classifying Subtest

CREATE One or more created CAT scores

ELECSCI One or more semesters of elective science

ES1 One semester of elective Earth and Space

Science

ES2 One year of elective Earth and Space Science
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GENMTH General mathematics

GRADE9-CRADE12 Grade level during 1981-82 school year
GR7SCI Science in grade seven
GR8SCI Science in grade eight

ID School
INTER? Sample One pretest and Sample Two score fOr

SPCT Interpreting Data Subtest
ITEMI-ITEM24 Correct responses to SPCT items foT Sample

One pretest and Sample Two
ITEM1A-ITEM24E Incorrect responses to SPCT items for-Sample

One pretest and Sample Two

JH1-JH4

JH5

-

Junior high schools in the Korth Clackamds
School District

_Junior high schools outside the North

Clackamas School District

MEASURE Sample One pretest and Sample Two score for

N SPCT Measuring Subtest

MILHI\ Milwaukie High School

MODEL Sample One pretest and Sample Two score for

\ SPCT Modeling Subtest

MOVIES Science learned outside of school from motion
pictures

NATSC1 One semester of elective Natural Science

NATSC2 One year of elective Natural Science

OBSERVE Sample One pretest and Sample Two score for

SPCT Observing Subtest

OMSI Science learned at the Oregon Museum of
Science and Industry

OTHER Science learned outside of school from
sources other than television, reading,
OMSI, or movies

OTHER1 Laboratory assistant and/or science Reading

and ConfirenCe

OTHER2 Science class completed outside of,the North
Clackamas School District

OUTSIDE Science learned outside of school

PERIOD1-PERIOD7 Sample One science class period

PHY1 One semester of elective Physics

PHY2 One year of elective Physics

PHYSC1 One semester of cjective Physical Science

PHYSC2 One year of elective Physical Science

PITEM1-PITE124 Correct responses to SPCT items for Sample

One posttest
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PITEM1A-PITEM24E Incorrect responses to SPCT items for Sample
One posttest'

'POSTTEST SPCT posttest
PPROCOMP SPCT posttest score for Sample One
PREMATH1 General mathematics
PREMATH2 First-year algebra

PREMATH3 Mathematics beyond algebra

PRESCI1 N5tura1 Science

PRESCI2 Chemistry

PRESCI3 Physics

PRESCI4 Biology
PRESC15 General Science

PRESCI6 Astronomy

PRESCI7 Physical Science

PRESCI8 Earth Science

PRESCI9 Electronics

PlIESCI10 Earth and Space Science

PRESCIll Integrated Science

PRESC112 Science Concepts

PRESCI13 Modern Science

PRETEST SPCT pretest

PRETESTL SPCT pretest completed late

PRETESTM SPCT Pretest made up

PREVSCI Previous high school science

PROCOMP SPCT pretest score for Sample One and
Sample Two

PTCLASS Sample One posttest score for SPCT Classify-
ing Subtest

PTINTERP Sample One posttest score for SPCT Inter-
preting Data Subtest 0

PTMEASR Sampie One posttest score for SPCT Measuring
Subtest

PTMODEL Sample One posttest score for SPCT Modeling
Subtest

PTOBSV Sample One posttest score for SPCT Observing

Subtest

PTSTLATE SPCT posttest completed late

PTVAS Sample One posttest score for SPCT Identify-
17 ing Variables Subtest

PUTHI Rex Putnam High School

READ Science learned outside of school by reading

SCISEM1 One semester of elective Science Seminar

SCISEM2 One year of elective Science Seminar

SEX Gender

SMELSC1-SMELSC10 Semesters (1-10) of elective science
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TEACH1-TEACH4 First-Level science teachers at Clackamas
High School

TEACH5-TEACH8 First-level science teachers at Milwaukie
High School

TEACH9-TEACH12 First-level science teachers at Rex Putnam
High School

TV Science learned outside of school bv
television

TYPESC1 First-level Biology
TYPESC: First-level Earth and Space Science
TYPESC3 First-level Physical Science
TYPESC,4 First-level Unified and Integrated Science

One semester of elective Integrated Science
One year of elective Integrated Science

VARIABLE Sample One pretest and Sample Two score for

SPCT Identifying Variables Subtest

YRREMl One year removed from required science
YRREM2 Two years removed from required science

YRREM3 Three years removed from required science

".
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Unified science education, as it is perceived by contemporary

sclence educators active in its development and evolution, is a

highl desirable approach to teaching science for general education

purposes. Unified science instructional materials are organized

around themes appropriate for viewing the scientific enterprise as a

unified way of developing and using knowledge. Due to this frame of

reference, the approach either completely eliminates or dramatically

minimizes 'the boundaries that are associated with the traditional

disLipline-orkented instructional structures.

Organizational themes that have been found to be especially

useful in unified science education are major science concepts, the

science process skills, natural phenomena, and problems, especially

ose of the science in society type. The major concepts and science

$ skills that are most valued'in unified science education

are those that are the most pervasive in the various science

, disciplines. Typical of such major concepts would be cycle, equili-

brium, force, and field. Among examples of the science process skills

would be observing, interpreting data, classifying, and inferring.

P Numerous examples of such fundamental concepts and basic process

t

skills have been identified by Showalter et al. (1974).

1 t

4 1. .

,
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Lindsay (1970) has also provided examples of appropriate science

concepts and investigative skills.

Some unified science developers operationally define "concept"

in a different manner. The unifying concepts of these curriculum

developers are closer to the conceptual scheme category of statement

such as those found in Theory into Action . . . in Science Curriculum

Development (National Science Teachers Association Curriculum Commit-

tee 1964) . An example of this category of unifying concept would be

"changes in the structural organization are accompanied by changes

in energy." (Ward et al. 1969, p. 138). The reference just cited

provides a description of a unified scierve course designed around

five of these types of unifying concepts.

The learning activities within unified science units'are drawn

from many different science disciplines, and in particular from

existing discipline-oriented instructional programs. Another emphasis

in unified science courses is to consistently provide a variety of

learning modes, many of which involve concrete experiences. An

enumeration of the characteristics of exemplary unified science

instructional materials has been developed by Showalter et al.

(1973).

Contemporary statements of the rationale underlying the unified

acience approach have been rather widely published (e.g Burkman

1972; Hurd 1973; Showalter 1975; and Cox 1980), with perhaps the most

comprehensive statement to date provided by Showalter (1978a),,4 The

reader partjArly interested in the rationale underlying the
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unified science approach is directed to these references. Comment

here will be restricted to only brief references to some of the major

components of the rationale.

The pervasive central element of the arguments for using the

unified science approach is that this instructional organization has

a particular appropriateness for promoting the development of high

levels of scientific literacy for general education purposes.

Another dominant theme is that the unified science approach provides

an organizational structure that readily lends itself to enhancing

the locally relevancy of the science instruction, In addition, the'

unified science approach provides the opportunity to easily incor-

porate science--society interface topics such as energy production

and use or food additives into the science curriculum.

A significant Contributor to the development of the unified

science approach has been the Federation for Unified Science Education

(FUSE). FUSE was founded by eight science educators active in unified

science curriculum development in 1966 (Federation for Unified Science

Education 1966). The organization has published two newsletters. The

Federation for Unified Science Education Bulletin was published from

1966 through 1971 and Prism II from 1972 until 1976. FUSE organized

and sponsored frequent conferences, presented workshops, and served as

an information clearinghouse.

Funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) enabled FUSE

to establish a national Center for Unified Science Education (CUSE)

in 1972. (Prism II 1972). CUSE was located' at The Ohio State

Ner
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University in Columbus, Qhin, through its funded lifetime. The

FUSE Center for Unified Science education is currently located at

Capktal University in ColumbLus, Ohio.

The unified science amoach appears now to be generally

accepted as a viable alternative to the more traditional.science

programs and courses that have been used to address the science

education dimension of general education. This is evidenced not

'only 1r; the apparently increasing number of unified science programs

in schools throughout the nation, but by references to the approach

in the litera.ture. The early references frequently refered to

unified science programs as "experimental" (American Association

for the Advancement of Science 1969, p. 1) or "curriculum innovations"

(Troost 1968, p. 845). The more recent literature appears to take a

"state of the art." point of view (e.g., National As4ociation of

Secondary School Principals 1972; Fiasca 1975; and McNeil 1981).

McNeil (1981, pp. 61-63) has identified integrated studies, citing

the unified science approach as an example, as one of three current

trends in the academic subject curriculum.

Unified Science Courses and Programs

The approach to science teaching known as unified science

education established its American roots in the late 19501s. The

r--
first clearly recognizable effort to create a complete high school

level unified science program occured at The Ohio State University

# School, beginning in 1959 (Showalter 1964). This four..Teal program

3A A_
1
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also served as the focus for two of the earliest formal studies of

the effects of unified science instruction on students. Slesnick

(1967) examined the comparative effectiveness of unified science

instruction and contemporary "traditional" science instruction

in enabling students to achieve a "rational image of the universe."

Slesnick concluded, with qualifications, that the ulfied science

students had in fact developed a more "inclusive" rational image of

the universe. Richardson and Showalter (1967) investigated the

possible long term effects of high school unified science experiences

on interest in science, scientific literacy, and preparation for

college science. Findings indicated a general and consistent

favorability, although not always significant at etie stated minimum

level, for the unified science students.

As had been the case for The Ohio State University School, the

unified science materials developed by local school groups have for

the most part been those to report the most positive responses in the

classroom. This local development, perhaps more accurately described

as eclectic unit assembly, enables the materials to address directly

the science education goals, objectives, and needs of the local

community while taking into account the nature of the learners and

the unique operational constraints (e.g., length of class periods,

facilities, equipment, staff qualifications) ahd 'vesources (e.g.,

nearby natural phenomena, staff strengths, community business and

industry) of the educational setting. In summary,!locally designed

and assembled unified science instructional materials are personalized

4
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and customized for the target staff, students, and community,

Integrated science

Much of the early activity in the high school level unified

science education arena consisted of the development and implementa-

tion of what are now referred to as integrated science courses.

These courses and programs, for the most part, restructured into

multiple-year sequences the typical content,ofisting chemistry,

physics, and biology courses. The most obvious advantages of such

arrangements were elimination of unnecessary redundancy, logical

- content development, and operational validation of the interrelated-

ness of the incorporated science disciplines. A rather comprehensive

rationale for course development of this type has been articulated by

Fiasca (1970).

Among these early integrated science courses were two-year

physics-chemistry sequences developed in Portland, Oregon (Fiasca

1969), Millburn, New Jersey '(Blessing 1969), and Newark, New Jersey

(Lerner 1964). A twp-year physics-chemistry-biology program was

developed in St. Louis, Missouri (Bixby 1969). The science staff at

Monona Grove High School, Wisconsin, developed and implemented a

four-year integrated program (Pfeiffer 1969). The two-year sequences

developed in Portland, Orggon, and Millhurn, New Jersey, soon evolved

into three-year integrated chemistry-physics-biology programs

(Cox 1975; and Rlessing 1969).
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Several of the early projects developed materials that were in

the interface between integrated and unified science. Among these

were a one-year ninth-grade course in Cupertino, California

(Montag 1965), a two-year program at the University of Chicago

Laboratory School (Klopfer 1966), and junior high school programs in

Michigan (VanDeventer 1968) and Florida (Bethune 1969),

Unified science

The locally developed unifieiscience programs of the 1970's

displayed the pervasive diversity that has become a trademark of the

approach. This program diversity is a reflection of the wide variety

of perceived science education goals, valued instructional str9tegies,

and unique educational resources and constraints that exist in

secondary schools throughout the nation. The most clearly emeiging

trends during the decade of the 70's were the increased number of

course development projects at grades nine and ten, many of which
As,

have highest emphasis on development of the science process skills,

and the movement towards some form of semi-individualized instruction.

Exemplars of the diversity within unified science programs span the

nation and encompass schools of a wide variety of types.

The Lower form of the Matteo Ricci College Unified Science pro-

gram in Seattle, Washington, is a three-year program for grades 9-11.

The first year of the sequence uses the instructional materials de-

veloped for the initial yeat of the Portland Project course. Years

two and three are locally developed materials of the modular unit

type. The modular unit format (Center fox Unified Science

- (1
1 it t)

v1.1.
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Science Education 1975) is a semi-individualized format.

Towards Humanization and Individualization of Science (THIS) 1.a

a three-year individualized uniried science program designed for use

in grades 10 through 12. It was developed at Moline, Illinois,

Senior High School, but has been used At a number of different

schools (Bushman and soar 1976), The instructional materials consist

of approximately 250 modules, each one of which consists of rationale,

objectives, sample evaluation, commentary, learning act ities, and

a list of resources. A great variety of module mix and match

possibilities exist, since there is no designated sequence.

The firs't year of science at Rex Putnam High School in Milwaukie,

Oregon, is a unified science course whose instructival implementation

is somewhat traditional. It features a science procvss skill

orientation with a high percentage of student directed hands on

activity, which encompasses about 85 percent of the classroom time.

The course consists of 12 locally developed units averaging 3 weeks

each. The student materials are bound in three-ring binders to form

the student "text." This course is the unified science course

included in this study. A detailed description of the course and the
;

mechanics of its development has been prepared by Cox (1979).

A kindergarten through grade 12 unified science program was

implemented in approximately one hundred schools\in Anne Arundel

County, Maryland (Fertitta 1975). The program i elf-paced until

about age 15, where semester length high school co rses became

1 available.
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The science staff at P,K. Yonge Laboratory School at the

University of Florida have developed a three-year Correlated Science

Program (Gadsden et al. 1975) for the higt school years, This self-

paced unified science program is built around six major concepts

(e.g., equilibrium, models). In addition, P,K. Yonge offers a one-

year Aviology course, which uses the phenomenon of flight as its

unifying theme for the study of science.

The Unified Science Education for Rocliester, New York, program

consists of three 10-unit courses for use in grades 9 through 11.

These modular unit materials were developed cooperatively by the

Rochester City School District and the Diocese of Rochester,

starting in 1976. (City School District of Rochester 1977).

Not all high school level unified science curriculum development

has been restricted to a single schbol or school district. Two

larger scale projects have also undertaken the task. The Educational

Research Council of America ( RCA) Sciencr Department developed a

unified science program consistin of nuider of flexible format

units designed for use in secondary school science. The largest

unified science project to date, however, is the Individualized

Science Instructional System (ISIS) undertaking. ISIS is anchored

around a number of minicourses (e.g., Heart Attack, Household Energy,

Buying and Selling), each of which reqdires about three weeks of

class time. These commercially produced materials are promoted and

used nationally.

A



TABLE 16

Sample One Clackamas Ninth-Grade Physical Science SPeelretest/Posttest T-Tests.

VARIASLE NUNOER
OF CASES MEAN

PoPtiocons POSTTEST SPCT SCORE
13.2813

64
0.6250i

PROCOMP PRETEST SPCT StORE

PTCLASS
2.5781

64
2.5136

CLASSIFY

, ,PTOOSV
2.4531

44
1.9531

08SERVE

PTINTERP
2.9688

64
....-. 2.0156
INTERP .

PTVAR
, * 1.9375

VARIASIA
1.7188

PTMODEL

MOM
PTMEASR

64
1.2456

0.8438.

,

2.07,1
64

1.57111
MEASURE

STANDARD
DEVIATION

STANDARD IDIFFERENCE1 STANDARD
ERROR MEAN- 'DEVIATION

STANDARD f
ERROR ,* VALUE

3.244

3.443

0.405

0.430 :
2.4563 3.183 0.398 s 6,6es

OAST

0.854

.00..--."

0.111

0.107
0.0625 0.941 0.118 0.53,

*
o

0.942

1.105

0.118 o

*
0.138

*

0.5000 1.309

.m.=
o ,

0.164
,

0.975

1.215

0.122 o

*

0.152 *
0.9531

6

1 402 0.163 545"
* Vo ...k

0.889

1.015

0.111 *

0:127
o

0.2188 1.133

i

0.142 1.54 ,

*
.

0.910

0.739

'0.122

0.092
0.4219 1.206

sl

sl

0.151 *
o

1.074j

1.152

0.134

0.144
o

0.5000 1.285 0461 3.11"

* .005
*0 rot .001

,
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47 TABLE 17

Sample One Clackamas Tenth-Grade Biology SPCT Pr:Vest/Posttest T-Tesis

VARIAILE NUMBER STANDARD STANDARD 1,1DiFFERENUI STANDARD STANDARD

OF CASES MEAN DEVIATION ERROR MEAN DEVIATION ERROR
1.

VALUE
....................... .-............................................... ......................... ....................... .......

PPROCOMP POSTTEST SPCT SCORE'
11.9.773 3.53 0.307

132 .e 1.7179 2.131 0.246
- 10.1694 3.133 0.273 *

PROCOMP PRETEST SPCT-SCORE- ,v .

, 4

6/411/MMINII.A.MIMM...111.11=.1.1.11M.I.M.M=1114.1.01.1=410100140.1101M....................1.11112MMID .111.M.I.N.11.11.00.1s 41141
PTCLASS

2.5076 0061 0.064 *

132 0.3561 1.106 0.096 370"
'. 2.1515 0.920 0.010

CLASSIFY *16
PTOOSV

2.3112 0.902 0.079 *
132 0.3664 1.053 0.092 4.21**

1.9316 0.974 0.065 6

DISERVE
...I...=.....MPWMII..W41.wII.OIPSBm.I.INweeNeOPIMI.wnw.ow.ro
PTINTERP I

2.5133 1.065 0.094
132 . 0.3030 .1.223 0.106

2.2603 1.161 0101
4.INTERP

PTVAR

132

MODEL

PTMEASR

MEASURE

MW 001M1.1111:1118
1.6939 . 1.065 0.093

.0.2346 1.253 0.109 2.15*

1.6591 1.025 0.0611

fts...M.011.404116. 111.
0.7679 0.742 0.065 * *

041266 0052 0.013 1.55

0.6591 0.675 0.059 4

11

*

1.5664 1.103 0.096 ,°

132 * 0.3766 1.149 0.100 *

14016 0.692 0t0661 *
If

..

* p 4.025
it* p 4 .001

6

r .1. .3

r
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TABLE 18 ,
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Sample One Clackamas Tenth-Grade Physical Science SPCT Pretest/Pos.ttst T-TestEr
. _.

VARIABLE NuMOER
OF CASES011441/0

° STANDARD STANDARD 1DIFFERENEET STANDARD .S1ANDARD , 1:

MEAN DEVIATION ERROR MEAN DEVIATION.. ERROR le VAUE

PPROCOMP POSITtSI SPCT SCOR E
0 11.8919 3.596 0.591 ,

37 6 .

8. 6486 2.908 0.478 r %

PROCOMP 'PRETEST. SPCI SCORE ..

-.--...........
,

.' '*'
:,,"

3.2432 06613 4

0 ..,' '
'..

....NM.... .........14.4.4."..........................."........
:

TCLASS

CLASSIFY

37
2.3243

1. 7568

PIOBSV
. _1.9730

37
1. 7568

OBSERVE

PI INTExp
2. 5946.

37
1.75068

INTERP

-

1.002 0.165

1.067 0.175

0.983 0.162

1.038 0.171

.
* .

,
7.. l

. . , *:,'mai 1045 0.231
"6",: t

-......----------...---. "...--------.....---............-...
. . .

.
.4

. '..

I .. .i
t. !

...' M.216i
1 '

i.ifi' to.2.3o':. 0.0;
\

;
, . ..,.:' iii . .:i ...'

............................",...L....:.........: 1 ... , 40
1.1r..5, 0.203 111...

, *. 04378 1.772: 0.291 2.10 ..; ''. 7.

AO .. $

1.188 0.1,5 * . . .
- ...

. . .
4

.
/

. t..................4..4~44.4 1........ -!.....".........

PIVAR

37

,

VARIAILI

2.1 081

1.3243

0.936

1.082

0 .154

0.178

; .: L' ". .
,

. . *- 0

''0.7438 1.564 ; '. i .260 3.01 * ',.

.. .' -
r`. .

---.....----.-----.............:;rerm.wo.o.ommmmannoto.. "

PIMOOEL

I.

NOEL

PINE OR

37

iteAsufte

* p .01
**p <.031

1.1892 0.938 0 . il;

0.864, 0.918 0.151

1. 7027 0.740 0.122

I. 1892 0.408 0.149

: .- . .

t

0.3243 ."*.- 1.203 0. II ri98 " lAi4 .

.

.
. ., 6 '.. . '

. ,.. . ,

..
.

. ;

0.5135 ;,.1:113 p.in 2..;

q.
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Sample Qri&Milyaukie"tinth-CradeEialogy SPCT preteit7Posttest TTTests
.,

,

. .
r VARIABLE .... NUMBER k,, STAWDARO ST ANDARD 101 FF ER ENCE I STANDARD STANDARD ,, T :... ...

.

.- ... OF CASES : "MEAN DEVIATION ERROR ' MEAN DEVIATION . - ERROR VALUE

. -........................-.. 611*. o .V....

... PPROCOMP POSTTEST SPCT SCORE .. I 4 ..
10.1111 '3408 0s301 '-t :e .

135 , '. ,. ; 1.3111 ' 3.123 9.;* .
o. 4**4**.- ..... -

.. .
-41'-

' 8.8000 , ,r 3.469 , 0.300
,

,_
.. .!:

PRETEST SPCT SeURE / ;.:." ..
,..,

.
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TABLE 20- 

- 

Sample One Milwaukie NinthCtGrade Earth and' Space' 'Ssience-'SP&T'xttpst/Posttee T -Tests 

VARIAMLE NUMUR .. 
STANDARD STANDARD 1,101? MENGE 1 S ANDARD. 11110ARD 1 

OF CASES, *MEAN .04VIA1101, ERROR *r. NEM ' 14014110N-, 
. 

'ERROR VALUE 

. . t , PPROCOMP FOSTItST SICT SCORt 

PROCONI 

PTCLASS 

9.114D3 
73 * . 3.010 

Z4 
. 

8.4521 3.472 
PRETEST SPCT SCONE 

; - . I 

2.1233 1.064 

11.44 " " .,, 

- - 1.197 1A4.- -* 3493 ** 
064040 ***"; 

r 4t 
1 

, - . , '5% 
:. 

* 
&5. 

. 
V 

5.'55 . I 41 

:0.125. 4 %'. ' 
, 

1 73 i 7 
, 

le '' ' . 
, 0.14247- 1 .117 0.131 -,'"' 

, 1.404810 0:9910 0.117 , 
- ' ' . 

' * , . . 
CLASSIFY ..,;;.; .' - ' , .. ' .. z ' ,- , 

'-.1.- : . 1 
.. , . . ,... ..t.......1,..........................................I....,................-.,..........................r..........z......o 

PTOSSV . ' d .* r. * 
1. 7393 0.972 so;114, . --, , - ' t 

1",re, :, '''''''' 
73 

, 

.,. -',. -' A 
... 04/233 . 1.07f 012B, :".'10 me 

1.61104 .D.B1-0 0:095 ': ,± ,. ..: ' ' 
OS SERVE * 

. , . e 

00/NIRINI 1011116 
. 

* * . * - ...1.4.16.....' ...i..10.9.4.46111/4116004.00.001414461.111.10;114: ;.' 

PT INTARP -' - " ' '' * 14 * ": 
2.2051 1413 0.142 ,, 

J11 ' ' 

73 . , . . 

11 ' 
0.4247 1201 . . 9441 -,-,..." 3.00., 

., 

1.7808 1.057 ' 0.f24 * . 
. 

'. . .V k 
:, . 

.." 
' ' 

/DIEM° 



TABLE 21

Sample One Milwaukie Ninth-Grade Integrated Scierice SPCT Pretest/Postteiat T-Teats

VARIABLE -" NUMBER S TANDARD STANDARD I DI FF LII.ENCE I S TANDARD STANDARD T

OF CASES ME AN DVJI*IIUN. kR6UR ME AN DEVI AT ION ERROR VALUE

PPR- OCOMP INSTTEST SPCT SCURE

PROCOMP

6.3102 4.005 06854
22

7.227) 3.344 0.724
PRETEST SPCT SCORE

ilMilioNimilon.10

PTCLASS

CLASSIFY

1.0909 2.671 0.569
,

.4 140. 41...... enno... 6.15

i .

I,. 5909 1.096 0.234
22 0.0 1 .113 ' 0 .237 00

I. 5909 1.054 0.225 vil'

CIENINMI.M.N.14.41

=7Mmilm. .w.iNgioaosoMbab. Mo. .Nifammom
PUSSY

22

08 SERV I

*
1).4091 1.054 0.225 *

1.6818 09995 0.212
.47.2727 1 .077 0.230 '11, 1.19

MINID 6.1.1Ma din............./MM
e

INEMY.DIMMYNNYI

PTINTERP *
0,

1.8636 1.320 0.281
22 0.2727 1.241 0.265 1.03

1.5909 1.368 0.292
ilywiftele61N.

°'
0.186 *

0.1818 0.958 ,0.204 0.69
0.182 * o*

INTER.' . IF

OTVAR

VARIABLE

....................r ..-.........,...................................................

1.0000
n 22

0.8182

0.873

0.653

OftiMWO

PT MODE L

MODEL

22

.yMb:M

O. 8636

0. 8162

0,689

0.795

PTITEASR

MEASURE

22
I. 5909

0.7273

1.141

0.703

* ix. 05
** K.00S

Mr.. moVocoNd
0.190 '

0.0455 0.999 0 .213 0.21
0.169

.,

ftmol SIMM

% *
0.243

0.8636 1 .082 0 .741 3.74"
0.150 *
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t TABLE 22

Sample One Rex Putnam Ninth-Grade Unified Science SPCT Pretest/Posttest T-Tests

VARIABLE NUMBER
OF CASES

, t. STANDARD STANDARD * (DIFFERENCE) STANDARD
MEAN , DEVIATION ERRUR MEAN DEVIATION

STANDARD
ERROR VALUE

PPROCORP

PROCONP

N.1,0=1.
kteTEST tPoCT SCORE

130194 3.454 0.431
42

11. 5645 3.312 0.421.
PRETEST SPCT SCORE

1111.111NIMMOINIWM1

2.3548 3 .152 0.40 0 sas"

IPTCLASS

C(6SSFY

12

" 111
e

2.7419 t 0.10 0*13

2.3710 0:011 IX 0 401 ,

i C , ,

0.3%710 075 0.137

*

*
2.72*

..4 ........
PTOISV

01SERVE

42
2.4514

2.1774

!*) '1.012 0437
,.. .

0.'9114 j6425
0.2742 < 1.190 0.151 1.11*

PT1NTERP

TRUMP

'42
2.1514 1.047 0.133 5

A 0
2.5445 ' 1.111 0.141

0.3871

IW
1.030 0.131 5 2.14e,

TrA,

V1R1ASLE

........0.
2.12,0 0.446

1. 7103 i 1.103

0.323 *
,

/0.5387
0./4
t -4,..vei9`-'

_1.542 .44110

te ,

i ..,

4'4
f

,

'- 1./1a

Ph100EI.

MODEL

42
-

14.354B 0.960

0.7017 \ 0.43t
o

. 0
0.122

o

, 0411
S

S.

.
0.4452 1 375 0 .141

0
.

t
lir

5
4.32"

PTNE *SR

.Th

60..........,.
24103 . 1.145

1.44 o 1.10$,

,

0.141 p
34

.0.141

.............................-..........-...-

- -0.33II7 - - 1.01114 0.131,
`44

*

*
- 2046

\ NEASURf

05
Os .001

,
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TABLE 23

Sample One Rex Putnam Tenth-Grade Unified Sci nce SPOT Pretest/Posttest T -Tests

F ERENCE1 STANDARD STANDARD TVARIA8LE NUMBER
OF CASES NEAN.211.2ATION

STANDARD STANDARD
ERROR

MI

-
PPR0001# POSTTEST SPCT 1CORE

12.1697 3.369 0.262
165

9.6600 3.011. 0.240
PROCOMP PRETEST SPC1 SCORE 00.11
PTCLASS --

CLASSIFY

165
2.4415

1.7576

. ci.wrs

1.025

0.076

0.0110

min
. , 2.2841 0.936 0.073

165
1.8364 0.958 0.07,5

011SERVE

PTINTERP
-

2.6061 0.992 0.077
165

2..3091 1063 0.083
INTER, N

MEAN DEVIATION ERROR VALUE

2.5091 3.342 0.260

0.6909 1.252 0.097 749 *5

O

0

0.4485 1.232 0.096 4.68 ".
*

1 '-......-.-.......

0.2970 1.464 0.100 2.97*
.1111.141 ARM 11i1

P1VAR

f
165

1.1030 1.031 0.080
0.3634 1.200 , 0.093

14 5394 d.985 0.077
, . VARI ME ?+=40. 41441.44

PTMODEL

MODEL

iDTMEASR

',MEASURE

14636 0.913 0.071
145

0.7697 0.695 0.054

1.7631. 0.074
t1654'

1.4485 0.9711 0.076

. >

0.3 39 1.1118 0.092
4

4.20 **

INEMINI.

0.3152 0.968 0475 4.18 "

p4.005
p< .001
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Effect Sizes

In order to more fully assess the educational significance of

the SPCT preteSt/posttest gains of the groups in Sample One, effect,

sizeetor "dams" (A) were calculated. The p's were calculated by

1

dividing each group!s unadjusted mean gain by its posttest mean

standard deviation. The resulting P, values are found in table 24.

Two of the three largest effect sizes were assocliated with

tenth-grade groups, which is consistent with earlier findings

indicating generally greater gains by tenth-grade students. The

four largesteffect sizes were found in two types of science--

physical science and unified science:

The entire battery of effect sizes are generally favorable

in'magnitude when compared to therde reported in the literature.

The effect sizes for the twc Clackamas Physical Science groups, two

Rex Putnam Unified Sciente groups, and Clackamas tenth-grade eiology

group are all larger thanthe mean effect sizes reported in several

meta-analysis studies (El-Nemr 1979; Wise and Okey 1981; Sweitzer

198i).

Since groups with higher pretest scores are put somewhat at a

disadvantage (e.g., less opportunity for,largelmean gains) by the

method of effect size tomputation selected by the investigator, the

rather large effecf sizes of thq Rex Putnam ninth-grade Unified

Science group and Clackamas ninth-grade Physical Science ,group are

especiallynoteworthy. Also worth noting is the Sample One high

effect size.of 0.90 by the Clackamas tenth-grade Physjcal Science

Ps-

A
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group. The largest effect size paieved by any of the large groups

(e.g., more than 100 students) was the 0.74 of the,Rex Putnam

Ilk
tenth-grade Unified Science.

TABLE 24

SAMPLE ONE GROUP EFFECT SIZES BY SCHCOL,
GRADE LEVEL, AND TYPE OF SCIENCE

Group A

Clackamas 9 Physical Sci. 64 0.82

Clackamas 10 Bioitgy 132 0.51

Clackamas 10 Physical Sci. 37 0.90

Milwaukie 9 Biology 135 0.37

Milwaukie 9 Earth & Space Sci. 73 0.37

Milwaukie 9 Integrated Sci. 22 0.27

,Rex Putnam 9 Unified Sci. 692 0.68

Rex Putnam 10 Unified Sci. 165 0.74

Reading Achievement and the SPCT

An examination of the correlations between the lowest reading

level SPCT items (2, 5, b, and 14) and highest reading level SPCT

items (1, 11, 12, 16 and 20) anci the CAT reading achievement scves

showed that readinlechievement was a factor, but not to the degree

that it prohibited.students with lower achievement levels from

responding correctly, especially on the loyer reading level items.

14 0
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Additional analysis would be required in order to determine if

there was a reading achieCement "ceiling effect" fortstudents with

lower readitg achievement levels.

Summary and possible'educational
significance

All groups showed a siatistically significant gain at p <:.05

on the overall pretest/posttest_SPCT scdres. The groups had

effect sizes ranging from 0.27 to,0.90: These findings are

educationally signikicant, since they indicate that the district's

science proCess skill goal is being addressed to Some degree by all

of the first-level science courses in the high schools,

However, there ire.some-podsible type of science and school

differences worthy of further discussion. The Physical Science

and Upikied Science coUrsas had effect sizes'at least 33 percent

greater than those in any of the groups representing other types of

science. The effect sizes of the three groups from Milwaukie High

School were Ole thrae-iowest'ekfect sizes,. However, these two

potentially significant differences are confounded by such student

_

variables as grade level, agei seX, and,basic skill achievement
-

level, is well as teacher variables.- The findings concerning some

.; of these-potentially important differences will be,found later ih

this .chaptei.

No SPCT Subtest bad significant (p5 .05) pretest/posttest gains

' by al groups, and only the Interketing Data, Measuring; and ,

Classifying Subtests had significant (p :5 .05) gains by six or

o
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more of the eight groups. It should be notedthat this is

Probably not due to a "ceiling efiece imposed by high pretest
1

scores. The only groups showing significant (p 4C.05) gains on

4
all Subtests were the Rex Putnam ninth- and tenth-grade Unified

Science groups.
ft

Regression Analysis of SPCT Posttest Variance
by Total Sample and Grade Level '

, 119

Independent variables important in accounting for Sample One

SPCT posttest variance were identified bye two-step process.

Initially, Pearson product-thomentcorrelation coefficient matrices 4

A

Were generated for each group included in Sample Qne. fill measured

variables were included in each matrix. Those variables that had a

pattern of significant (p gC.05) correlations with the SPCT

posttest sdores, SPCT poattest Subtest scores, and/or each other and

had meaning in the context of the study, were identified. These

variables were then subjected to multiple regression on the total

SPCT posttest scores for Sample One and then the SPCT posetest

scores for the students in each grade level coniained. within Sample

One.

As a general rule, the regression equations selected for

analysis and presentation were those that contained all variables

accounting for approximately two peicent or more of the,variance.

a
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Sample One ,

Table 25 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of all Sample One student SPCT posttest scores. There

were 15 independent variables entered into the multiple regression

procedUre. The regression equation contained four significant

(p <.001) predictor variables- that collectively accounted for

53..00 percent of the variance. The equation had an F-value of

186.94 with 4 and 663 degrees of freedom, which was sinificant at

p <0.001.

The most important prediCtor variable was mathematics

achievement, which accounted for 38.39 percent of the variance.

The other three variables, in decreasing order of importance,

were the SPCT pretest, Milwaukie High School, and reading achieve-

ment. Milwaukie High School had a negative regression coefficient.

Removal of the strongest predictor variable, mathematics

achievement, from the list of indepdndent Variables And repetition

of the multiple regression analysis produced an equation that .

contained three predictor variables. Table 26.presents the results

of this multiple regression analysis. These three variables

collectively accounted for 48.32 percent -of the variance. The

equation had an F-value of 206.96 with 3 and 664 degrees of

freedom, which was significant at p <0.001.

',Following the removal of mathematics achievement, the most

important.predictor variable was the SPCT pretest. THe SPCT pretest

accounted for 37.33 percent of the variance. The other twb variables

4
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were reading achievement and Milwau4ie High School, which accounted

for 6,50 and 4.50 percent of the variance, respectiv,ely. Milwaukie

High School again kid a negative regression coefficient.

Examination of the combined results of the two multiple

regression analyses of Sample One and the simple correlations

provides some insight into the re ationships among importanl

independent vsriables. The two m st impAtant predictor variables

are mathematics achievement and S CT pretest score. It is clear from

the simple correlations and the results of the Elecorid multiple'

xegression analysis that mathematics achievement and the SPCT

pretest have a high positive correlation with each.other.

The entry Of reading achievement into the second regression

equation and the simple correlations indicate that reading achieve-

ment had a high positive correlation with matheinatics achievement

and the SPCT ISosttest. Milwaukie High School's increased importance

as a predictor variable in the second regression equation reflects

its negative correlation with other independent variables that are

increasing in importance as predictor variables.

,Mone of the different types of first-level science courses

%entered either regression equation. This indicates that the

achiArement level in mathematics and entry level science process

skill knowledge, and tp:a lesser degree level of readingachievement,

were more important variables in accounting for science process skill

*

development during the year than was'the type of science experienced.
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TABLE 25

Total Sample One Multiple egression of

15 Variables on SPCT Posttest Scores

;ULTIPLE R
'SQUARE

ADJUSTED R SQUARE
. STANDARD ERROR

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
REGRESSION 4.
RESIDUAL 663.

VARIABLE

0.72804
0.53004
0.52720
2.57725

SUM OF-SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
4966.69578 1241.67394 186.93625
4403.79973 6.64223

1VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

BETA STD ERRCR F.

CATMATH 0.1382845 0.30670 0.01702 *

PROCOMP 0.3111318 0.28256 0.03580 '

.66.038
64.317

MUM- ..4.687411 0.21893 .59.406

CATREAD 0.83879460-01 0.17764 0.01731 23.481

(CONSTANTI ..-2.873997

VARIABLE

IATLANG
EX
GE
TYPESCI1tF
TYPESC,12

% TYPESCI3
TYPESCI4
GRADE9
GRADE10i
CLACKHI r

PUTHI

.1141ABLE

VARIABLES NOTIN THE EQUATION

___. 0.05406
0.05471
.4.04445
041020

-.0.01020
. 0.03073
-40.03006

,SETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

0:01280 0:01209 0.41975

0.10583 0.15275 : 0.97905

-.0.04683 -0.05606 0.67351

-.0.02782 .03.03860
0.06810
0:07628

..0.05887
0.01066

-0.01066
0.03820

0.03776

0.90450
0.75321_
0.91356
0.82439
0.51319
0.51319 .
0.72618
0.74161

F

0.097
15.815

, 2.087
0.988
3.115
3.874
2.302
0.075
0.075
0.967
0.945

SUMMARY TA3LE

MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.61961 0.38392 0.3832 0.61961,

PROCCMP 0.68828 0.47373 0.08982 0.61094

MILHI 0.71651 0.51339 0.03966 r0.32691

CATREAD 0.72804 043004 0.01664 0.55537
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TA4LE 26

Total Sample'One.Milltiple Regreasion of IA Variables on SPCT

Posttest Scores iiith latheinatics Achievement Removed

MULTIPLE
* SQUARE
ADJUSTED.R
STANDARD

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, OF
REGRESSION. .3.

RESIDUAL 664.

-----------------

SUM

IABLES

.

R 0.69514
0.48323

SQUARE 0.48089
ERROR 2.70052

OF SQUARES
4528.05858
4842443693

IN THE EQuAT

BETA

EAN SQUARE
1509.35286

7.29263
206.96404

VA

VARIABLE 15

,

ON ------

TD ERROR B F

PROCOMP 0.423879w 0.38495 0.03796 124.672

CATREAD 0.150526 b:11676 0.01597 86.606

MILHI -1.74336 -0.21720 0.22929 57.611 411

fCONSTANT1 0.92306 80-02 1

NOT

'

/
/

1

IN Tf

PARTIA

0.096 6
0.113 2

-0.06i23
-0.04 16

0.0 651
-0.0, 25a
0.03960

-0.03960
-0.01226
0./01082

6.292
6.702
5.321
1.606
0.616
2.124
0.105
1.041
1.041
0,100
0.076

------..

VARIABLE

CATLANG,
'SEX
AGE ,

TYPESCI1
TYPESCI2
TYPESCI3
TYPESCI4
GRADE9'
GRADE10 .

CLACKHI
PUTHI. .

'

- VAR ABLE

BET IN

O. 311
O. 8225

'-0. 7759
, -O. 3713

O. 2693
O. 244

-O. 0986
O. 3954

-0.03954
-0 01021
0 00892

EQUATION --------------

TOLERANCE

0.45698
0.98959
0.68437
0.90604
0.76069
0.91619
0.84155
0.51617
0.51617
0.74531
0.75966

f

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIhE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

PI000MP"1 0.61094 0.37325 0.57525 0:61094

.
CATREAD .

O. 6199 '0.438i3 0.06498 0.55537

MILHI 0. 9514 0.48323 0.04499 -0.32691

1 16

4
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Sample One ninth-grade stRearr

1)

Table 27 presents the results of a multiple regression analysis

th e Sample One ninth...grade SPCT posttest scores, The regression

f

124

equation contained four prediRpor variables that collectively

accounted for.61.57 percent of the variance. The F-value for the C.

equation was 133.77 with 4 and 334 dekrees of freedom, which was

significant at p< 0.001.

The results were similar to those for the total Sample One

analysis. The moSt:important,predictor variable was mathematics

achievement, which !accounted for 47.55 percenAof the variance.

The,other three variables, in decreasing order of importance; were

SPCT pretest, Milwaukie High School, and sex. Only Mllweukie High

School had a negative regression coefficient. The c mbination of

mathematics achievement and SPCT pretest was a stronger edictor

(55.83 percent of the variance) for ninth-grade students th n for

Sample One as a whole (47.37 percent of the variance).

The removal of the leading predictor,,mathematics achievement,

from the list of independent variables and repetition of the multipie

regression analysis resulted in a regression equation that contained

five predictor variables. Table 28 presents the results of the

second mUltiple regression analysis. The fire variables collectively

1

accounted for 60.03 percent of the variance. The F-value for the

equation was 100.01 with 5 and 333 degrees of freedom, which was

significant at p < 0.001.
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reading achievemen't Miiwaukie HighOchoo0angu4e a0.ievem*nt,

and sex. Ihis onbe agiin d4ontiVafea the high ioditive cnrreiation
1,---

betwegn the SPCT pretest.And.mathetatiO achlev:pment. Perhaps 4ig;,"

,
most interesting change', howevar, sias the entry g,reading achielg-- 0 . -4,

." 4":

a7f>.

!t.'

,..

-
. .4 'to,,

-

ment and language achievement.into the,equation. Th*s 7,ends eapport...

.

to the'importance'of aCademIc ichieVeMent,:iroaCcounting for SPCT.,
:f

' I .

.; '

..posttest variance, Sex-remained.in the seCond èquatibn aCdpUngng:,'

;I

for about the same amount of Variance. T 'indicates that the '1

sex variable was sciieWhat independent of aaadeMic achievemen

measures in accounting for posttest variance: The sex variable

might have been reflecting aCience backgrountknowledge, since

Males at this age are frequently favored in terms 'of acienee

achievement. Ad had been the case for the sample gs a whole,

Milwaukie High School remained in bOth equations with a negative

regression coefficient and increasing strength as a predictor.

For ninth-grade students in Sample One, the majority of the

SPCT posttest variance weft accounted for by mathematics achievement

and the SPCT pretest. None of the four different types of firstl-

level.science that were'experienced: by ninth-grade students entered

either of the regression equations.

1 I 8
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'NULTIPLE-R 0.78465
R SQUARE 0.61568
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.61108
STANDARD ERROR 2.4042

---,ANALiiIiOF VARIANCE OF SUM Of SQUARES
REGRESSION 4. 3310.63590

--' RESIDUAL 334. 2066.54994

MEAA SOUAkE
027,&sb9is 133.76793
6.16'128

IN THE EQUATION

BETA

111111111411111111110

VARIABLE

VARIABLES

0 $TD ERROR B f
, A

CATMATH 0.1943456 0.43212 0.02060 88.973
PROCOMP 0.3278256 0.30012" . 0.05055 42.052
MILK 1.670270 , -0.20234 0.300,55 30.885
SEX 1.103938 0.13785 0.27787 15.783
(CONSTANT( 2.136268

--- VARI ABLES NOT IN THE- EQUATION emM.
VARIABLE

CATREAD'

t

BETA IN
,

, 0.15821

PART IAL

/
0.16739

TULERANCE

0.43041.

-% F

9.600
CATLANG 0.16006 0.1600Z 0.44649 9.674
AGE 40.07324 -0.11:r99 U.9o."69,.. 4.542
TYPESCI1 -t).01036 -0.01404 ,0.60.14o 0.057
.TYPEUI2 0.05113 0.07464 0;02351 1.876
TYPESCI3 0.04042 4 .0.i6012 0.59u/o 0.869
TYPESCI4 -u.06824 -0.097bo 0.7oboa 3.2u0
CLACKHI 0.04041 Q.05012 0.)Vu90 0.83.9
PUTHI -0.0396o -0.05C12 0.61646 0.839

SUMN4RY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE ,SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.64958 0.47552 0.47552 0.68958
PROCOMP 0.74723 0.55635 0.48283 0.66830
MILHI 0.77299 0.59752 0.03917 -0.45136
SEX 0.711465 0.61568 ! 0.01816 .0.18715

1 4,9
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4 TABLE 28

Sample One Ninth-Grade Multiple Regression of
12 Variables on SPCT Posttest Scores with

Mathematics Athievement Removed

k MULTIPLE R
SQUARt

ADJUSTED R SQUARE
STANDARD ERROR

0.77477
0.60027
0.50427
2.541062

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF _SUM oF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION& 5. 3227.76079 645.55216 100.01227
RESADUAL 333. 2149.42501 6.4b41a

A

IN THE EQUATI ONelmemilm VARIABLES

VARIABLE BETA ST 0 ERROR B

PROCOMP 0.3594964 0%32911 4 0.05122 49.262
CATREAD 0.8850079001 0.16716 0.02704 10.714
MILHI 1.911880 .4).23160. 0.30466 39.383
CATLANG 0.1154060 0.22560 0.02620 16.751
SEX 1.058/96 0.13214 0429269 13.071
1CONSTANW .2.493755

...4 VARIA*LES NOT IN ThE ELUATIUN

VARIABLE BETA IN PART IAL TuLERANCE

10

AGE -0.06276 -0.U9613 0.937uo. 3.096
TYPESCI1 0.00630 0.u07e6 u.o1266 0.020
TYPESCI2 3.035)46 0.05661 0.62660 1.075
TYPESCI3 0.02241 0.0276:* 0.6v45:, 0.248
TYPESCI4 *0.059bZ. -0.tr636 0.76610 2.3a,
CLACKHI 0.02241 0.027 0.6V466 0.248
PUTHI -0.02200 -0.42765 if.6174J6 0.246

SUMMARY TA BLE

VARIABLE . MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSC CHANGE SIMPLE R

0.60830 0.4466' 0:44663 0.66830,PROCOMP
CATREAD' 0.72343 0.523 0.07729 4.63579"
MILK: 0..q655 0.57237 .0.04644 ..0.464.35

CATLANG ° 0.7645B 0.58458 0.01221 0.56477
SEX 047477 0.60027 0.01569 u.;16715

1:5O
k
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Sample One tenth-gride students

-Table 29 presents the results of the m siple regression

analysis of Sample One tenth-grade SPC sco s. The regression

equation contained three predictor variables that collectively

accounted for 40.42 percent of the variance. The P-value for the

equation was 73.58 with 3 and 325 degrees of freedom, which was

significant at p 4:0.001.

The most important predictor vuiable was mathematics .

achievement, which accounted fot 30.53 percent of the SPCT posttest

variance. The otherto variables were SPCT pretest and reading

achievement, which accounted for 7.83 and 2.06 percent of the

variance, respectively.

The mul iple regressiot analysis for Sample One tenth-grade

p.

students pro d the same pair.of highest predictor vAriables as

had been the case in earlier regressions on the sample as a whole

and on ninthiwde students. The'abtence.of Milwaukie High School

(as an equatiot variable is readily explained by the fact that
i

Milwaukie had no tenth-grade students in Sample One,

Summary
N .

A The best pair of SPCT posttest predictor variables for the

sample as a whole and each of the grade levels included in it was

mathematics achievement and SPCT pretest. Mathematics achievement

was a slightly more effective R edictor than SPCT pretest. The

simple correlations and thelm ltiple regression analyses indicated
4
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that these two variables had a high positive correlation to each

other as well as 'to the SPCT POsttest.

The SPCT Posttest variance appeared to be largely accounted

for by measures of academic achievement, especially in the areas of

mathematics,and reading. -This was particularly true at the ninth-

grade leNel, ince it was possible to account for' more than 50

percent of the Variance with eiiher the SPCT pretest and mathematics

achieVement or the'SPCT.pretest and reading achievement. The

regression results suggest that science process skill performance

level is enhanced by the possession of high levels of mathematics

and reading achievement.

Sex appeared to be a somewhat important variable, operating most

strongly at the ninth-grade level. This suggests that whatever sex

was reflecting was not as important in the tenth-grade poition of

Sample One:

Hilwaukie High School's

equations Vhen it was on the

constant negative regression

consistent presence_in the regression .

independent variables list and its
4

coefficient indicate that it had

negative correlations with the more important independent vaTiables

and the SPCT posttest. These relationships are discussed later in

this chapter in the section devoted to analysis of the SPCT.posttest

variance by school.

4%

1 5 2
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TABLi29

Sample One Tenth-Grade Multiple Regression of
11 Variables'on SPCT Posttest Stores

MULTIM.E R 0.63579
R SQUARE 0.40423
ADJUSTED It SQUARE 0.39873
STANDARD ERROR 2.66623

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F

REGRESSION 3. 1567.58790 522.52940 73.50465
RESIDUAL 325. 2310.35739 7.10879

VARIABL ES IN THE *QUAflUN

VARIABLE

CA TMATH
PROCOMP
CATREAD
CONSTAN T

8 BETA ST 0 ERROR

0.1371162 0.30601 0.02455
0.3077743 0.28006 0.05800
0.83859700-01 0.17669 0.02501
2.796927

31.205
28.154
11.242

THEVAR! AS L ES NOT IN EQUAT ION

VARIABLE BETA IN PART IAL TOLERANCE

CATLANG -0.02658 -0.02.390 0.4816d 0.165
SEX 0.08517 0.10880 0.97228 3.861
AGE ...0.03396 -.0.04373 0.98806 0.621

TYPESCI1 -042875, -0.03Oki 0.96627 0.435
TYPESCI3- 0.09242 041701 0.95491 4.497 .

TYPESCI4 -0.02978 ---,-0.03735 0.9371* . 0.453
CLACKHI 0.02978 0.03735 0.93714 0.45.

PUTHI -0.02910 -0.03660 0,94138 0.434

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE II

CA TMATH 0455256 0.30532 0.30532 0.55256
. PROCOMP 0.61937 0.38362 0.07830 0.53109
CATREAD 0.63579 0.40423 0.02061 0.48357

153
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School Pifferences in Academic Achievement N,

The importance of acadeMic achieve4nt level, eapecially in 'the

areas of mathematics and reading, to science.process skill knowledge

.

became apparent as a result of the examination of correlation

'coefficients and the completion of the multiple regression analyses.

It was therefore appropriate tb identify any school differences in

student achievement level; one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

(--
the procedure used to test for differences.. ,

CAT reading

All possible pairings of tfie three Schools were subjected to

one-way ANOVA for CAT reading Score's. The results are found in

table 30: The ANOVA procedure indicated StatiStically significant

(p .033) differences. Rex Putnam students had significantly higher

scores than students at both Clackamas and 'Milwaukie. .No

significant (p .11.05) difference was fdund between'the scores of

ClaCkamas and Milwaukie students

CAT language

All possible pairings of the three schools were subjected to

,one-way.ANOVA for CAT language scores. The reaults are found in

J
table 31. The ANOVA prObedure revealed only one statistically

significant (p=.017) difference; Rex Putnam students had (

significantly higher scores than Milwaukie students. '1
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CAT mathematics

All possible pairings of the three schools were subjected to

one-way ANOVA for CAT mathematics scores. The results are found

in table 32. The ANOVA procedure indicated that Rex 'Putnam students

had significantly (p4( .001) higher scores than Clackamas and

Milwaukie students.

Summary

Rex Putnam High School students were found to have had signifi-

cantly (p 1.033) higher CAT mathematics and reading scores than

their counterparts at Clackamas and Milwaukie High Schools. In the

CAT language stores, Rex Putnam students were found to have had

significantly (p=.017) higher scores than students at Milwaukie.

The reader is reminded that the CAT scores used for analYsis were

eighth-grade scores.
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TABLE 30

Total Sample One Analysis of Variance of
Student CAT Reading Scores by School

CLACKAMAS VS MILWAUKIE

SUM OF MeAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARE F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 64.627 1 64.627 1:0-10 0.315
ID , 64.627 1 64.627 1.010 0.315

EXPLAINED 64.629 1 64.629 1.010 0.315

RESIDUAL 28334.387 443 63.960

TOTAL 28399.016 444 ..4411001962

MILWAUKIE VS PUTNAM

OF

1/14

MEAN
SQUARE F

SIGNIF -
OF F

SUM OF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES

MAkk EFFECTS 563.651 1 563.651 8.487 0.004
ID 563.651 1 563.651 '8.487 0.004

EXPLAINED 563.652 1 563.652 8.487 0.004

RESIDUAL .
28891.148 435 66.416

,TOTAL .29454A01.1436 67:557

CLACKAMAS VS -PUTNAM

SUM CF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARE F . OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 258.421 1 258.421 4.554 0.033
ID 258.421 1 258.421 4.554 0.033

EXPLAINED 258.422 11258:422 4.554 0.033

RiSIDUAL 25650.326 452 56.749-

TOTAL 25508.750 453 57.194

1
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1ABLE 31

Total Sample One Analysis of Variance of
Student CAT Language Scores by School

CLACKAMAS VS MILWAUKIE

SUM OF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES

MEAN
DF SQUARE

MAIN EFFECTS 64.688 4 64.688
ID 64.688 1 64.688

EXPLAIN6 64.691 I 64.691

'RESIDUAL 25552.254 443 57.680

TOTAL 25616.945 444 57.696

MILWAUK1E ys PUTNAM

SUM OF MEAN

SOURCE OF VARiATION SQUARES OF SQUARE

MAIN EFFECTS 334.560 1 334.560

ID 334.560 1.334.560

EXPLAiNED 334.563: '1-334.503

RESOUAL _25577.754 435 58.799

TOTAL 25912.316 436 59.432

CLACKAMAS VS PUTNAM

SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE.OF VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE

MAIN EFFECTS J10.585 1 110:585
ID 110.585 1 110.585

EXPLAINED 110.586 1 110:586

REiIDUAL 21903.055 452 ,48.458

TOTAL 22013.641 453 48.595

SIGNIF
F OF F

11.122 0.290
'1.122 0.290

1.122 0.290

SIGNIF
OF F

,5.690 0.017
5.690 0.017

5.690 .0.017

SIGNIF
OF F

2.282 0.132
2.282 0.132

2.282 0.132

157
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TABLE 32

Total,Sample One Anaiysis of Variance of
Student CAT Mathematics Scores by School

CLACKAMAS VS MILWAUKIE

SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUM OF

SQUARES OF
MEAN

*SQUARE F
S1GNIF

OF F

MAIN EFF EC TS 83.035 1 83.035 1.252 0.264
ID 83.035 1 83.035 1.252 0.264

EXPLAINED 83.035 1 83.035 1.252 0.264

RESIDUAL 29379.609 443 66.320

TOTAL 29462 .645 444 66.357

MI LWAUKI E VS PUTNAM

SUM CF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 171 7.528 1 1717.528 24.090 0.000
ID 171 7.528 1 1717.528 24.090, 0.000

EXPLAINED 1717.531 1 171,7.531 24.090 1 0.000

RE SI DUAL 31013.629 435 71.296

TOTAL 32731.160 436 75:071

C LACKAMAS VS PUTNAM

SUM OF MEAN SIGN I F
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUAR ES DF SQUARE F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 1091.280 1 1091.280
ID A091.280 1 1091.280

EXPLAINED 1091 .281 1 1091.281

REiI DUAL 27948.71114521 61.833

1......JOTAL 29039.992 453 64.106

17. 649 0.000
17.649 0.000

17.649 0.000

r153
.
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Regression Analysis of SPCT Postest
Variance by School

Similaritlea and differences in the %lays in which SPCT posttest

variance were liccounted for within individual schools were assessed

by means of multiple regression analysis. The list of independent

variables entered into the regression was the same as for earlier

regressions of the total Sample One student SPCT pOsttest scores*,

being modified only to the extent that if;he rendered appropriate
#0'

for each participating school. The regression equations selec

for presentation and discussion were thelones that included a

independent variables accounting for approximately two percent or

more of the variance.

a

Clackamas High School

Table 33 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample One ClackaMas High School student SPCT posttest

scores. The regression equation contained two predictor variables

. -

that together accounted for 48.12 gprcent of the ariance., The

F-value for the equation was 105.74 with 2 and 228 degrees of

freedom, which was significant at p 4:0.001.

The most important predictor variable was mathematics

.achievement, which accounted for 42.12 'percent of,the variance; the

SPCT pretest accounted for 6.00 percent of the.variance.

Removal of the SPCT pretest from the list of independent

variables and repetition of the multiple regression procedure

resulted in an equarion containing three predictor variables that

1.'49

-t
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collectiVely acCounted

results of the secoqd

4
Clac High SchOpl

table 34. Zhe F-v

s4cif freedom, w ich was,Significant at p,<0.001.

Mathematics ;;ch evement remained the priary predictor

ble, accountkng for 42.12 percent of the variance. The Qther

or 46.32 percent of the variance. The

gression analysis of the Sample One

l

tudent SPCT posttest scores are found in

for the equation was 65.29 with 3 and 27

i

t olvariables we e

and 1.43 p ce

ificantly h ghe

ading achievement and sex, accounting for

t of ihe variance, respectively. Males had

SPCT scores than females.

160
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TABLE 33

Salapie Qne Clackamas High School Multiple Regres ion of
Ten Variables on Student SPCT Posttest Scor s

138

MULTIPLE R 0.69370
R SQUARE 0.48122
/ADJUSTE0 R SQUARE 0.47666
STANDARD ERROR 2.51700

ANALYSIS of VARIANCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SO ARE
,REGRE551ON 2. 1339.84602 669.9 301 105.74448

RESIOUAL 228. 1444.44835 6.3 530

1

11.0111111.111.11 - VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 0.1
,VARIABLE . BETA STD ERROR F

CATMATH 0.2159307 0.46940 0.027 1 62.993
PRQCOMP 0.3249717 0.30377 0.063 7 26.361
(CONSTANT) -2.573810

IMNIIDGM110...MINENNINIM VARIABLES NOT IN THE-EQUATION

VARIABLE, BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

CATREAD 0.14686 0.14490 0.50506 4.869

CATLANG 0.06244 0.06124 0.49901 0.654

SEX 0.01556. 0.11765 0.98076 3.186

AGE ..0:01367 -0.01836 0.93626 0.077

"TYPESCI1 -0.08608 -0.11872 0.98668 3.245

TYPESCI3 p 0.06608 0.11872 0.98666 3.245

GRADE9 0.01363 0.01819 0.92296 0.075.

GRADE10 ,.0.01363 -0.01619 0.92293 0.075
., A

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE M LTIPL R ft SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH
PROCOMP

0

0.64899
0.69370

0.42119 0.42119 -0.64899
0.48122 0.06003 0.58128

I C 1

.)
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TABLE 34

Sample One Clackamas High *School Multiple Regression of

Nine Variables on Student SPCT Posttest Scores
with Pretest Removed

MULTIPLE R 0.68059
R SQUARE 0.46320
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.45611
STANDARD ERROR 2.56597

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F

REGRESSION 3. 1289.68595 429.89532 65.29218

RESIDUAL 227. .1494.60842 6.58418
.

.

IN THE EQUATIONVARIABLES
1111

VARIABLE ES BETA STD ERROR 8 F
,

CATMATH 0.2306413 0.50138 0.03033 57.819

CATREAD 0.1096567 0.23278 0.03108 12.448

SEX 0.8352231 0.12026 0.33915 6.065

(CONSTANT) -6.407761

NOT IN THE.11 VARIABLES EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE F

CATLANG 0.08634 0.07439 0.39852 1.258

AGE -0.00276 -0.00365 0.93386 0.003

TYPESCI1 -0.04146 -0.05599 0.97905 0.711

TYPESCI3 0.04146 0;05599 0.97905 0.711

GRADE9 -0.03055 -0.03980 0.91104 0.359

GRADE10 0.03055 0.03980 0.91104 0.359

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R

,

CATMATH 0.64899 0.42119 0.42119 0.64899

CATREAD 0.66997 0.448E6 0.02761 0.56081

SEX 0.68059 0.46320 , 0.01434 0.06036
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Milwaukie High School

At-
Table 35 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample One Milwaukie tigh School student SPCT posttest

scores. The regression equation.contained four predictor variables

that collectively accounted for 56.79 percent of the variance.

The Ft-value for the equation was 68.67 with 4 and 209 degrees of

freedom, Which was significant at p.( 0.001.

The most important predictor Variable was mathematics achieve-

ment, which accounted for 42.95 percent of the variance.. The other

predictor variables, in decreasing Order of importance, were SPCT

pretest, language achievement, and sex. .Males had(significantly

higher SPCT scores than females. The reader is reminded ttiEt all

Milwaukie High School students in Sample One are ninth-grade

students.

Removal of the SPCT pretest frot the list of independent

variables and repetition of the multiple regression procedure

produced a new set of four variables that collectively accounted

for 51.95 percent of the variance. The results of this second

regression analysis of Sample One Milwaukie High School student SPCT

posttest scores are foutid in table 36. The F..value-for'the

equation was 56.49 with 4 and 209 degrees of freedam, which was

significant.at p 4C 0.001.

Mathematics achievement remained the most important predictor .

variable, accounting for 42.95 percent of the variance. The o4er

three predictor variables, in decreasing order of importance, were

1 "3
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reading achievements sex, and Integrated Scienie. The entry of

Integrated Science into the equation wad meaningfulveven though

it accounted for only 1.65 percent of the variance. This was the

first instance in the analysis of Sample One data where any type

of science entered a' regression equation. Integrated Science

had a negative regression coefficient, and its entry into the

equation with removal of the SPCT pretest was a reflection of the

very low pretest and posttest scores of the Integrated Science

studenti at Milwaukie lagh School.

1

1I
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TABLE 35

Sample One Milwaukie High School Multiple Regression of

Nine Variables on Student SPCT Posttest Scores

.

MULTIPLE R 0.75359
R SQUARE 0.56790
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.55963

STANDARD ERROR 2.43912

ANALYSIS OF 'VARIANCE
REGRESS;ON
RESIOUAL01

VARIABLE

cATMATri
PROCCmp
CATLANG
SEx
(CI:INSTANT)

OF Sum OF SGuAREs mEAN SQUARE
4. 1634.19060 408.54765

209. 1241.40286 5.94930

VARIABLES.-IN THE

B

0.10234%g
0.3406529
0.1249r61
1.102224

-5.493414

,

VARIABLE

CATREAD
AGE
repECI1
TyPESCI2
TyPeSCI4

EQUATION

BETA STD ERRoR

68.67160

0.24301 0.03250
0.32179 0.06344
0.28150 0.03196
0.15019, 0.34202

VARIABLES NOT IN THE

BETA IN PARTIAL

0.4p882 0.08630
-0.09803 -0.14369
-0.02151 -0.03141
0.07102 0.111434 .

-0.07388. -0.11043

9.920
. 28835

-15.279
10.386

EGUALlyN

TOLERANCE F

1.561
4.385
0.205
2.289
2.568

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE

, '0.65518 0.40453

EROCCMp 0.72119 0.52012

CATLANG 0.71921 . 0.54643

;Ex 0.75359 0.56790

0.32957
0.92823
0.92112
0.93260
0.961556

RSO CHANGE

0.42953
0.09059
0.02631
0.02147

SIMPLE R

0.65538
0.64485
0.63009
0.15814

4"
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TABLE 36

Sample One Milwaukie High School Multiple Regression of'

Eight Variables on Student SPCT Posttes Scores

with Pretest Removed

143

MULTIPLE R 0.72076

R SQUARE 0.51950
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.51031

STANDARD ERROR 2.57210

4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE , F

REGRES.SICN 4., 1494.91477 375.72869 56.49129

RESIDUAL 209. 1382.67869 6.61569

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE B BETA STD ERRCR B F

CATMATH 0.1831443 0.43485 0.02937 38.894

CATREAD 0.1314650 0.30793 0.02983 19.425

;EX. 1.213294 0.16532 0.35770 11.505

TYPESCI4 -1.637169 -0.12995 0.61053 7.191

(CONSTANT., -7.23?866

NOT IN THEVARIABLES EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

CATLANG 0.21645 0.16893 - 0.29265 6.11.0

AGE -0.10455 -0.14717 0.95211 . 4.605

TYPESCI1 -0.08154 -0.10417 0.78413 2.282

TYPESCI2 0.07664 0.10417 0.88777 2.282

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH * 0.638 0.42953 0.42953 0.65538

CATREAD 0.89312 ,0.48342 0.05089 0.62774

SEX 0.70920 0.50297 0.02255 0.15814

- TYPESCI4 0.72076 0.51950 0.01653 -0.11591
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Rex Putnam High School

Table 37 presents the results of the multiple regreasion-

analysis of Sample One Rex Putnam High School studeOt SPCT posttest_

scores. The regression equation contained four predictor variables

that tollectively accounted for 40.46 percent of the variance. The

F-value for the equation was 37.04 with 4 and 218 degrees of freedom,

which was significant at p <0.001.

The most important predictor variable was mathematics achieve-

ment, which afcounted for 29.59 percent of the varianCe. The other

predictor,variables, in decreasing order of importance, were SPCT

pretest, reading achievement, an'd,sex. Males had signifiCantly

higher scores than females.

Removal Of the SPCT pretest from Ithelist of indePendent

variables and repetition of the multiple regression procedure

resulted in no new variables entering ,the equation. Table 38

eontains the results of this second regression analysis of the

Sample Onp Rex Putnam High School student SPCT posttest scores.

oi
The F-value for the equation was 42.34 with 3 and 219 degrees of

freedom, whicfi was significant at'p <0.001.

The three relaining variables collectively accounted for 36.71.

percent of the variance. Mathematics achievement remained the most

-

important predictor, variable, accounting for 29.59 percent, of the

variance; the other two variables were reading;achievement and sex.

-

Males had significantly higher scores.than females.
. _

14,-
a
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For each school, a regression equation was included that had the

SPCT pre'test removed as a predictor variable. There are two

benaits derived from this procedure, First, it provides equations

able to be used in the three high schools without the requirement of

a SPCT pretest score. In addition, the removal of the SPCT pretest

provides an analysis of the contribution of variables other than

prior knowledge of the science process skills to explaining the

variance in SPCT posttest scores.

The schools demonstrated great similarity in variables

entered intb the regression equations. In each school., the first

two predictor variables were the same. Mathematics achievement was

the strongest predictor, accounting for from 29.59 to 42,95 percent

of the variance. SPCT pretest was the next most imAortant predictor

variable, accounting for an additional 6.00 to 9.06 percent of the .

variance.

Sex was a variable that entered into rwo of the three school

equations. It accounted for 2.15 percent of the variance at

Milwaukie High School and 1.58 percent of the variance at Reix Putnam
\

High frchool. Males scored significantly higher than.females.'

OthiE variables that entered at least one of the school
i

equations ilere language achievement and reading achievement.

Language achievement accounted fbr 2.63 percent of the variance at

Milwaukie High School and reading.achievement acCounted for 2/00

percent of the variance at Rez,Putnam High School.
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The most noticeable difference between the schools vas the

considerably larger amount of variance able to have been accounted

for at Milwaukie High School. The Milwaultie regression equation

accounted.for 16.33 percent more variance than the Rex Putnam
A

equation, and 8.67 percent more variance than the Clackamas equation.

As was the case with all of'the other regression,equations in

the analysis of Sample One data, grade level'did not emerge as in

important predictor variable. The only type of.science to be

included in any equation (bite second Milwaukie High School equation),

was Integrated Science. Integrated Science.had a negative regression

coeffièient anchaccounted for only 1,65 percent of the variance.

1 Cri

4
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i TABLE 37

Sample One Rex Putnam High School Multiple Regression of

Eight Variables on Student SPCT kosttest Scores

MULTIPLE R , 0.63611
R SQUARE 0.40463
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.39371
STANDARD ERROR 2.71165

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 4. 1089.42859 272.35715 37.04000
RESIDUAL 218. 1602.06603 7.35306

IN THE EQUATION ------------------ VARIABLES

VARIABLE BETA STD ERRCR B F

tATMATH 0.1325095 0.31059 0.02867 21.356
PRaCOMP 0.2652925 0.24939 0.07157 13.740
CATREAD 0.81561940-01 0.17994 0.02964 7.572
SEX 0.8783177 0.12633 0.36568 5.769
ICONSTANT) -2.494337

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION --------------

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL 'TOLERANCE

CATLANG . -0.06203 -0.05565 0.47917 0.674
AGE -0.04093 -0.05060 0.91014 0.557
GRADE9
GRADE10

40.00906 -0:01083
0100906 .0.01083

0.85095 0.025
0.85095 0.025

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R iOUARE RSO CHAN'GE __SIMPLE R

DATHATH 0.54393 0.29586 0.29586 0.54393
PROCOMP 0.60732 0.36884 0.07298 0.52904 -

CATREAD 0.62360 0.38888 0.02003 0.47802

SEX 0.63611 0.40463 0.01576. 0.14045
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10.

TABLE 38

Sample One Rex Putnam High School Multiple Regression of

Seven Variables onIStudent SPCT Posttest Scores
with Pretest Removed

ANkLYSIS CF VARIANCE
REGRESSICN
RESIDUAL

MULTIPLE R 0.60589
R SQUARE 0.36711
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.35844
STANDARD ERROR 2.78941

OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
3. 988.39408 329.46469,

219. 1704.00054 7.78082

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

42.34316

VARIABLE BETA STD ERROR B

CATMATH 0.1743684 0.40870 0.02711 41.362

CATREAD 0.1176476 0.25955 0.02880 16.688

SEX 1.026359 0.14762 0.37392 7.534

(CONSTANT) -4.235522

NOT IN THE------------- VARIABLES EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

CATLANG -0.00433 ,-0.00384 0.49942 0.00
AGE -0.05433 -0.06530 0.91426 0.93

4RADE9 0.00295 0.00342 0.85374 0.00
GRADE10 -0.00295 -0.00342 0.85374 0.00

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.54393 0.29586 0.29586 0.54393
CAIREAD 0.58765 0.34533 0.04947 0.47802
SEX 0.605.09 0.36711 0.02177 . 0.14045

171.
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School and Grade Level SPCT Posttest

Differences

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) technique was used in order

to assess any school or grade level SPCT posttest differences that

existed after adjusting for important variables.

4

School differences

Table 39 presents the ANCOVA results for school differences.

The ANCOVA was conducted on Sample One SPCT posttest scores by school

with mathematics achievement, SPCT pretest, reading a5hievement, sex,

and age as covariates. The ANCOVA indicated one or more significant

(p 4:.001) school differences.

In or er to determine between which schools the significant

differenc s existed, the ANCOVA procedure was performed between all

possibl pairings of gchools.' The results of these ANCOVA

procedures are presented in iables 40 through 42. The ANCOVA

comparisons indica e o significant difference (p 41.05) between

Clackamas and Rex Putnam High School adjusted student SPCT posttest

meane, .Both Clackamas and Rex 'Putnam students had significaky

(p< .001) higher adjusted SPCT posttest means than Milwaukie High

School students.

Grade-level differences

Table 43 presents the ANCOVA results for the comparison of

Sample One ninth-grade and tenth-grade SPCT posttest scores. The

ANCOVA" was conducted on the SPCT posttest scores by grade level with
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mathemaki.cs acfiievement, SPCT pretest, reading achievement, sex,

and age as covariates. The ANCOVA indicated a significant (p < .001)

difference; tentivIgrade students had significaritly higher scores.

41

173.
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TABLE 39

ple One Analysis of Covariance of Stjudent SPCT Posttest Scores
by School with Mathematics Achie ement, SPCT Pretest,

Reading Achievement, Sex, andiAge as Covariates

!

SOURCE OF VARIATVIN
SUM OF

SQUARES DF

COV RIATES 4719.887 5

ROCOMP 495.049 1

CATmATH 528.574 1

CATREAD 148.795 1

AGE 59.433 1

SFX 85.792 1

MA N EFFECTS 372.883 , 2

ID . 372.883 2

PLAINED 5092.776 .7

SIDUAL 4276.957 660

T TAL 9369.727 667

t AND MEAN = 11.66

ARIABLE CATEGORY

MEAN
SQUARE

43.977
495.049
528.574
148.795
59.433
85.792

186.441
136.441

727.538

6.480

14.048

UNAD,JUSTED
N. DEVIN ETA

-SIGNIF
OF F

145.670 0.000
76.394 0.000
81.567 0.000
22.961 0.000
9.171 0.003
13.239 0,000

28.771 0.000
28.771 0.000

112.270 0.000

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS
+ COVARIATES
DEM BETA

1 CLACKAMAS 231 0.66 0.74

2 MILWAUKIE 214 .-1.78 -1.33

3 PUTNAM 223 1.02 0.51
0.33 0.24

MULTIPLE R &QUARED
MULTIPLE R

0.544.
0.737

\A

171

t

s t
,
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TABLE 40

Samplb-One 41ackamas High School and Milwaukie High School

Analysis of'Covariance of Student SPCT Posttest Scores )r

by School with Mathematics Achievement, SPCT Pretest,

Reading Achievement, Sex% and Age as Covariates

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF

SOURCE OF XARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARE F OF F )

COVARIAT ES 3360.599 5 672.120 110.529 0.000

PROCOMP . 378.951 1 378.951 62.318 0.000

CATMATH 311.131 4,1 311.131 51.165 0.000

CATREAD 85.039 1 85.039 13.985 0.000

AGE 56.215 1 56.215 9.245 0.003

SEX 50.299 1 50.299 8.272 0.004

MAIN EFFECTS 302.424 1 302.424 49.733 0.000

ID 302.424- 1 302.424 49.733 0.000

EXPLAINED 36634122 6 610.5.04 100.396 0.000

RESIDUAL 2663.450 438 6.081

TOTAL 6326.473 444 14.249

GRAND MEAN a 11.14 ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

U4ADJUSTED COV AR IATE S

VARIA8.LE .CATEGORY

ID

N DIEVIN ETA OEWN

1 CLACKAMAS 231 1.18 1.00,

2 MILW AUKIE 214 '4.08
0.32

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

BETA

0.28

0.579
0.761
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TABLE 41'

Sample One Milwaukie High School and Rex PutnazdHigh School

Analysis of Covariance of- Student SPCT Posttest Scores

by School with Mathematics Achievement, SPCT Pretest,'
Reading Achievement, Sex, and Age 'as Covariates

SUM OF ME AN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQuAR ES , OF SQUARE OF F

CO VARI AT ES 3306.4 1Z 661.202 99.302 0.000
PROCOMP 314.2 08 1 31ft.208 47.183 0.000
C AT MATH 357.464 i 357.464 53.679 0;000
CATREAD 112.3 83 1 112.383 16.-876 0.000
AGE 35.681 1 35.681 5.358 0.021
SEX 65.0 63 1 65.063 9.770 0;002

MAIN EFFEC TS 260.6 19 1 260.619 39.136 0.000
ID 260 .6 19 1 260.619 , 39.136 0.000

EVLAINED 3567.0 31 6 594.505 89.274 0.000

RESIDUAL 2863.515 430 6.659

TOTAL 6-430.547 436 14.749

GRAND MEAN z 11.31

VARIABLE * CATEGORY

ID
2 MI 1.14 AUK IE

3 PUTNAM

4*

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
mucrIiLp R

214
223

LNADJUSTED
DE 1/1'N ETA

-1 .43
1.37

0.37

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

I+ CUVARIATES
DEM BETA

-1.02
0.98

'0.26

0.555
0.745,

178
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TAHLE 42

Sample One Clackamas High School and Rex Putnam High School
Analysis of Covariance of Student SPCT Posttest Scores
by School with Mathematics Achievement, SPCT Pretest,

Reading Achievement; Sex, and Age as Covariates

SOURCE OF

COVAR1ATES
Pft000MP
CATMATH
CATREAD
AGE
SEX

SUM OF/g,
VARIATION 4QUAR ES

MAIN EFFECTS
ID

EXPLAINED

RESIDUAL
.40

_TOTAL '.

GRAND MEAN- ig

MEAN
OF SQUARE

SIGNIF
.F UF F

2476.110 s' 495.222 73.585J 0.000

217.194.. 1 217.194 ' 32.273 0.000

345..375 1 345.375 51.319 0.000

95.209 1 95.209 14.147 0.000

2.983 1 2.983 0.443 0.506
64.553 1 64.553 9.592 0.002

6.803 1 6.803 1.011 0.315

6.804, 1 6.804 1.011 0.315

2482.913 6 413.819 61.489 0.000

3008.298 447, 6.730

5491.211 453 12.122

12.50

VARIABLE * CATEGORY

ID
1,CLACKAMAS
3 PUTNAM

MULTIPLE R SQUARiD
MULTiPLE R

UMADJUSTED
DIEV'N ETA

1

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS
* COVARIATE'S
OWN BETA

231 -.0.18 0.12
223 0.18 -0.13

0.05 0.04

0..452

0.672

+,

"
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'TABLE 43

Sample One Analysis' of Covariance of Stud'ent SPCT Posttest Scores

,by Grade Level with Mathematics Achievement, gPCT Pretest,
Reading Achievement, Sex, and Age as Covariates

SOURCE OF V4RIATION

COVARIAT5S
PROCOMP
CATMA,TH
CATREAD
AGE.
SEX

SUM OF
SQUARES

4719.887
495.049
528.574
148.795
59.433
B5.,792.

DF

5

'1

1

1

1

MEAN
SQUARE

943.977
495.049
528.574.
148.795
59.433
85.792

139.508 0.000
73.162
78.117
21.990
8.783

.12.679

SIGNLF
OF F

'0.000
0.000
0.000
0003
0.000

MAIN EFCFCTS 177.215 L 177.215 26.190 0.000

YEAR 177.216 1, 177:216 26.190 0.000,
.4

EXPLAINED 4897.102 6 816.184 120.622 0.000

RESIDUAL. 4472.625
. ,

661- 6.766-

TOTAL . 939.77 667 14.048

4

RAND,MEAN = 11.66
, )

). .

, ADJUSTEO 'FOR
. .

.-.' . INDEPENDENTS .
. JNADJUS'ED, 4. COVARIATES,

VARIABLE 4- CATEGORY, N DEV'N".ETA DEV'N BETA
'

"1 dRAOE 9
2 GRADE 16

MULTIPLE R4SQUARED
myLtipLE R

339
329

-0.41 -0.83;'
0.42 0.85

0.11 -0:22
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First-Level Science Instruction

'A Teacher Quesgonnaire Results
, .

Teachers of firsi-level science courses in each building

resposdelSo Teacher Questionnaire II (a copy is found in appendix

e) near the end of the 1981-82 school year. The infOrmation

A

Provided by the'teachers was concerned with the process skill

4

oMponent of.instruction and their own training in the teaching of

the science process ...skills:
,

. Cfeckamas High School

156

The teacher'estimates of the Percentage'of total instrucional -

tithe devoted to the scidhce process skills identified'in the.district

Minimum gradrtion competencies *ere 20 perctnt and 60 percent in the

. .

. area of physical scierice and 36 percent and 95 percent in the aria of

.biology. All teachers indicated nd change over prior years in

either the amourlt of time or emphasis deVoted.to the science process
S.

skills.

Two teachws, one biology- and'one physical science, indicated

heving completed one or more classes more than'five years ago( that
,-. 10

were devoted in their entirety or had a major component devoted to

the sc elide prOly.Ss skills.

Milwaukie High School

'

The teacher estimates af the percentage ofonotal instructional'

time devoted to the science process skills identified in the district's

minimum gradtration competencies werel 20 fercent (biology), 30 percent

;4)* . , . .
(

.
(biology), 20-J0ereent.(earth and spaCe stience), and-100 percent

.,.

oe
,

.
, .

4

,

410
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(integrated scieve). All teachers indicated no changes over prior

years in the amount of time or emphasis devoted to the science

process skills.A.bne teacher responded even though it was the first

year of teaching for that person.

The Milwaukie High School teachers indicated that none of them

ha4 experienced any inservice activities, classes, or workihops that

were devoted entirely or had a major component devoted to the science

process skills.

Rex Putnam Hfgh School

The teafher estimates of the percentage of total unified science

instructional time devoted to the science process skills identified

in the dibtrices minimum graduation competencies wefe 75 percent,

80

14
't 80 percent, and 95 percent. One teacher

0

unifie1 ience for the first time and therefore did not respond

was teaching

to the item asking abdut changes-in eMphasis or time devoted to
.7

the science process skills. One teacher indicated that he had
^

increase4 both .time and emphasis devoted to the science process "skills

durifig the 1981-82 school yearwhile the twd remaining teachers,

indlIcatedno changes over prior.years,::

One teacher, the firse-Oar inairucior, reporied no inservice,
. :

classes, or workshops 8oncerned with the science, procese

However,isince

Science course

there is ng,Teacher Ouiae for te'Rex Putnans Unified

*

, any questions about the materials nodded to be,.

answered'by one or more of the teacher/developers in the building.
/

.

es
,5(1

600.

6

\
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donsequently, a certain degree af building level ipservice training

transpired during this teacher's implementetibn of the materials

throughout the year. ,

Angther teacher, who was.involved only in the final stages,of

the.Dnified Science"durriculum Develofment'Project, reported
w

I

building level inservice during his final year of junior high school

,science,teaching. The other twb Rex Putnam teachers both reported
,

their 4nified science curriculum development work during the ptior

_five years as inservice actiVity, and both had also,completed

,classea (Portland'Project implementation courses) more than five

.: years earlier.

Summary_

'The ma; of teacher estimates of the total percentage of

Instructional.time devoted to the district's minimum competency

praciss skills:was 59.17 percent. The,Mode was 20 percent, and the
.

Tne,o1:114 :was 47.50,percent..
.

:-:

The unified. science mean (Rex Putnam High School only) was

"0 :.:8.2.50 percent:,7The biology mean was 45.00 fOrcent, and the physical

science, gleartwa 40.00 percent. The single earth and xpace 'science
= 1. .: :. .

V

estiidate was 201)ercent, and the single iptegiated.science estimate

, was 100 percent.,

The thrde overall school means weid 52.50 perCent...(Clackama6),

42.59 percent (Miiwaukie), (ex
'

TIi emphases bn.the science pracess ikills:degared'bY. ihe

scienceteachersoshawed 'a general relaiiAShip
;

:

,

; .

41,

4,40

ft

.
.

;
:

k.-?:"
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to the SPCT posttest scores, SPCT pietest/posttest gains, SPCT

Subtest gains, and effect sizes. The.groups whost,leachers had

indtcated the grtatest emphasis on the science proceas skills, had

the btelest SPCT posttest scores, greatest SPCT pretaiit/posttest

gains, largest number Of SPCT Subtests wheie statistically signifi
,

-

cant gains were made, and largest effect sizes. The only exception
\.,

to that pattern was the MilwaUkie ninthrgrade Integrated Science

group, whose teacher had reported the highest estimate of time

devoted,tio the science Process skills; the group had.the lowest

level of performance in each category discussed above.

No high school level district inservice' training in the science

process'skills was teported, and the only.building level inservice A

. .

activity reported was the Unified Science Curriculum Development

Project at Rex Putnam High School. Onethird of the teachers

re orted completing classes concerned with the science process skills

more than five'years earlier,

Summary Discussion of Sample One Findirigs

The most onsidtent and frequent finding from the analysis of

the Sample 0 e data was the.Veiy stro relationship that existed

between aca em c aChieveMent and science ocess skill cOmpetency
/

as iieasure4 by the SPCT.' This i ecial true for achievement

in the areas of mat tic and reading. SPCT 'post;est variance tied

greater percentages acc ted for by academie achievement tfian by anV

( other,variable.

V

a.

,
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Academic achievement

'In all six relression analyses of Sample One data,.mathlatics

achievement was-signifjcant (p <.001) and the: most important

predictor variable, achouling for an average of 38.52 percent of

the variance. Reading adhievement was also a significant (p ( .001)

pfedictor variable in two regression equations, and language
,

achievement was a significant (p.( .001) vari le.in one rfgression

equation.

4

SPCT pretest

". The mean SPCT pretest score for. Sample One students wes 9.59

(out of'a possible 24 points). ,SPCT pretest score was the second

V
moat important variable in accounring fpr SPCT posttest variance of

SampliOne students; it was a significant' (p <:,001) predictor.

variably in all initial regression:eqUations and accounted for an
)

,

average of 7.91 percent o

\
f the variance.

:Type of Science

The t-tests of-SPCT piretest/Posttest gains indicated due all
1

types of science were showing gains at about'Itbe same statistical

level of significance (p .C.05). The t-tests of the changes on

4'

SPCT Subtests detected some differences. While several of theityPes

of science had significant.(p 4c :05) gfins on four or five dt)th

Subtests, only the Rex Putnam Unified Science course had dtudents

make-signifiofnt gains on all six Subtests. These gains.were made

by both ninth- and tenth-grade stpdents. The Milwaskie ninth-grade

A

JLAS4

1,14
4 .
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Integrated Science group had the smallest number of significant gains

on the Subtests, with only one.

The ePfect sizes orp, values for each qf the groups in Sample

One identified some additional Wferences. The Clackamas Physical

Science groups had the two highest effect sizes (0.82 and 0.90) in

the study, followed by the two Rex Putnam High School Unified Science

groups (0.68 and 0.74). Both of these types of science, physics),

science and unified science, had distinctly larger effect sizes than

the other groups and types of science in the study. The Dilly other
9

effect size that would be considered above average when compared to

those reported in the literature would be the 0.51'of the Clackamas

ienth-grade Biology group%

:The ANCOVA results.indicated significant (p.0 .001) school

differences. The students 4 Clackamas and Rex Putnam High Schools.

'

had.signifidantly higher_adjusted SPCT posttest scores than.the
aik . 1

. .

students at Milwaukie High School. This indicates that the Unified

Science course a Putnaia and Physical SCience and Biology courses.

at Clackamas are producing students with higher levels of science

process skill knowledge;thaniare the three first-level courses at

Milwaukie. , The thrte courese, Biology, Earth and Space SCience, and

Integrated ScienceOlat Milwaukie show great aimilarity in terms of

significant pretest/posttest gains,.effect'sizes, and significant
,

.Subtest gains. - ,

: 1

There is no "best",type s ie ce emerging from the analysis of,/ .

. I

. the,data. Differen es dO exist, ho vex, as haVe just been discussed/

A

1c;
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There is an, element of science process dkill development not yet

discussed; this is the science process skifi campetency of students

who ha4e left the first-level science course, but who are still in

the high schools. Sample TWO data analysis reported later in this

chapter provides information relative to th1s4dimension o4 the first-

level science courses.

Grade level

In all'comparisons; the data consistently indicated higher scores

for students who had studied their first-level science in the tenth

grade when cOmpared to students .1.7ho had stUdied it in the ninth

grade. Tor the total Sample One data, tenth-grade students 'led

significantly (p <'.001) higher adjusted. SPCT scores;than did ninth-

grade students. The only exception to this general finding was fo;

selected groups of ninth-grade students who had high levels of

achievement in the areas of ma4ematics, reading, and language,

Sex

Sex Was found to be a significant Sp .( 401) variable in

accounting for SPCT posttest variance in three of six regreseion

equations. In alb cases, males had significantly higher scores

than females, and the average amount of variance accounted for by
.

the sex variable was 1.85 percent.

itt
114
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A

Age was not found to account for two percent or more of the

SPCT posttest variance in any of the initial ngression,analyses

of Sample One data.

4

1

4
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Sample Two
1

DescriptiVe Statistics

CAT- scores

,

Table 44 presents mean CAT scores for total reading, total

6d*
1anguage,,and total mathematics for each grou5in Sample Two,

The highest group mean, 56.53 in mathematics, and the lowest group

_ mean, 49.37 in language, both belonged to the Rex Putnam 12th-grade
A

group. The Means for all students were 53.53 in'reading, 51.87 in.

language, and 53.87 in mathematics. The ranges of the CAT means

Idere 3.40 for,reading, 5.13 for language, exult 4.50 for mithematics.

11k
Five of the seven groups had their loweat mean in language.

Both Clackamas,groups had their highestimehha in reading, whlle. 4

both,Rex Putnam groups bad their highest m ans in mathematics. The, ,

group with the highest total CAT means wapf the Clackamas 12th-gfade

(162.87),, while-the group'with the lowesI total CAT'Mbans 'we's the

Milwaukie llth-grade group (155.59).

The average total CAT means for schools were 162.81 for

4
Clackamas;,157.92 for Milwailkie;tanii 157,41 for Rex Putnam.

.11%.

,

The average-total CAT means for each grade level were,160,61

efor the 10th gilide, 158.14 lor the llth grade, and 159.72 foy the

12th grade, Thtonly apparent pattern in the CAT means,'across grade--
,

levels was an itryerse relati6Ship between,language means,and,grade-
S

t A.

1,
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SPCT

Table'44 presents the-mean SPCT scores for each group,in
,

, ,

Sample Two. The highest mean score was 13.77 atek Putnam i2th

grade), the lowest mean score 16.70 (Milwaukie llth grade), and

ihe mean score for ail atudents 412.11. The range for the SPCT

group means was 3.7.

The mean SPCT scores lor'each school were 12.44 for Clackamis,

11.19.foi Milwaukie, and 13.17 for Rex,Putnam. With one exception,

the Milwaukie llth-grade group, SPCT'snoreS.increased with grade,

level within-each school.

.1The mean SPCT scores for each grade level were 11,1'0 for th

'loth vade, 11.6 for tile' llth grade; and'12'61 for the 12th gra4e,

i

Subtests 5 :

Table 44 presencs the mean SPCT,Subtest scares for each group in

. ''. %
a '

Salpie TW'or.,..The SPCT contaids six gubtests, one for each of-the
,

iprOcess skill co. mpetency areas:included inthe study..-Scores on!

each Subtesi-can range from zero to iour. The highest group,mean on

. -- . . . .

-any:Subtest was '2'.87'(Interpreting,Data); the loweit group mean on
-

any,SubtestwaS.63 (Modeling): f

-The,total Sample TWo means for the SPCT Subtests were 2133
-,:-.., . .

.

,

(ç1,40fying),....'2-49,(O1serving), 2.61 (Interpreting Data), 1.9.

40 .
; .' I .'''

,

- (Identifying' tratiableS5v:0,92 -(Modelin'i), and'2.04 Ofeasurine.
oe '

I.
i ' : '

N Tf4 'grand .5emPle TwO0,0ean for all Stdtests tEas

sn'

ft 4 '
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Summary .

The highett overall CAT ach evement area for Sample Two

students was mathematics, follow d closely by.reading. The

individual group with the highest total CAT means was the Clackamas

12th-grade group, and tge group ,with the_lowest total CAT beans

was the Milwaukie llth-grade gr(Imp. Clackamas High School students

: had a total CAT 'mean score (16 .81) that was 4.89 higher. than.that,

of Milwaukie High School stude ts and 5.40 higher than that of

'Rex Putnam High School students. The total CAT meah scores for the

three grade levels indluded ii Same Two were very similar, with a

range of 2.47 and gran'd mean of 159.49

he SPCT mean for,all tudents Th Sample Two was 12.11. The
.

highest SPCT'meadfor an it1ividual group was 13.77 for the Rex

Puinam 12th-grade group. heloWest SPCT mean tin an individual

group was 10.70 for the lwaukie llth-grade group. Sample Two

student SPCT means incre sed with grade level, with a 0.45 increase

between grades 10 and 1]/ and a 0.76 increase between grades ll'and'

4
12. Rex.Putnam High School students had the highest school mean,

13.17, and Mkigaukie igh Schoolttudents the lowest school mean,

11.19.

The SPCT Subtes with the highest total student mean was

Interpreting Data-( .61).. The Subtest with the lowest total student

. mean was Modeling 0.92). FiVe of the,seven group means on the

Modeling Subtest ere rtear the probability level for guessing.

4

it I .c..)

1
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Total student means were almost identical for the Classifying (2.33)

and Observing (2.29),Subtests, which represented the secOnd and third

bighest total student means for any Subtests. Milwaukie High School

students had the lowest mean on each Subtest, nd the 12th-grade

students had the highest grade-level mean on eachrSubtest.

'4S

190
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TABLE 44

SAMPLE TWO MEANS OF SPCT SCORES AND CAT SCORES TX SCHOOL AND bRADE LEVELo

Group N SPCT Classify Observe Interpret Variable Model Measure CAT
Read
,

CAT
Lang

CAT
Math'

Clackamas 11

Clackamas 12

Milvauk4e-10

Milwaukie 11

Milwaukie 12.

Rex Putnam 11

Rex Putnam 12

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

12.27

12.60

11.40

10.70

11.47

12.57

13.77

2.37

2.57

2.27

2.07

2.13

2.30

2.63

2.30 .

2.50

2.27

2.17

2.13

2.21

, 2.40

,

2.87 .

2.60.,

'2.60

A
.2.20

2.5?

2.60

2.86

2.03
, .

1.77

_1.40

..' 1.40

2.00

2.17

:

,2.17

.

,

.

0.63'

0.87

0%170

'0.80

\%

'0,70

1.33

1.40

I

;

2.07

,2,30

1.67
,

2.07

1.93

1.90

2.33

55.47

55.17

53.17

51.93

54.37

51.77

52.83

.54.50
.

521.00

53.27

51.23

51.17

5053

49.37

52,77
,
,

54.70

5447

52.43

52.03

53.80

56.153

's-

4t,

\

e

4

.V
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'Regression Analysis of'Total Sample

Two SPCT Variance

..

Table 45 presents the xesülts of multiple regression inalysit
a.

, * '

There were 35 independentof all Sample,Two student SPCT scores.
. -

variables ghtered into the multiple regression procedure. FOrkall

multiple regres sion analyses Wthit study, the equation selecte
,,

for j*sentation and 'discussion was the one that.contained all,
...

. .
,

predictor variables that accounted for approximately two percent
.

.

or more of the, variance.

The main regression equation contained five predictar varlables

ihat collectively accounted.for 54.95'percent of the'varianceand'
, P

had an F-value of 49.51 wIth5 and 203 degreeptof freedom. This was:
,

., '.. , ,
,

signifiCant at p'..001. The most important predictgr variable' was
,

,

,

'.
.

, .

/mathematics Achievement,.whiCh.accohnted for,41.7Q percent of the J
-

variance. The other predictor .1Mriables in the equation, in

decreasing order of in416rtance, were reading,a6hieyement,'Unified
...

,Science, elective science,"aild sex.
. .-

:The entry of unifitd scienceinto the equation,was'significant
. .

. . .. .

for two reasont. -First, it was the oaly ipstance wilerg,a first-lovel
. . A ?. - .

type-ofscience appeared 4.33:_a_.,tata1 sample_regresaion eqUatiiia, ,In
. .

addition, it

,ceniV than did' havjiIg complqed some.el-ec

'accounted far a larger share f the var1anon,(3:22, per-
,

A

ive tcience-(1.59 percep.t):,

,

1 of the strOngest'Predictoi, mathematidt aohievementRemove.

froT11.4.he

, .

Of indepenaept variables ap0,reptition'of the
,

4.

,

.

a. I

0

,s

...multiple regression'procedurF produced Ihe fesultsloUnd in table 46,-.
: 0 '.: .. `i t

, k .., .
. ....

X , *, 1,

2.

pe, ,

41
A

II`

6

4
t,
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This regression equation contained six predictor variables that

collectively accounted for 53.55 percent of the vaiiance, The

equation F-value was 38.81_with 6 and 202 degrees of freedom, which

-was significant at p_4:.001.

The most important predictor variable in this second equation

was reading achievement, which accounted for 38.86 percent of ihe

variance. The other variables in the equation, in decreasing order

of' importanca,, were unified science, mathematics beyond algebra,
4

one semester of physics, language achievement, and sex.

Of special interest in equation two are the disappearance of

elective science and the entry of mathematics beyond algebra,

language achievement, and one semester of physics. The disappearance

of elective science was due primarily to Itsstrong positive relation-

Ship to mathematics beyond algebra, which entered the equation on

step three. Mathematics beyond algebra had a strong positive

relationship to mathematics achievement, and therefore when mathe-

Matics achievement was removed from the list of independent

variables, mathematics beyond algebra emerged as a reasonably

important predictor. The'entry of language achievement into the

, equation indicates that it is somewhat independent of reading

achievement and accounts for,a portion of the SPCT varl.ance for

other reasons; most likely this is a reflection of itd positive

relationship to mathematics achievement. The entry of one semester

of physics was indicative of its strong positive relationship to

mathematics achievement and celative independence from the vaIiables

preceding it in the equation.

193 tp



TABLE 45

Total.Sample Two Multiple Regression of 35

-Variables on SECT Posttest Scores

0

MULTIPLE R 0.74125

R SQUARE 0.54945'
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.53836
STANDARD ERROR 2.6550!

AJNALVSII OF VARIANCE' OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

REGRtSS1ON 5. 1745.20230 149,04046 49.51267

RESIDUAL 203. 1431.04650 7.04949

VARIALSES IX THE EQUATION

VARIABLE ... S BETA SID ERROR II

CATMATH 0.1407143 0.33371 0.02728 26.607

CATREAD 0.1805350 0.39037 0.02974 36.442

TIPESO4 1.525959 0.17795 0.41850 13.295

ELEcsct 0.96991196 042303 0.41761 5.390

SEX . , 0.1514954 0.11011 1 0.372116 5.301

(CONSTANT) '.,..6.411062 .

NOT IN THE EQUAT1UN

PARTIAL TOLERANCEVARIABLE

VARIABLES

BETA IN F

CATLANG 0.11355 0.10084 0.35)30 2.075^

AGE 0.01512 0.02294 4.9437* 4.104.

GRA0E10 ...0.01141 -0.01642 0.9343u 0.055

GRADE11 -0.01726 -0.02556 0.909). 0.132

GMADE12 0.02565 0.43746 0.96Z0) 0.264

CLACKIII 0.07973 0.10766 0.62151 2.369

KIWI -0.01449 -0.10646 0.74453 2.445 a

PUTMI 0.03617 0.01598 0.04790 0.052

YRREM1 . 01.03753 0.05410 0.90177
YRREM2 -0.01206 -0.01771 0.97165 0-063

YRREM3 ,0.03a06 -0.05437 0.91c7o
Tyre= 0.03631 0.44376 0.65491
TYPE$C2 -0.05965 -0.0/652 0.946J1 1.524
TYPESC3 0.01107 0.01503 0.13./36 3.046

SMEL5C1 -0.06711 a0.09856' 0.94976 1.981

SMELSC2 .0.01547 -0.01691 0.53404 0.06.

SMELSC3 0.042.1 0.92104 0.469

SMELSC4
,0.02935
'0.03860. .0.05336 0446090 0.677

SMELSO 0.04162 0.03064 0.9u)u7 J.194

SMELSC6 0.05965 0..141444 4.91144
SMALSC7 0.01815 0.02777 , 0.97749 0.156

SMELSC6 -0.00495 .43.00729 0.97366 0.011

11101 -4.04225 -.0.05404 0.73703 01)92

11/02 -0.03141 -.0.04937 0.74436 0.494

CMEM1 0.05971 0.05673 0.40670 0.652

CMEM2 0.07903 0.0741s 0.41040 .6 1.174

P4W1 0.06,17 001797 0.71432 1.575

PHY2 0.07197 0.095)0 0.79331 1.659

AIM/CHOI 0.07409 0.10345 u.47.1v 2.1.0
SYNOALG 0.07639 0.06144 0.46%27 1.349

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R
-

R SQUARE :ASO "CMANGE SIMPLE R
,

CAMATH 0.645T7 0.41701 0.41701 0.64577
CAMEO 0.69973 0.46962 0.07261 0.62337
TYPESC4 0.72237 0.52112 0.03220 0.17232

'ELECSCI 0.73327 0.53769 0.01517 0.42960

SEX 0.74125 0.54,45 0.01177 0.0639,

1 91



TABLE 46

Total Sample Two,Multiple RegressfOn of

34 Variables on SPCT Posttest Scores with

Mathematics Achievement Removed

MULTIPLE R (7.73179

R SQUARE 0.53551
ADJUSTED R SQUARE :0.52172
STANDARD ERROM 2.70252

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

REGRESSION 6. 1700.92119 213.466416 itf.61466

RESIDUAL 202. 1475.32762 7.30360

IN THE EQUATION

11E7A;VARIASLE

VARIABLES

STD ERROR $ F

CATREAD 0.1540691 0.33319 0.03682 15.757

TYPESC4 1.677095 0.19551 0.43425 14.644

BYNDALG 1.561942 0.19750 0.47610 10.7o3

PHY1 2.007140 0.16113 0.66759 9.039

CATLANG 0.1019696 0.21503 0.03751 or 7.392

SEX 0.9324400 0.11959 0.36254 5.942

(CONSTANT) -3.514214

VARIASLES NOT IN THE EQUATION

VARIASLE BETA IN PARTIAL TULERAfiCE
,

F

AGE 0.01715 b.02355 0.67369 0.112

ELECSCI 0.09022 0.11096 0.70264 2.506

GRADE10 -0.02722 -0.03669 0.93604 0.301

GRADE11 \ -0.00243 -0.00340 0.94196 0.602

1RADEI2 40.02278 0.03179, u.90479 0.203

CLACOUfl 0.05374 0.071.0' ' 0.6/460 1.029

MILHI -0.06319 ' -0.079o, 0.73o0Z 1.263

POToI , 0.00230 0.03533, 0.04)41 0.2)1

YRRENI 0.02066 , 0.0297u, 0.93960 0.117

YRREN2 0.01639 0.02396 0.99Z52 0.116

YRREN3 -0.05676 -0.07134 4.4143u 1.441

TtPESC1 0.04414 0.03167. 0.67035 u.bib

TYPESC2 . -0.06264 -0.0.906 0.93300 1.6(7

TYPESC3 0.04341 1600404, 0.00V o3
v. 0.004

SMESC1 -.0.05715 -0.062oo. 0.V7Joo 1.383

SMELSC2 0.071419 0.10166: 0.91455 2.100

SNELSC3 0.06296 0.06900 0.92619 1.605

116E1.SC4 -0.03225 -0.04566- 0.94160 0.460

SMELSC5 0.00300 0.00390r 4.76372 0.003

SMELSCA 0.06221 0.07066 0.6)446 1.000

SMELSC7. 0.01665 0.02732, 0.9/6)9 0.150

SMELSCB -0.01,91 -0.027,6, 0.91727 0.157

11101 0.02053 "'"0.02654 0.69767 0.164

6102 -0.01374 -0.01127 0.91443 4.075

CHENI 0.09441 0.11413 0.661.16 2.662

CHEN2 0.11101 0.13634 0.70069 3.867

PHY2 0.02575 0.01639 0.16414 0.4)4

ADVCHEN1 0.09494 0.1269) 0.6)700 3.399

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATREA0 0.42337 0.36559 0.35459 0.42337

TYPESC4 6.46774 0.44593 0.05733 0.17232

IIIDALG 0.70006 ,0.41009 0.04416 0.54442

Vmr1 0.71324 0.50574 0.01166 Os35403

CATLANG 0.72239 0.52185 0.01311 0.54437*

SEX 0.73179 0.53551 001346 0.0635,

1D5
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Regression Analysis of SPCT Posttest

Variance by Grade Level

Tenth grade

V;.
Table 47 presents the results of the multiple regression,

-

analysis of Sample two tenthgrade SPCT scores, The regression

equation contained three predictor variables thatsollectively

accounted for 50.19 percent of the variance. The F-value for the

equation'was 8.73 with 3 and 26 degrees of freedom, which was

significant at pc .001.

,The most important predictor variable was maihematics achieve-

tent, which accounted for 41:78 percent of the variance. The other

predictor variables, ih dgcreasing order.of importance, were unified

science and mathematics beyond algebra. It should be kept in mind

that tenth-grade students in Sample Two were all from Milwaukie

High School.

,

Removal of the most iMportant predictor variable, mathematics

achievement, from the list of independent variables and repetition

of the multiple regression analysis produced the results found in

table 48. The second regression equation contained two predictor

variables thett collectively accounted for 38,24 percent of the

variance. The F-value for the.equation was 8.36 with 2 and 27

degrees of freedom, wtich was significant at p 4:.005.

The most important predictor variAle was'math cs beyond

,
algebra, which accounted'for 34,98 percent of the variance. The



,

i

A

(
other predictor variable in the equation was earth and space

174

science, which bad a negative regression coefficient and accounted

for 3.25 percent of the variance.
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TABLE 47

Sample Two Tenth-Grade M tiple Regression

of 13 Variables Oh SPCT Scores

01,

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIOUAL

.1

MULTIPLE R 0.70845
R SQUARE . 000190
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.44443
STANDARD ERROR 2.69528

OF
3.

26.

SUM OF SQUARES
- 190.32166

, 188.87834

MEAN SOUAkE
63.44485
7.28455

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
4

3.73289.
VARIABLE BETA STO ERROR B

CATMATH 0.1981383 0.5238 0.07628 4748, i

TYPESC4 2.749136 0.23196 1.71375 2.573

BYNOALG 1.964760 0.26831 1.45563 1.622

ICONSTANT/ 0.8517552

NOT.IN 1HE

PAVIALI

11.11 VARIABLES

VARIABLE BETA IN

E4UATION

T4LERANCE

CATREAD -0.11418 -0.10448 0.41891 4.276

,CATLANG "0.22453 -0.18575 4.44494 0.093

SEX 0.12892 0.15587 0.75140 0.844

AGE -0.12906 -0.16049 0.70iii 0.66/

ELECSCI -0.04282 -0.04106 4.7194:14 4.044

TYPESC1 0.02489 0.03034 L.024

TYPESC2 -.0.02404 -0.03034 J.79447

SMELSC2 -0.03482 -r0.04104) 0.77904 0.04c

CH641 -0.03262 -0.0410o 0.77964 0.441

CHEM2 -0.03282 -0.04106 4.77964 J.444

VARIABLE

SUMKARY TABLE

MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.64640 0.41/84' _0.41784 0.64640

TYPESC4 0.60337 0.48700 .0.u491§ 0.02500

AIWNDALG 0.70645 0.50190 0.03490 0.59146

13
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TABLE 48

Sample Two Tentti-Grade Multiple Regression of 12 Variab

on SPCT Scores with Mlthematics Achievement Removed

MULTIPLE R 0.61836 -

11SQUARE 0.38237
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.33662
ST ARD ERROR, 2.94522

ANALYSIS OF
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

VARIANCE OF
2..

L 27.

SUM OF SQUARES
144.99342
234.20658

MEAN SQUARE
72.49671
8.67432

F
8.35763

VARIABLES EN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA STD ERROR B

BYNDALG 4.177171 0.56619 1.12675 13.744-

TYPESC2 -1.343838 -0.18215 1.12675 1.422

(CONSTANT) 9.247199

,

VARIABLES NOT IN THE ECUATION

VARIABLE
.

CATREAD
CATLANG
SEA
AGE
ELECSCI
TYPESC1
TYPESC4
SMELSC2
CHERI
eNEM2

: SETA IN

0.04447
,,0.12882
0.04213

.4611225
0.08410
.4418289
06109915 ,
0.08410
0.05410
0.014410

PARTIAL

0.04145
0.12483
0.054292

.-0.14521
0.09612
-0.13094
0.13094
0.09612

009612
,0.09612

TOLERANC'E

0.53671
0.58002 -

0.97464
0.74461
0.80680
0.31663
0.87561
0.80680
,0.80680
,0.80680

.

1 F /

0445
0.412
0.073
0.560

( 4:4454

1:1:2
0.242
0.242

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE

SYNDALG
TYPESC2

MULTIPLE R

0.59146
0.61836

R SQUARE

0.34963
0.38237

RSQ CHANGE

0.34983
0.03254

SIMPLE R
:

0.59146
*40.26071

R6.
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llthsrade

Table 49 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample Two llth-grade student SPCT scores.. The

regression equation contained four predictor variables that

co11ectively.accoUnted for 52.85 percent of the variance. The

F-value was 23.54 with 4 and 84 degrees of freedom, which was

significarit at p < .001..

The most important predictor variable was reading achievement,

which accounted fot 42.60 percent of the variance. The other
4,

predictor variables, in decreasing order of importance, were

elective Science, earth and space science, and physics. Earth and'

space science had a negative regression coefficient.

RemOal ofthe most important predictor variable, reading

*achieveigent, from the .1.ist of independent variables and repetition

of theqmultiple regression analysis produced the results found in,

table 50. The new regression equation contained seven predictor

variibles, and they collectiely,accounted for 56.74 percent of the

variance.:The F-value for thg, eqqation.was 15.18 with 7 and 81
.

degrees of ireedim, Which was significant at p .001. ,

Thg most important dedictotmariable was mathematits achieve-.

menfxaccounting fOr 36.23'percent of the variance. The other

,predictor varlabfes in the equationrin decreasing order of
_

1 1. , .

.
. importance,twere language)achfeverrnt; physics,ohemistry,

.

Milwiukie High School', sex, ansi earth-and space scieince, Milwaukie

. High*School and earth and space science both had negativ e ,regression

'coefficients.

200
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The examination of the'simple correlation coefficients and the

, Ilk

results'of the twg regression analybes emphasize tlimportance of

academic schievement in reading, mathematics, and language as
4.-

predictor variables. Also of interest,is the disappearance of

elective science from the second equation. Most of the importance
;,-

of elective science SS a Predictor was.included in the chemistry

\
A.

and physics variables, which enteied the equation in steps three and
'

f

four. Earth'and Space Science, a firstlevel science course, was a.
_

predicor variable with a negative correlation coefficient in both

equations. The sex variable in the second equation was a reflection

of males having significantly higher scores than females.

err

.

4
r

,
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. TABLE 49

Sample'tWq llth-Grade_Multip$e Regression
of 25 Variables on SPCT Scores

MULTIPLE R 0.7169a
R SQUARE 052849

' ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.50604
STANDARD ERROR 2.76101

ANAILIS CF VARIANCE
REGRESSICN
RESIDUAL

OF SUN OF SQUARES
4. 717.74106
$4. 640.34883

VARIA8LES'1N THi EQUAT1CN

MEAN SQUARE
I79.43526 23.5310

7.62320

VARIABLE BETA STD ERRCR

CAIREAD 0.2546654 0.55570` 0:03632 45.253

ELECSCI 1.48731.6 0.18599 0.64357 5.341

TYPESC2 , 6.406256 0.17291 2.79354 5.262

PHY2 3.536290 0.16338 1.67277 4.465

'CONSTANT/ 2.315553

. 179

,

....

VARIA-T

,CATLANO

VARIAaLES NOT IN THE E2UAI1GN

6ETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

0.20817 ' 0.0535 0.33458

F

2.63

CATMATH 0.17428- 0.17383. 0.66395 2.5$

SEX 0.08817 0.12292 0.91628 1.ickrit7
AGE ' 0'9674 0.134610 '0.37644 1.53

CLACKHI 0001933 ...0.02745 0.93173 0.06

MILH1 "0.09624 0.13685 0.95332 1.58

PUTHI '0.12320 0.17022 0.90007 2.47

TYPESC1 0.0292 ..0012919 0.91146 1.40

TYPESC3" 0.015T5 0.02222 0.93351 0.04

TYPESC4 0.11735 0.16085 0.68631 2.20

.\ SMELSC1
SMELSC2

0.09219 0.12717
0.07689 0.07441

0.19720
0.44164

1.36
0.46

SMELSC3 0.11974 0.17225 0.97576 2.53

SMELSC4 0.06566 0.11744 0.58122 1.16

SMELSC6 0.01630 0.02173 0.66478 0.03

8101 0.13773 0.16365 0.66573 2.28

$102 0.15622 r7.18459 0.65828 2.92

CHEM - 0.06462 0.05741 0.51302 0.37

CHEM2 0.08394 348546 0.53793" 0.62

, PHY1 0.08981( 0.08244 0.39731 0.56

8YNDALG 0.084(11J 0.09314 0.56132 0.73

SUMMARIetAiLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANaE SIMPLE!

OAIREAD
'4LEtSCI
TYPESC2
rHtr

0.65266
0.46160
0.70951
0.72618

0.42597
0.4-7417
0.50341
0.52849

0.42597
0.04821

.0.02923
0.02509 ,

0.65266
0.40948

'%0.24284
0.29171
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Sample Two llth-Grade Multiple Regression of 24 Variables
. on SPCT Scores: with Reading,Achievement Removed

,..

MULTIPLE R 0.75326
It SQUARE 0.56740
ADJUSTE0 R SQUARE 0.53002
STANDARO MICR 2.65318

4,

ANALYSIS CF VAR:ANCE OF SUM CF SCJARES MEAN SQUARE F
REGRESSIGN 7. 770.58120 110.08303 15.17718

O RESIOLAL , . 81. 587.5086.9 7.25319

%

.

,

,

VARIA8LES IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA STO MICR E F
r

CATKATH 0.6421941D01 0.19672 0.04593 3.36
CATI,ANG
PHYZ

0.1995159 0.41390 0.04901
' )
16.57

3.589696 0.16586 1.69302
:

4.49

1!

CHM 1.721517 0.16395 0.75268 ,5.2
MANI 1.33539E

1.223163
0 16160 0.62771 4.5

SEX O. 5608 0.S9E43 4.1
TYPESC2 5.430617 -0.14653 2.77625 3.8. 6

:(CONSTANT) 3.573 45

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUAtION

fr

VARIABLE BETA IK PARTIAL TOLERANCE F

AGE V.12089 0.16843 0.83980 2.336
ELECSCI 0.00842 -.0.008E3 0.47614 0:006

'' 'CLACRHI :(1.38722 0.10498 0.65376 0.926
PUTHI 0.38648 0.10698 o.6615e 0.926
TYPESC1 .4.02485 0.33282 0.75495 0.086
TYPESC3 0.0229G 3.03275 0.86430 0.086
TYPESC4 0.05733 0.07144 0.47205 0.411

4 SMELSC1 0.07454 ....0.11029 0.94695 0.985
SMELSC2 . 0.34984 0.00811 0.80771 0.373
SMELSC3 0.11172 0.16413 .4.93J28 2.214
SMELSC4, 0.38692 -4.11403 k 0.74463 1.054
SMELSC6 3.0441* 0.05065 0.50919 4.206
5101 ,044266 0.19336 0.77G24 3.008
5102 0.13796 0.18738 0.79798"" 2.911
CHERI 0.17564 0.00511 .0.05944 0.341
.PHY1 t 0.07583 0.07065 0.3752 0.401
SYNDALG 0.01491 .0.0143 G.46C89 .0.0111

SUMMARY TAPLE
1

VARIAILE PATIPLE R II:SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.60/91 0.36230 0.3623O 046G191
CATLANG 0.65409 0.427,3 0.06553 0.59194

.PHY2 0.68636 0.47109 0.04326 0.29171
CHEJU 0.70923 0.50297 0.03188 0.38606
MILMI 0.72682 0.52827 0.02530 0.21885.
SEX - 0.73957 .0.54697 0401670 J.06740 '
TYPESC2 0.75326 0.56740 0.02044 -0.,z42.34

IN.
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12th grade

Table 51 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample Two 12th-grade student SPCT scores. The,

regression equation contained thre'e praictor variables that
,3

collectively accounted for 59.36 percent of the variance. The

F-valile wad 41.87 with 3 and 86degrees of freeddm, which was

significant at p

,

The most important.predicrorcVariable was madlematics achieve-

ment, ihich acdbunted for 47.91 percedd of the variance, The other

predictor variables were reading achievement and ReX Putnam Righ,,
-

School, which accounted.for 8.40 and 395 percent of'the variance,

respectively.

a

,

r
1 cf -

Removal of the most iMportant redictor VaDiable, mathematics'

/
achievement, and repetition of the multiple regression'analysis

,
i

.

produced the res,ults found in table 52. The new-regression equation %

1

contained' four predictor variables that cbllectively acCounted for

56.192 percent,of the variance: The P-value for the equation was

28.08 with 4,and 85 degrees-of freedom, which was significant at .

p .001.
.

. ; ,

The most important predic'tor variable was reading achievement,

t

which accOunted for 40.90 p. ercent of the variance. The other-

predictor variables in the equation, in dedreasing order of .

. . .;

/

iMPortance, were Rex Putnam HigOchool, mathematics beyorid al

j)

ebra;

and -one semestet of physics.
0

..

,

,
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Summary
;

182i

The use of multipld regression analysis on the total SPCT

'scores of Sample Two students revealed a strong relation4hip between

academic achievement and SPCT sCor'es. This relationship was

sspecially,strong in the areas of Math9matics and reading. Unified

science was the only type offirat-4.vel science that was found to
4.

contributg.dignif?cantly .to accounting for SPTC variance. Sex,

favoring males, was a contributing predictor variable. Elective

science.and one semester of physics were other variables entering,-
. .

into.at least one of the two total Sample Twn equations.

analysis of each grade lgvels' SPCT scorA,by means of regression

analysis produced similar findings to the analysis of the sample as a

whole. In grades 10 and 12, mathematics achievement was the most

important predictor. In grade 11, reading achievement accounted for

the highest percentage of the variance. Unified science was a

positive contributor to the variance in the 10th grade, while earth

and space science was.A.negiiive contributor tó the Variance in the

110 grade. Elective science was a,predictor variable only at_the

llth-grade level. The only elective science course to appear in

more than one regression was phySics, which was present at both the

Ilth and 12th grada,levels.

4

9i if,
14.4.y.td



'TABLE 51

Sapple Two 12th-Grade Multiple Regression
of 27 Variables on SPCT Scores

MULTIPLE A-

A SQUARE
DJUSTE0 A SQUARE
ANDAAD ERRpt

0.77044
0.59358
0.57940
2.56978

"AN1LYSIS CF VARIANCE OF SUM OF SQUARES
REGRESSION 829.46297
RESIOLAL 86. 567.92592

MEAN SQUARE.
276.48766

6.60379
41.86803

-4.- VARIA8LES IN THE EQUATI3N
1

VARIABLE B BETA STD EARCR B F

CATMATM 0.1793543 0.41200 0.03744 22.944
CATREAD 0.1367762 0.41219 0.03962 22.225
PLITHI 1.526479 0.18262 i 0.60103 6.450
(CONSTANT) -4.767317

VARIABLES NCT IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL TOAAANCE F

'CATLAA0
\I "

0.12934 0.12672 G.39010 1.387
SEX 0.07848 0.12130 0:47089 .1.26S
AGE -0.00533 -.0.30876 , 0.91930 0:007
ELECSCI 0.13191 0.13161 0.77044 2.69S
CCACKHI 0.06148 0 3.08284 .0.73191 0.587
MUM -0.36148 -0.382a4. ).73791 0.587
"TYPESCI -0.03467 -0.01277 G.70860 0.014
TYPESC2 .-0.01162 -0.01793 0.96691 0.027
TYPESC3 0.11642 00.02351 0.33,239 0.047
SMELSC2 0.07996' 0.12094 0.92971 1.262
smasc3 0.00342 0.00535 0.88780 0.002
SMELSC4 -0.02566 -0.03937 0.0670 0.132
SMELSC5 0.03596 0.05175 0.84181' 0.221
SMELSC6 0.G7700 0.11449 0.89844 1.12S
SMELSC7 0.35373 0.08347 0.98064, 0.596
SMELSC8 -0.01622 -0.02.90 0.95772 0.053
.8I01 0.03721 0.05415 0.46079 0.25C
8102 0.03721 0.05415 0.86079 0.25C

CHERI 0:10592 0.13726 048255 1.632
CHE42 0.10592 0..13726 0.48255 1.632
PHY1
PH12

0.08244
008331

0.43571
0.11429

0.66826
0.76483 t.11;

AD9CHEN1 0.12817 0.17963 0.79837 2.834
SYNDALG 0.09868 0.10718 0.47942 0.188

SUMMARY TULE

VAAIRILE NU2T1PLE A A SQUARE *SO CHANGE ¶IMPLE A

CATNATH 0.69217 0.47910 0.47910 0.411217

CATAEAD o.f3040 0.56310 0.00399 0.61955

PUTH1 0.77044 ' 0.59158 0.03041 0.20717
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TABLE 52

Sample Two 12th-Grade Multiple Regression of 26 Variables

on SPCT Scores with Mathiptics Achievement Removed

MULTIPLE R 12.75448

R SQUARE 0.56924
ADJUSTED R SZNAA2 0.54897
.STANDARD -ERROR 2.66114

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Of SUM Of SQUARES MEAN SQUI1iRE f

REGRESSICh 4. 795.44784 198.86156 28.0412

AESIDUAL 85. 601.94105 7.08166

IN THE EQUATION

BETAVARIABLE

VARIABLES

STO ERRCR 5

CATREAD 0.2177713 0.48059 0.03872 31.631

PUTHI 1.753592 0.20979 0:62475 7.879

4YNOALG 2.044791 0.24840 0.73450 8.422

PHY1 1.663029 0.16882 0.79566 4.369 d

ICONSTANT1 -.1.413046

VARIABLES

VARIABLE

NOT IN THE EQUATION

It BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

CATLANG 0.17646 0.16734 0.3573111 2.424

SEX 0.08137 0.1210 0.96614 1.26

AGE *0.35669 *0.00232 0.90220 0.57

ELECSCI 0.10340 0.12709 0.65900 1.39

CLACXHI 0.348E13 0.13015 0.74701 1.44

MUNI r0.09885 ; *0.13015 0.74701 1.44

TYPESC1 0.04461 ' 3.35695 0.70202 0.27

TYPESC2 *0.01350 *C.02041 0.94201 0.03
TTPESC3 *0.03451 *0.0052 0.81668 0.19 \

SMEL5C2 0.08408 0.43032 0.92158 1.45

SMELSC3 3.06703 009910 0.94140 0.53

SMELSC4 -0.06712 *0.09775 0.91353 0.81

SMELSCS *0.01091 *0.01399 0.70911 0.01

SMELSC6 0.06443 0.09023 15.54475 0.69

SMELSC7 0.01416 0.02137 0.98186 0.03

SMELSC8 "0.01932 *0.02505 0.90822 0.06

8101 0.03054 0.03.076 0.84707 0.00

8102 0.00054 0.30076 0.84707 0.00

CHERI c1.034as 0.09314 0.57583 0.81

tHEM2 0.08488 0.57583 1 0.41

PHY2
.P.09014

*0.04773 =0.02641 0.13190 0.05

AOVCHEM1 0.13798 0.14711 0.79217 3.04

SUMMARY TABLE,

VAMAILE MULTIPLE A R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATREA0
to
0.43955 0.40902 0.409C2 0.43955

PUTHI 0.49453 0.48515 0.07613 0.20737

41140ALG 0.73966 0.54710 0.06195 0.56290

PIM 0.75444 0.54924 0.02214 0.44527
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18-5

SCbool Differences in Academic, Achievement

The importance of academic achievement, especially in theareas

cif,mathematicS and readini,'t.o science process skill knowledge

became apparent as a,result 6f the examination of the simple

correlation coefficients and the results of multiple regression

analys\ii of the Sample Two data. Oneway analysis of variance )

(ANOVA) was like.d to identify any school differences in academic

achievement that.existea in the areas of mathematifs/ reading, and

language.

CAT reading

Table 53 presents thi ANOVA, results for reading achievement in

the thtee schciols. No significant difference was found at R

CAT language'

Table 53 presents the ANOVA results)Sor language achievement in

the three schools, and table 54 presents the one-vay ANOVA results for

all'possible pairings between the three schools. The initial ANOVA

indicated that a significant difference existed at 1:4.043. The

school comparison ANOVA's found only one significant difference.

Clackamas High School students scored significantly higher (p=.0l0)

than did Rex Putnam High School students on the CAT total language

)neasure.

CAT mathematics.

Table 53 )resents the ANOVA results for mathematics achievement

in the three scbools. No significant difference-was found at p 4.05

2u3

1



TABLE 53

'Total SAmple Two Analysis of Variance, of' CAT Reading, Language,
r and Mathematics Achievement Bcores by School

186

-

c

READING
SUM OF MEAN SIGNI F

SOURCE OF 'VARIATION SQUAR ES OF SQUARE .F - OF F

MA IN EFFECTS 294 .923 2, 147 .461' 2.032 O. 134
ID 294.923 22 147.461 2. 032 0. 134

EX PLAI NED 294.926 . 2; 147.463 2.032 0.134

RESIDUAL, 15021 .066' _207' 72 .566

TOTAL , .

LANGUAgf ,

15315 .992 209 H73.282

. it,

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIAYION SQUARES OF SQUARE .F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS' 433.278 2' 216.639 3.192 0.043
ID 433.278 2' 216.639 3.192 0.043

EXPLAINED 433.281, 2 216.641 ' 3.192 0.043

RESIDUAL 14048.703 207 67.868

TOTAL 14481.984 209 69.292

- MATH EM ATI CS

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF -
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARE F OF F

MA IN EFFECTS 168 .759 2 94.379 1. 091 0.338
ID 188.759 2 94.379 1.091 0.338

EXPLAINED 188.762 2 94.381 1.091 0.338

RESIDUAL 17901.371 207 86.480

TOTAL 18090.133 209 86.556

2 u 9
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TABLE 54

Sample Two Analysis of Variance of CAT Language Achievement
Scores by School Comparisons

CLACKAMAS VS MILWAUKEE

DF
MEAN

SQUARE F
SIGNIP
OF F

SUM OF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES

MAIN EFFECTS 124.694 1 124.694 1.882 0.172
ID 124.694 1 124.694 1.682 0.172

EXPLAINED. 124.695 1 124.695 1.882 0.172

RESIDUAL ) 9805.977 148 66.257

TOTAL. 9930..672 149 66.6.49

CLACKAMAS VS PUTNAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION
-

MAIN EFFECTS
ID

EXPLAINED

RESIDUAL

TOTAL

SUM'OF MEAN SIGNIF

SQUARES OF" -,SQUARE eF OF F,'

433.200 1, 433.200 6.900 0.010
433.200 1 433.200 , 6.900 0.010

433.203. 1 *13.263 .6.900 6.010

4407.986 118 62.780

7841.191 119 65.892

MILWAUKIt VS PUTNAM
.

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF

SOURCE OF VARIAT/ON SQUARES OF SQUARE F .OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 135.334 1 135.334 1.840 0.177.,

ID 135.334 1 135.334 1.840 0.177
...._

EXWAINED 135.336 -1 135.336 1.840 0.477
,

RES/DUAL 10883.539 148 73.537
,

TOTAL 11018.875 149 73.952
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Regression Analysis of SPCT Variance
by School.

,Clackamas High School

Table'55 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample Two Clackamas High School SPCT scores. The

regression equation contained three predictor.variabies,that

collectively accpunted for 44.16 percent of the variance. The

F-value for the equatioli was 14.76 with 3 and 56 degrees of

freedom,.Which was significant at p 4 .001.

The most important predictor variable was reading achievement,

accounting for 32.98 petcent of the variance. The other predictor

variables were two semesters of elective science and mathematics .

achievem ent, accounting for 6.67 and 4.52 Percent of the variance,

respectively.

Removal-of the most important predictor variable, reading

achievement, from the'list of indevendent varilables and repetition,

of the multiple regression analysis produced the results found in

table 56. The new equation contained three pr dictor variables that

collectively accounted for. 39.76 percent,of t e variance. The`

F-vnlue fo.r the equation was 12.32 with 3 ind 56 degrees of freedom,

which was significant at p

The most important'predictor variable was mathematics achieve-
,

ment, which accounted for 31.16 percent of the variance. The other

two variables in the equation were two semesters of elective sciedce

mull language achievement,.aceounting for 6.17 ahd 2.42 percent of ,the

Variande, iespectively.

(
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. _TABLE 55

Sample Two Clackamas High School Multiple Regressio
of 19 Variables on MT Scores

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
'RESIDUAL

MULTIPLE R 0.66455
R SQUARE 0.4413
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.41171

. STANDARD ERROR 2.50381

DF
3.
56.

SUM OF SQUAREi 0 MEAN SQUARE
277.66494 92.55498
351.06839 6.26908

VARIAN-ES IN IHE EQUATION

14.76373

VARIAB LE BETA STD ERROR B F

CATREAD ,0.1456626 0.34323 0.05568 668..5

SMELSC2 ' 1.632560 0.23460 0:71748 5.177

CATMATH 0.1113108 0.28096 0.05229 4.531

(CONSTAAT) 2.122313

VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN TH EQUATION

BETA IN PART IA L TOLERANCE

CATLANG 0:02069 0.01709 0.38098 0.016

lex 0.06632 0.06465 0.90964 0.397

AGE 0.026/9 0.03471 0.06107' 0.065
ELEICI 0.03985 ...0.03270 0.37500 6'0.059

TYPE CI .41.03135 .4/.04191 0.99767 0.097.

TYPESC3 0.03135 0.04191 0.9978/ 0.097

SMELSC4 -.0.07495 =0.09743 0.94357 40.527

SMELSC6 0.10609 0.13443 0.89661 ' 1.012

SMELSCII 0.08649 0.11291 0.95202 0.711

0.01844 '0.04984 0.93852 0.167
,1103
8102 0.03844 0.04984 0.9?652 0.137

CHEM ,0.07035 0.08559 0.02655 0.406

CHEM2 = 0.07035- ,0.08$59 042655 0.406

'HY' 0.00778 0.00947 0.82717 0.005

PAY2 0.00778 0.00947 0.82717 0.005

BYNDALG 0.07341 0:07069 O .5178b 0.276

SUMMARY i'ABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RS0 CHANGE S IMPLE R

ZATREAD 0.57425 6.32977 0.32977 0.57425

SMELSC2 0.62964 0.39645 0.06668 0.37373

CATMATH 0.66455 0.44163 0.04518 C455825

0
/:
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TABLE 56

Sample Two Clackamas 114.gh School MultiPle Regression of 18 -4..

Variables on SPCT Scores with Reading Achievement Removed

190

MULTIPLE R.' , ,0.63057
R SQUARE 0.39762
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.36535
STANDARD,ERROR 2.60361

-

ANALYSIS OF YAAIANCE
REGRESSION

4 RESIDUAL

VARIABLE

OF SUM OF SQUARES - MEAN SQUARE
3. 269.99624 83.33208

56. ' '378.73709 6.76316
4

I

YARIABLEStIN THE EQUATION

B.1)

CATMATH 0.1428647
t SMELSC2 1.690782
COLANG 0.9349622D-01
(CONSTANT) dn-0.Bat0989

BETA

0.36061
0.24297
0.20948

. ,

VARIABLES. NOT IN .INE

12.32147

STO ERROR B

0.05564
0.74529
0.06228

EQUATION

6.592
5.147 ,
2.254i

VARIABLE
1

BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE

SEX 0439 0.08907 0.81890 0.44to

AGE 0.06153 0.07493 0.89344 0.311
.0.01476 . -0.01151 0.3660t 0.007,ELECSCI

TYPESC1 0.03552 .-.0.04564 6.99424 4.115

TYPESC3
SMELSC4

0.03552 0.04564
-0.05082 0.06350

0.99424
0.94043

0.115
0.223

SMELSC6 0.13135' 0.15702 0.66066 1.390

SMELSC8 -0.12590 ..-0.15862 0.95514 ' 1.419

8101 d-0.05887 0.94003 0.191

8102
.-0.04715

0.05887 0.94003 0.191

cmou 0.11684. 0.13634 0.82015 1.042

CHEM2 0.11684 0.13634 0.82015 I:042

OHY1 0.01992 0.02327 0,82228 0.030

PHY2-' 0.01992 0.02327 0.82228 0.030

BYNDALG 042290 0.11566 0.5,3530 0.748

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE RN SQUARE RSA CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.55825 0.31164 0J1164 , 0.55825

SMELSC2 0.61105 0.37338 0.06174 0.17373

CATLANG 0.4057 0.3,762 0.02424 040294
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Milwaukie High School

Table 57 presents the results of the multiple regression

analysis of Sample Two Milwaukie High School SPCT scores. The

191

regression equation contained two-predictor variables that together

accounted for 49,17 percent olif, the variance. The F-value for the

equation was 42:07 with 2 and 87 degrees of freedam, which was

significant at p <

The most important predictor variable was.mathematics achieve-

ment, which accounted for 46,16 perc r of ,the variance. The other

predictor variable in the equation w s six semesters of elective

science, which accounted for 3%01 percent of the variance.
4 :

Removal of the most important predictor variable, mathematics

17"
achievem thent, from e list of independent variables and repetition

of the multiple regression analysis koduced the results found in

4 ,

table 58. The ne4; regression equation contained three predictor

variables that collectively accounted for 44.37 percent of the

1

variance. The F-value for the equation 'was 22.86 with 3 and 86

egrees of freedom, which was significant at p <...001.

The most important predictor variable was reading achievement,

whiCh accounted fOr 37,16 percent of the variance. The other two

predictor variables were mathematics beyond algebra and language

achievement, which accounted, for 4.05 and 3.16 percent of the

Variance, respectively.

.214
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.TABLE

- Sample Two Milwaulde High Scflool Multiple Regression

of 22 Variables-on SPCT Scores

MULTIPLE R 0*70118
R SQUARE 0.49165
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.47997
STANDARD ERROR 2,49872,

, -

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF SUM OF AQUARES MEAN'SQUARE F

REGRESSION 2. 568.24916 284.12458 42.07177
RESIDUAL 87. 5117.$3973 6.75333 ...

VARIABLES 1N THE EQUATION

VARIABLE 5 BETA STD ERROR 8 F

CATMATH 0.2694006 0.64434 0.03261 68.266

SMELSC6 3.077090 0.11695 1:35610. 5.149

ICONSTANT) ...3.193173

...... VAR! A5ilES NOT IN THE EQUATIOH .....

VARIABLE BE A IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE F

CATREAD 0.17598 0.15863 0.41410 2.226

CATLANO 0.17682 0.17088 0.47475 2.587

SEX .0.02658- 0.03677 0.97337 0.116

AGE -0.02453 -0.03361 0.95420 ' 0.097

ELECSCI 0.10724* 0.13002 0.85431
.
1.695

TYPESC1 -0.03353 -0.04523 0.92465 0.176

TYPE$C2 -0.07735 -0.10775 0.98048 1.010

1YPESC3 0.05680 . 0.07686 0.93059 0.511

TYPESC4 . 0.13078, 0.18136 007768 2.925

SMELSC1 -0.06391 -0.08883,, ' 0.98109 0.684

SMELSC2 0.07633 0.10293 0.92442 0.921

SMELSCA 0.03667 0.05085 0.97735 0.223

SMELSC1 0.11839 0.16564 ' 0.99751 2:432

B101 0.05482 0.06203 Q.65l87 0.32
$102 041232 0.01450 0.70329 0.018

CHERI 0.05678 0.07014 ' 0.77551 0425

CHEM2 0.05670 0.07014 , 0.77551 0.425

PHY1 0.09651 0.12964 0.91736 1.470

PHY2 0.09651 0.12964 ' 0.91736 -1.470

BYNDALG 0.13917 0.14528 % 0.55394 1.154

SUMhARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE R ,R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.67939 0:46157 0.46157 0.67939

SNELSCO 0.7011B 0.49165 0.03008 0.30459

A. J
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- TABLE 58

Sample Two Malwaukielligh School Multiple Regression of
21 Variables on SPCT Scores with ,

Mathematics Achievement Removed

493

ANALYSIS OF VXRIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL :

MULTIPLE.R 0.66609
R SQUARE 0.44368
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 0.42427
STANDARD ERROR 2.73435

OF
3.
$6.

SUM OF SQUARES
512.79634
642.99255

MEAN SQUARE
170.9321r.

71476046

F_ .

22.16210

14RIAiLES IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE e , BETA STD, ERROR B

CATREAD 0.93916541:P..01 0.20787 0.06748 1.937

BYNDALG 1.917902 0.26753 0.74516

CATLANG 0.1221015 0.29268 0.05522 4.889

(CONSTANT) 10119376

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ....

VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL
6

10LERANCE F,

SEX 0.00173 0.00223 0.92331 0.000

AGE 0.02379 0.03027 0.90073 0.078

ELECACI 0.69892 0.12140 0.03907 1.273

.
TYPESC1
.TYPESC2

0.00623
-0.09367

0.00828
.0.12185

0.90400
0.94147

0.000
1.281

TYPESC3 0.04126 0.05427 0.96231 0.251

TYPESC4 0.08595 0.11238 0.95097 1.087

SMELSC1 /41.04119 0.05404 0.96774 0.249

SMELSC2 0.04581 0.05966 0.94367 0.304

SMELSC4 T0.01487 0.01949 0.95483 0.032

SMELSC6 0.12693 0.16046 0.88902 2.246

SMELSC7 0.05561 0.07294, 0.95706 0.455

8101 0.02215 0.02774 0.87226 0.065
6102 0.00274 0.00355 0.93179 0.001
CHEM 0.06765 0.07880' 0.75471 0.531
CHEM2 0.06765 0.07880 0.75471 0.531
PHY1 0.12894 ,0.16434 0.90372 2.359
PHY2 0.12894 0.16434 0.90372 2.359

SUMMARY 'TABLE

VARIABL1 MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE , SIMPLE R
0

CATREAD 0.40958 0.37150 0.37158 0.60958

YNDALG 0'64191 0.41205 - 0.04947 0.54156 .

CATLANG 0.06609 0.44368 0.03163 0.58795

-

- .<
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Rex PUtnam High School

Table 59 presents the results of.the multiple regression

analysis of,the Sample Twd Rex Putnam High School SPCT scores,' The
1

regression equation contains four predictor variables that coll.pc-.

tively accounted for 70.43 peicent of the-variance, The F-value

for the equation was 32.15 with 4 and 54,degrees of freedom, Which

7 was significant at p dc.001.

The most'important predictor variable wn reading achievement,

,which accoufited "for 52.00 percent of theyariance. The other

predictor variables, in decreasing order of importance, were
- -470.., ,

.

.
.

,

chemistrky, x and Mathematics aChievement. Males had significantly
1.:

higher scores,than females. i

Removal of the most important predictor variable: reading

achievement, from the list of independent variables and repetition

of the multiple regression analysis produced the result's found in

table 60. The new regression equation contained/six *variables that

0.1ective1y accounted for 72;89 percent of the variance. The

F-value for the equation was 23.31 with 6 and,52 degrees of freedom,

.which was significant,at p sc .001.

The most tnportant predictor varialile was,mathematics achibve-

ment, which ccotinted for 42.45 percent of the variance. The other

predictor variables, in decreasing order of importance, were

languaie achievement, sei, chemistry, one semester of.Physics, and

one semester of chemistry,

217
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- The unusually large percentage of SPCT variance accounted for

by each of these regression equations is worthy of ',comment. It is

reasonable to infer that studeht scpres were reflecting levels of

science process 'skil4 knowledge coMmensurate with their achievement

level in'reading and mathematics. The science instruction, bp06 at

tIle required and elective level, at-Rex Putnam'High'School 'had

efedtively provided the oppoitunity for this learning to occur.
,

0

at

p
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TABLE' 59

.

Sample Two Rex Putnam High School Multiple Regression

of 23 Vatiables_on SPCT Scores

MULTIPLE Pt 0.83921
R -SQUARE 0.70428
AD4USTED R SQUARE 0.65237-
-STANDARD 'ERROR 2.5950 0

.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
REGRESSION 4.
RESIDUAL 54.

(-

-

SUM OF SQUARES
866.02386
363.63716

MEAN SQUARE
216.50 597 32.15107.

6.73402

IN tHE EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA STD ERROR 5

CATREA0 0:2277007 0.A7935 0.04377 27.060
CHEM2 2.489724 0.26112 0.84378 8.707
SEX 2.319960 0.25111 0.68649 ,_11.421
CATMATH 0.8759792D-01 0.20926 0.04236 4.276
(CONSTANT) -.0441268

VARIABLE

CATLANG,
AGE
ELECSCI,
TYPE
TYPE C4
'SMELSC1
SMELSC2
SMELSC3
SMELSC4.
SMELSC5
SMELSC6
SMELSC8
$ IDI

8IO2
CHEM1
PHI1
PHY2
ADVCHEM1
S YNDALG

VARIABLE

CATREAD
CHEM2
(SEX,,
CATNIATH

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION

&ETA IN

4.21014
'0.01092
0:02979
0.04650
0.04650
...0.07045
0.04022
0.03937

".0.05377
7.0.05670
0.03971
0.08324

f 44,0984
042059
-0.29355
q011173
0.10635
0.02520
0.04014

PARTIAL :10LERANCE

0.2301-
...0.01919
0.03589
0.08345 .

..4608345

.-.0.12725
0.07312
0.06865

,..0.05282

.0.0944e."
0.06891

0.14797
.41.07363
0.03376
0.14142
0.16697
0.16191
0.04056

\ 0.04726
UMMARY TABLE

elitil.TIPLE It

.72111

042514
0.83921

0.35474
0.91321
0.42926
0.95237
0.95237
0.96470
0.97724
0.89911
0.70152
0.82111
0.69057
0.93438
O.8308
0.79530
0.0606,
0.64672
0.68544
0.76607
0.41000

,

4

2.965
0.020
0.068
0.372
0.372
0472
0.285
0.251
0.36o

N 0.477
0.253

- 1.186
0.289
0.060
1.082
1.520
-1.427
0.06
0.119

R SQUARe RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

0.5;000 0.52000 0.72111
0.61412 0.09412 0.5606b
0.66066 0.06674 .0.30218

0.70428 0.02342 .0.65150'

e) a

wt...
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TABLE 66

Two Rex Putnam High School Multiple Regression

of 22.yariables on SPCT Scores with
CAT Reading Achievement Removed

197

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

MULTIPLE R
T.OrSQUARE
"ADJUSTED R SQUARE
STAN0ARD EAROR

A

0.85378
0.72694
0.69766
2.53176

OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

6. 896.34966 149.39161

52. 133.31136 6.40983

VARIABLES IN THE EQuA7104

F
23.30663

,

. VARIABLE BETA STD ERROR

CATMATH 0.71515920 -01 0.1708& 0.04268 2.808

.CATLANG 0.2501764 -0.46276 0.04767 29.331

SEX. 2.877795 0.31149 0.67904 17.961'

CHEM2 7.320739 0.76778 2.68886 7.413

PHY1 2.519936 0.24035 1.boacis 0.249

CHEML -5.485581 -0.515105. , .2.75866 3.954

, (CONSTANT ) -6.064087
:

NOT IN THE EQUATION

PARTIAL TOLERANCEVARIABLE

VARIABeSS

BETA

AGE 0.00668 0.01199 0.87305 0.007

ELECSCI, ,C-0.05645 -0.06090 0.35515 0.229

TYPESC3, 0.09636 0.10244 0.97602 1.764

TYPESC4 -0.09636 -0.16244 0.97602 1.764

SMELSC1 -0./7608 0.9635A 1.669

SMELSC2.
.-0.09442

0.04472 0.07681 0.64171 0.319

SMECSC3 0.04438 0.07986 0.8779d q.3có

SMELSC4 -0.08617 0.05460 0.61853 0.153

SMELSC5 -0.13419 -0.21093 0.1)6969 2.375

SNELSC6 -0.01063 -0.01227 0.60093 0.017

.SIMELSC8 0.10756 0.19848 0.92300 2.991

2101 -0.04465 -0.07831 0.83369 45
0.315

2102 -0.01229 -0.02116 0.80445 0:023

PHY2 -0.06117 ..0.05853 0.24.1,e 0.175

ADVCHEM1 0.03768 0.06275 0.75104 0.202

SYNDALG 0.02262 0.02726 0.38731 0033

SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABCE. MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R

CATMATH 0.65150 0.42445 0.42445 0.65150

CATLAN& 0.73676 0.54281 0;11836 0.62247

SEX 0.78862 0.62191 0.07912 0.30218

CNEM2 0.82970 0.66850 0.0665B

PHY1 0.64162 0.70833 0.01982
CHEM1 0.85376 0.72894 0.02061 0

.
53769

t

22,0
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Summary

The multiple regression analysis of Sample Two data by

schools again revealed a strong relationship between academic

achievement and SPCT scores. This relationship was especially

strong for reading and mathematics achievement. At Clackamas and

Milwaukie High Schools, having completed tVID Or six semesters of

elective science was a consistent predictor variable. At Rex Putnam

High School, specific elective_courses entered the equations as

Stronger predictors than)aving "elected science" or "elected a

cevtain number of semesters of science." Chemistry was the most

important elective course, followed by physiès.

Sex was only a predictor variable at Rex Putnam High School,

Sex was reasonably strong, accounting for aPproximately seven

percent of the,variance, and favored males.

No first-level science course entered ainy of the regression

equations. At Rex Putnam, however, this would be expected since

all students complete the same first-level course. Of particular

interest is the absence of biology as a predictor variable either

in the role of a first-level course or elective science course.

221a

t.
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SPCT Differences Between Schools

Possible significant\adjusted SPCT score differences between

schools were assessed by the use of the analysis of Covariance

(ANCOVA) procedure. Table 61 presents the results of the ANCOVA
% *

of SPCT scores by sobool with mathematics achievement, reading

achievement, language achlevement, sex, and age as covariates.

The grand mean for Sample Two students was12.11. The adjusted

school means were 12.09 for Clackamas, 11.37 for Milwaukie, and 13.33

for Rex Putnam. Significant differencs were indicated at p <.001.

Tables 62 through 64 present the results of the ANCOVA of the

1
SPCT scores for all possible pairings of the three schools. Rex

Putnam students' SPCT scores were fOwnd to be significantly higher

than those of both Clackamas students (p=.004) and Milwaukie students

(p < .001). .

The findings indicate that the science program composed-of a

first-level Unified Science course and elective courses at Rex,

Putnam High School produced students with significantly higher

adjusted SPCT scores than the science programs at Clackamas and

Milwaukie High Schools.

2"9
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TABLE 61

Total Sample Tno ANCOVA of SPCT Scores'by School°with
Mathematics,Achievement, Reading Achieyement,

Language Achievement, Sex, and Age

as Covatiates

SUM OF
S3URDE 3F VAR IAT ION SQUARES

tOVARI ATES
CAT MA TH

.CATRE AD
CAT LAN6
SEX
AGE

MAIN EFFECTS
10

EXPLA1NLD

RESIDUAL

'TOTAL

MEAN SIGNIF
DF SQUARE F OF F

1638.287 5 0327.657 45.930 0.000
285.480 1 285.480 40.018 0.000
95.475 1 95.475 13.383 0.000
9.151 1 9.151 *, 1.263 0.259
37.791 1 37.791 . 5.297 0.022
12.864 I 12.864 1.803 O.1a1

123.133 2 61.567 8.630 0.000
123.133 2 4.4.567 8.630 0.000

1761.420 '7 251.631 35.273 0.000

1441

3202.45

202 7.134

15.323

GRAND MEAN = 12.11

VARIABLE CATEGORY

ID

209

ADJUSTED FOR
-INDEPENDENTS

di ADJUSTED + COVARIATES
OE V 'IN ETA DEV IN BETA 1

1 CLACKAMAS 60 0.32
2 .MILWAUKIE 90 -0.92 -0.74
3 PUTN 60 1.06 . 1.22

MULTIPLE R SQUARED .

MULTIPLE R

0.22 0.21

0.550
0.742

223
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TABLE 62

Sample Two ANCOVA on SPCT Bcores by Clackamas and Rex Putnam

High Schools with Mathematics Achievement, Reading

Achievement, Language Achievement, Sex,

and Age as Covariates

SOURCE -OE VAR IA- itON

SUM OF
SQUARES OF

COVARI AT ES 1036 .7 96 5
CATMATH 152 .5 51 I.

CAT REAP 87 .8 84 1

CATLANG 3:8 20 1

SEX 55 .0 80 1

AGE 1.4 85 1

MA IN EFFECTS 62 .3 74 1

ID 62 .3 74. 1

EXPLAINED 1099 .1 70 6

itESIDUAL 814.0 20 113

TOTAL 1913 .1 90 119

GRAND MEAN = 12.8 0

VARIABLEk * CATEGORY

ID
1 CLACKAMAS
3 PUTNAM

.MU LTIP LE R SQUARED ,
MULTIPLE R

MEAN
SQUARE

207.35 9
152.55 /
87 .884
3.820

455.080
1 .485

62.374
62 .374

183.195

7.204

16 .077

IN ADJUSTED
DE V °N ETA

."0 .37

0 .37
0;09

SIGN IF
F OF F

28.785
21 .177
/2.200
0 530
7 .646
O. 206

0.000
0.000
0.001
0.468
0.007
0.651

8.659 / 0.004
OvIVAY 0.004

25.431 0.000

'ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

COVARIATES
DEV6N BETA

.78
0.78

0.20

0.575
0.758
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'TABLE 63

Sample Two ANCOVA on SPCT Scores by Milwaukie and *ex Putnam

High Schools with Mathematics Achievementi Reading
Achievement, Language Achievement, Sex,

and, Age as Covariates
4

SUM CF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE F OF F

COVARIATES 1391.750 5 278.350 37.713 0.000

CATMATH 263.93C 1 263.530 35.759 0.000

CATREAD .,65.42.1 1 65.421 8.864 0.003

CATLANG 8.244 1 8.244 1.117 0.292

SEX 32.119 1 32.119 4.352 0.039

AGE 14.373 1 14.373 1.947 0.165

MAIN EFFECTS 117.717 J. 117.717 15.549. 0.000

ID 117.716 1 '117.716 15.949 0.000

EXPLAINED 1539.466 6 251.578 34.085 0.000

RESIDUAL 1055.457 143 ,7.381

TOTAL , 2564.923 149 17.214

GRAND MEAN =

VARIABLE CATEGORY

AJJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

UNADJCSTED COVARIATES
DEV'N

ID
2 MILhAUKIE 90 7.0.79

3 pUTNAM. 60 1.19

MULTIPLE R SQUARED -

MULTIPLE R,

ETA DEVIN BETA.

-0.78
1.17

0.23 /
0.23

0.585
0.767
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TABLE 64

Sample Two ANCOVA on SPCT Scores by Clackamas and Milwaukie

High Schools with Mathematics Achievement, Reading
Achievement,, Language Achievement, Sex,

and Age'as Covariates

, SUM OF MEiN SIGNIF
SOURCE'OF VARIATION 'SQUARES OF SQUARE F OF F

tOVARIATES 850.582 5 170.116 25.029 .0.000
CATMATH
CATREAD

113.944 1

87.9&6. I

113.944
37.926

16.764
5.580

0.000
0.020

CATLANG 10.89D1 1 10.890 1.602 0.208
SEX ,

1

8.636, 1. 8.636 1.271 0.262
/04GE 4.063. 1 4..063 0.598 0.441

MAIN EFFECTS 17.724 1 17.724 2.608 0.109
ID : 'e 17.724 1 17.724 2.608 0.109

EXPLAINED 868.306 6 144.718 21.292 0.000

RESIDUAL
. 971.951 143 . 6.797

TOTAL' 1840.257 149 12.351

GRAND MEAN = 11.69

VARIABLE t,CATEGORY

,ADjUSTED FOR
INDEPENDEPPS

UNADJUSTED. * COVARIATES'
'DEVIIN ETA DEV'N BETA

ID
1 CLACKAMAS 60 .0.75

2 MILWAUKIE 90 -0.50
0.17

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R WO

0:45
-0.30

0.10

0.472
0.687

2 r 0



Analysis of SPCT Scores foi StUdents
, Electing No Science

Total sample

204

Table 65 presents the results of an ANCOVA of 'Sample Two

student SPCT scores for those students who elected no science after

the required year. The ANCOVA -was for SPCT scores by year with

mathematicsathievement, reading achievement, language achievement,

sex, and age as covariates. The unadjusted mean of the SPCT

scOres for the 121 students who had not elected any science was

10.66. The unadjusted means for each of the grade levels were

10.83 for the 10th grade, 10.55 for the llth grade, and 1 .72 for

the 12th.grade. The diMrences between the unadjusted m ans were

tot significant at p15. .05, The adjusted means for each grade level

were 10,52 for the 10th grade (Nu,24), 10.57 for the llth grade

(N=54), and 10.85 for the 12th grade (N=43). The differences between

the adjusted means were not significafit at p 11.05.

Clackamas High School

Table 66.presents.the results

Clackamas High School student SPCT

of an.ANCOVA of the Sample Two

scores by year with mathematics

achievement, reading achieVement language achievement, sex, aril).

age as covariites. The unadjusted mean for the 33 Clacikamas students .

not electing any science after the required, year was 11.33. The

unadjusted means fOr each grade level were 11.16 for the 11th grade

-and 11.57 for the 12th grade. The difference between the unadjusted'

means was not aignificant,at p 1...05. The adjusted Means for each
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grade level were 11.68 for the llth grade (N.:19)' and 10.85 for the

12th grade (N=14). The difference between the adjusted means mas
.1

not-significant at plc....05.

"-
Milwaukielligh School

Teble 67 presents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Milwaukie High School student SPCT scores by year with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and age

as covariates. The unadjusted mean for the 58 Milwaukie students

not electing any science after the required year was 10.29. The

unadjusted means for each grade level were 10.83 for the 10th giraae,

9.90'for the llth grade, and 10,00 for the 12th grade. The

differences between the unadjusted Means were not significant at

p The adjusted means for each of the grade levels were 9.99

for the 10th,grade (N=23), 10.12 for the llth grade (N=20), and

10.97 for the 12th grade (N=15). The differences between adjusted

means were not significant at p

Rex Putnam High School '

Table 68 presents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Rex Putnam High School student SPCT scores by year with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and age

. as covariates. The unadjusted mean for the 30 te.x Putnam students

not electing Any science ifxer the required year was 10.63. The

unadjusted means fhr each grade level were 10.63 for the llth grade

and 10.64 for the 12th grade. The difference between the unadjusted

2 S_

I
.

.

3
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means was,not significant at p .05. The adjusted means for each

-grade level were 10.56 for 'the llth grade (N=16) and 10.55 for the

12th grade (N=14). The difference bptween the adjusted means was

not significant at p 15 .05.

11.1Eagi

No significant differences at p <.05-were found between

either the.unadjusted.or adjusted SPCT scores of students at

different grade ).evels Who had elected no science after their
7

required year. This was found to be the case for the total sample

as well as within each of the three schools.

(
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TABLE 65

Sample Two Students Not Electing Science ANCOVA by year
with Mathematics Achievement, Reading Achievement,
Language Achievement, Sex, and Age as Covari4es

,1 0 '

SOURCE OF VAklATIUN
.SUM CF
SQUARES OF

MPAN
SQUARE

SIGNIF

COVARlATES 447.451 5 89.493 11.054 0.00G
CATMATH 57534 I 7.5314 7.107 0.009
CATREAD 10.237 1 10.237 1.265 0.263

CATLANG 34.615 1 34.635 '4.278 0.041

AGE 2.902 1 2.902 0.8 0.551

SEX 19.329 1 19.32? 2.38E\ 0.125

MAIN'EFFECTS 0.862. 2. ,0.431 0.053 0.448
YEAR, - 0.862'. 2 0.431 0.053 0.948

EXPLAINED 448.314 7 64.045 7.311 0.000

RESIDUAL t 914.781 113 8.395

TOTAL 1363.095 ' 120 11.359

GRAND MEAN = 10.66

. VARIABLE + CATEGORY

ADJUSTED FCR
iNDEPENDENTS

UNADJUSTED + CCVARIATES
DEV1N ETA DEV'N BETA

YEAR
0' GRADE 10 24 0.30
1 'GRADE 11 54 -0.18 -0.C9
2 GRACE '12 43 0.06 0.19

0.05 .

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
*MULTIPLE R

0.04

0.329
0.573

1

230
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TABLE 66

Sample Two Clackamas,High School Students Not Electing Science
ANCOVA by'Year with Mathematitd Achievement, Reading

Achievement, Language*Achievement, Sex, and Age'
as Covariates

stoF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES OF

MEAN
SQUARE F

siGNIF
OF F

COVARIATES 47.892 5 9.578 1.210 0.33
CATMATH 11.932 1 11.932 1.507 0.241

CAYREAD 5.600 I 5.600 0.707 D.408
CATLANG 10.057 1 10.057 1270 0.470

AGE 15.677 1 15.677 1.560 0.171

SEX -. 5.443 1 5..443, C.687 0.415

MAIN EFFECTS 1.598 1 1.54.8 0.202 0.657
YEAR 4.598 1. 1.558.. 0.202' 04657

EXPLAINED 49.490 6 18..248 1..042 0.,422 '.

RESIDUAL 205.843 26 , 7.917

TOTAL 255.333 32 '797.9

GRANO MEAN =*' 11.33

VARIABLE + CATEGOAY

't
ADJUSTED.FCR

0 INDEPENDENTS
: UNADJUSTED 4. mrARIATEs
N DEVIN ETA ,DEVIN BETA

YEAR
1 GRADE IL 19
2 GRADE 12 14 0.24 0.48

MULTIPLE R \SQUARED
.MUMPLER

k

0.07 . . 0.15

0.194
0.440

'231

IMO
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. TABLE 67

Sample Two Milwaukie High School Students Not Electing Science
ANCOVA of SPCT Scores by Yeitt with Mathematics Achieveitent ,

Reading Achievement, LangUage Achievement, .Bex, and he
fakt Covarisites .

SUM OF/,'t:" MEAN '
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQL4R,Et OF.. SQUARE F .t:13E

COVARIATES-
CATMATH . 7

CATREAD
CATLANG
AGE
SEX :

,

MAIN,EFFECt
YEAR ;.:1

EXPLAIN.ED

p.
r

4,`
-

300.892 "5
92.699. L.

'' Cre1:98
;.'1,

. C14.5

3 .40 1

3422 r
.%304.5.146:!

'

.4:40 .118 " 74,0f4' 0.00 . , )*.s.

,
92 .60 13.;192, o:00.2
,9198 ?.;0.014.: 0147 !II' ';..

;28.4955 1.022 :1041,05

.

:1).4-2A7:7' 0,L80,6 .

1.811 ..0.421? , 0:11136: .

43.5=0 5,210 0:000
.5 t

' 41,7 ;#499.j. 0 .8.350..
.

-122.o xi'

GRANO MEAN = 10.29'

VARIABLE *',,,CATEORY

- ,.
YEAR

:1

- 2,,

. l 'ADAistWOW".!"
':1 ; NPEP EWE NIS .

COV.RICUW
LEON PO' D.EY94. :BETA

,

74.39-

0.12.
mui.:7.1pCe P vOr.A.REp"
MULTI !LE- IV

-

;

I'

2.2') .
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TABLE 68

Sample Two Rex Putnam R1gh School Students Not Electing Science

\ANCOVA of sgcT Scores 1)}? Year with Mathematics Achievement,
Reading Achievemeat, Language Achievement, Sex, and Age

as Covariates

SUM OF MEAN SI GNIF
SOURCE OF VARI AT13N SQUARES OF SQUARE OF F

COVARI ATES
CATMATH

221.683
,9.0c0

5

1.

44.337
C. 000

7.122
0.000

0.000
0.997

C ttTREAQ 13:9C4 18.968 3.047 0.095

C ATLANG 9.422 ,1 1.513 0.232

AGE 0.456 0.0.73 0.789

. SEX 4 976 1 49.978 8.028 0.010

MAIN EFFECTS 4.318 2 2.159 0.347 0.711

YEAR 4.316 2.159 0.347 0.711

EX PLA I NED
14

226. C 7r 5 186 0 . 001

RESI DUAL 965 6126

TOTAL 362.966 29 516
0

GRAND MEAN = 10.63

VARIABLE CATEGCRY
UNADJUSTED
DEM ETA

ADiOSTED FCR
N-6 ENDENTS
COUR I ATES.

DEVI N BETA

YEAlt
0 GRADE 10 1 3.37 2.19

1 GRAQ11 15 -0.23 -0.U7

2 ,GRAD 12 14 0.01
' 0.18

MULT IPLE R SQUARED
MULT IPLE R

0.12 *

6.623
0.789

233

40%
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Analysis of SPCT Scores for
Students Electing Science

Total Sample

Table 69 presents the results of an ANCOVAuf the total ,

Sample Two student SECT scores for those students who elected science

after the required year. The ANCOVA was for the SPCT scores.by year

with mathematics achievement, reading achievement, language achieve-

- ment, sex, and age as covariates. The unadjusted mean of the SPCT

scores for the 89 stU4cuts electing science'was 14.08. The

unadjusted means for each grade level were 13.29 for the 10th grade,

13.89 for the, llth grade, and 14.34 for the 12th grade. The

differences between thelnadjusted means were not significant at

p :g.E.05., The adjusted means for each grade level were 12.87 for
%

the 10th gra4e (N=7), 14.67 for the llth grade (N=35), and 14.27 for

,the 12th grade (N=47). The differences between the adjusted means
,

were not significant at p

Clackamas High School

Table 70 presentd the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Clackamas High School studerit SPCT scores by year with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and
4

age as covariates. The unadjusted.mean foi the 27 Clackamas students

who elected science after the required 'year was 13.78. The unadjusted

means for each gra e level were 14.18 for the Ilth grade and 13.50

for the 12th grade The.difference between the unadjusted means was
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not significant' at p .05. The adjusted means for each grade level

were 13.911for the llth grade (N=1\1) and 13.67 for the 12th grade
7

(N=16). The fference between the adjusted means was not

.aignifiCaht at p/ .05.

Milwaukie High School.

Table 71 presents tbe results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Milwaukie High School student SPCT scores by year with mathematics

achievement,-reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and age

as covariates. The unadjusted mean for the 32 Milwaukie students

who eleCted science after the required year was 12,81. The,

unadjusted'means-for each.grade level were 13.29 for.the\lOth

grade, 12.30 for the llth grade, Ey-12.93 for the 12th grade. The

difference between the unadjusted means was not significant at

p ei.05. The adjusted,means for each of the grade level-were 14.33

for the 10th grade (N=7), 13.18 for the llh grdde (N*10), and 11.85

for the 12th grade-U=15Y. The differences between the adjusted

means were not significant at p .05.

-

Rax Putnam High School

Table 72 presents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Rex Putnam High School student SPCT scores by year with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement,Janguage achievement, sex, and age

as covariates. The unadjusted mean ior the 30 Rex 1'1=mM-students
. .

electing science after 'the required year was 15.70.- The unadjusted

means for each of the grade leyels were 14.74 for the'llth grade and

235



16.50 for the 12th grade. The difference between the unadjusted

means was not significant at p 'The adjusted means for each

,
of the grade levels were 14.71 for the llth grade (N=14) and 65

1%for the 12th grade (N=16). The difference between the adjuste

means was not significint at p .05.

213

Summary

No significant differences itt p .15.05'were. found betWeen either

the unadjusted or adjusted SPCT scores of Sample Two,students ai

different grade levels who ha'd elected\science a ter their required

'year. This was found to be tke case for the tal sample as well as

within each of the three schools.

Wa.

f
4,J0
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TABLE 69

Sample Two Students Electing Science ARCOVA by Yea. with
Mathematicd Achievement, Reading Achievement, Language

Achievement, Sex, and Age.as Covariates

SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE

SIGNIF
F OF F

COVARIATES 713.340 5 142.668 22.126 0.000
CATMATH 162.301 1 162.301 25.171 0/.000

CATREAD 85.861 1 85.861. 13.316 0.000
CATLANG . 3.544 1 3.544 0.550 0.461
AGE 3.812 1 3.812 0.591 0.444
SEX 11.777 1 11.777 1.827 0.180

MAIN EFFECTS 4.818 2 2.409 0.374 0.689

YEAR 4.819 2 2.409 0.374 0.689

EXPLAINED 718.158 7 ,102.594 15.911 0.000

RESIDUAL ,522.284 8;. 6.448

TOTAL 1240.442 88 14.096

GRAND MEAN ! 14.08

VARIABLE 4. CATEGORY
UNADJUSTED
DEM ETA

ADJUSTED FOR
INDERENDENIS

COVARIATES'
DEM BETA

,YEAR
0 GRADE 10 7.. -0.79 . 4.21
1 GRADE 11 35' -94.9 4,4).01

. 2 GRADE 12 47 0.26 0.19
0.08

-MULTIPLE R SQUARED
>MULTIPLE R

0.10

0479
076V.:

4
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TABLE 70

Sample Two Clackamas High School StudentslElecting Science ANCOVA

by Year with Mathematics Achievement, Reading Achievement,
Language Achievement, Sex, and Age as Covariates

SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUM OF

SQUARES DF
MEAN

SQUARE F
SIGNIF

OF F

COVARIATES 192.633 , 5 38.527 8.380 0.000

CATMATH 0.448 1 0.448 0.Q97 0.758'

CA-TREAD 49.151 1 49.151 10,.691. 0.004

CATLANG 1.498 1 1.496 0.326 J.574

AGE 0..291 1 0.291 0.063 0.804

SEX 5.737 1 5.737 1.248 0.277

MAIN EFFECTS 0.084 1 0.084 0.C18 0.894

YEAR 0.084 1 0.084 0.018 0.894

. EXPLAINED 192.717 6 32.119 6:586 0.000

RESIDUAL 91.950 20 4.597

TOTAL 284.666 .26 10.949

GR AND MEAN ---,

/ '

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

13.78

YEAR

UNADJUSTED
DEVN ETA

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS
+ COVARIATES
DEV,N BET«

1 GRADE 11 11 0.40 0. 1

2 GRADE 12 16 -0.28 -0.11
0.10

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R .

0.04

0.677
0.823
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TABLE 71
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Sample Two Milwaukie High School Students Electing Science ANCOVA
by Year with Mathematics Achievement, Reading Achievement',

Language Achievement, Sex, and Age as CovarVtds

SUM OF
SOURCE ,OF VARIATION SWAR ES

COVAR I ATE S 176378
1

.'

CATMATH 7.6 be I

CATREAD 20.1751
CAT LANG 3.401
AGE

, 0.5 77
SEX 3.140

MAIN EFFECTS
YEAR

3.001
3.001

EXPLA INED 179.379

RESIDUAL 123.496

TOTAL 302.875

DF ANSQMUAERE F

110

SIGNIF
OF F

5 35.276 6.855 0.000
1 7.688 1.494 0.233
1 20.175 3.921 0.059
1 3.401 0.661 0.424
1 0.577 0. /12 0.741.,
1 3.140 0.40 0.442

2 1 .500 0.292 0.750
2 1.500 0.292 0.750

25.626 4.980 0.001

24 5.146

31 9.770

GRAND MEAN = 12.81 APJUS TED FOR
I NDEP ENDENTS

IN ADJUSTED COV AR IATES
VARI ABL + CATEGORY N DE V °N ETA DEVIN BETA'

YEAR
0 7 0 .47 1 .52

1 10 -0 .51 0.37
2 15 0 .12 -.0.96

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
suLTIF1.g ,R,

0.12 0.32

0.592
0.770

239

LI
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TABLE 72
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Sample Two"Rex Putnam High School Students Electing Science ANCOVA

by Year with Mathematics Achievement, Reading Achievement,

Language Achievement, Sex, and Age as Covariates

.
SdM CF

SOURCE OF VARIAT1UNSQU4RES

MEAN
DF SQUARE F

S1GNIF
OF F

COVARIATES 358.088 5 71.618 10406 0.00C

CATMATH 111.434 1'111.434 16.658 0.000

CATREAD '24.523 1 24.523 3.666 3.068

CATLANG 6.455 1 6.456 C.465 j.3.35',

AGE 4.575 1 4.575 0.664 0.417

SEX : 24.442 1 24.442 3.654 .0.068
., 4

MAIN EFFECTS 8.345' 1 8.349 .1.248 0.i75

- YEAR 8.345 1 8.349 1e246 0.275 0'

EXPLAINED 364.437 '6 61.073 9.130 0.000

RESIDUAL' 153.660 23 6.690 4

TOTAL 525.297 29 17.941

GRANO MEAN= 0.70 ADJUSTED FCR

.
INDEPENDENTS

UNADJUSTED + COVARIATES

VARIABLE + CATEGORY .N DErti ETA DEVgN 8ETI

*EAR
1, GRADE 11 14 -C.91
2 GRADE 12 16 0.80 0.86

. 0.21 0.22

MULTIPLE R SQU0WED i 0.764

MULTIPLE R
, 3.839

t---
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Analysis of SPCT Scores Comparing-Students Who Elected
Science add Stddents Mho pid Not Elect Science

Total.semple

Table 73 ?resents the results of an ANCOVA of the total Sample
.

Two studenteSPCT scores competing students who elected science to

those who did not. The ANCOVA was for the SPCT scores by electing

science with mathematics achievement, reading achievement, language

achievement, sex, and age as coveriates. The grand =adjusted mean

for Sample Two 'students was 12.11. The unadjusted mean for the 89

students who had elected science was 14.08, and the unadjusted mean

'for the .121 students who had nbt elected science was 10.66. The

difference between the unadjusted means was significant at p <,001.

The adjuSted mean for the 89 students who had elected science was

12.75, whileithe adjusted mean foi the 121 students who had not

electe4 science was 11.64. The difference between the adjusted
.

meank\ga significtent at px=.0i1.

Clackamas High School

Table 74 presents the results Of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

..Clackamas High,School student SPCT scores-by-electing science with

mat1iemaii6 aChievement, reading achievement, language achievement,

sex, and age as,coveriates, The unadjusted mean for All Clackamas

-1

Students was 12.43. The: unadjusted,mean for the 27 students electing

science was 13.78, and the unadjustectmean Ioethe'33etudent6 uot

electing science was 11,33; The difference between the unadjusted

means was signiEicant at p <402. The adjusted mean for the 27

241
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students who had elected science was 12.93, while the adjusted mean

for the 33 students who had not elected science was 12.02. The

difference between the two adjusted means was not significant at

p

Milwaukie High School

Table 75 presents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample.Two '

. ,

Milwaukie High School student SPCT scores by electing scfgnce With
. .

, ,

.
i

0

mathematics achievement, reading achievement, language achievdbaent,

-sex, and age as covariates. The unadjusted mean for all Sample,Two,

Milwaukie students was 11.19. The unadjusted mean for the 32;

studentS who had elected.science was 12.81, and the unadjusted, mean

for the 58 students who had not elected science was 10.29. The

difference between the unadjusted means was significant at p

The adjusted mean for the 32 students who had elected science was

11.74, while the adjusted twin for the 58 students whn had noi

elected science was 10.89. The difference betWeen the adjusted,means
A

was not significant at p <.05.

Rex Putnam High School

Table 76 presents the results,of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

Rex Putnam High School student SPCT scOres'by electing sciencewith

mathema tics achievement, reading achieVement, language achievment,

.sex, and age as covariates. The unadjusted man for 411 Rex Putnam

students in Sample Two was 13.17. The unadjusted mean for the 30

2.4 9A Av.

v
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students who had elected science was 15.70, and the unadjusied mean

for the 30 students who had not elected science was 10.64. The

difference between the unadjusted means,was significant at p

The adjusted nean for the students who bad elected science was 13.94,

while the adjusted nean for the students who had not elected icience

was 12.40. The difference between the adjusted means was not

significant at p ,05.

a.'

3'A

I

%

I.

6

, kt?

.t
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TABLE 73-

Sample Two tudents ANCOVA by Electing Scieribe with Mathematic's

ement, Reading.Achievement, Language Achievement,

Sex, and Age as Covariates

SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUM a

SQUARES
MEAN

DF SQUARE
SIGNIF
CF F

COVARIATES 1638.310 5 327.662 43.921 0.000
CATMATH 2n.491 1 285.491 38.268 0.000
CATREAD 95.477 i 95.477 0.000

CATLANG
,

AGE
5.1,49

12.863
11 9.149
11 12.863

1.226
1.724

0.265
0.191

SEX 37.792 I. 37.792 5.066 0.025

MAINEFFECTS 49.706 1 49.706 6.6433 0.011
ELECSCI 49.7,06 1 49:706 6.663 0.011

EXPLAINED 1688.015 6 28/.4336 37.711- 0.000

RESIDUAL 1514.444 203 7t460

TOTAL I 3202.460 209 15.323

GRAND MEAN 32.11

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

ELEC SC I
0 NO ELECTIVE SCIENCE 121

1 ELECTIVE 5CIEtsiG,E 89

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

UNADJUSTEO + COVARIATES
DEVIN ETA DEVI% BETA

-1.45 -0.47
0.64

0.4B 0.14

0.527
,0.726

21,4
Ima
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TABLE 74

Sar6lble Two Claaamas High School Students 411QT.TA by Electing Science

with Mathematics Achievement, ReadineAChilvement, Language,
Achievement, Sex, sand Age as Covariates

SUM OF
SOURCE OE VARIATION SQUARES

COVARIATES 256.464
CATNATH 21.20i
CATREAD 28.457
CATLANG 2.754
AGE 0.761
SEX 8.626

DF

5
1

4

1

1

1

MEAN
SQUARE

51.243
21.209
28.457
2.754
0.761
8.626

.F

7.492
3.098
4.156
0.402
0.111
1.260

SIGNIF
CF f

0.000.
0.t84
0.046
0.52S
0.740
C.267

4

MAIN EFFECTS 9.354 1 9.394 1.372 0.247
ELECSCI 9.394 1 9.394 1.372 0.247

A

4.EXPLAINED 265.857- 6 44.310 6.472 0.000

RESIDUAL 362.871 53 6.847

TOTAL ,628.728 59 10.656

GRAND MEAN = 12.43 s
ADJUSTED FCR
INDEPENDENTS

-UNADJUSTED .+A=ARIATES,
VARIABLE + CATEGORY

ELECSCI

N owN ETA DEV'N BETt

0 NO ELECTIVE SCIENCE 33 -1.10 -0.41
1 ELECTIVE SCIENCE , 27 1.44 0.50

0.38 0.14

MULTIPLE.R SQUARED 0.423
MULTIPLE R d.650

t'

215
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TABLE 75 tt,

.

jample Two Milwaukie.High School Students.ANCOVA by'Electing ScIence
.with Mathematics Achievement, Reading Achievement, Language

Achievement, Sex, and Age as Covariates

SOURCE OF 1/401 AT ION

COVARIATES
CATMATH
CATREAD
CATLANG
S,E X

ACt
A

MA IN EFFECT
ELECSCI

EXPLAINED

RESIDUAL

TOTAL

GRAND MEAN =

SUM OF MEAN S IGNIF
SQUARES DF SQUAR E DP4F

\.

t,
570.021 5 114.904 16.505 0.300 ,

104.572 1 104.572 15.140, 0.000 -
9.317 1 9e. 317 1.349 0.249,
5.974, 1 '54,974 , 0.865 p.355, .

2.532 0.347' 0.547
0..238 1 9.238 0.03,4 0.853

12.468 1 12.468 1.805,, '014183
12.468 1 12:468 `1.805 '0.183 4

4.

582.489 .6 97.0,81 14.055 0090

573.2S1 83 6.907

1155.7430.89 12:986

411.19

VARI ABLE. + CATEGORY

ELECSC I
0 NO ELECT IVE SCIENCE
I 'ELECT I VE SCIENCE

,

MULT IPLE R SQUARED,,
MULTIPLE ft:,,

N

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

UNADJUSTED + COVAR I AT ES
DEVa N ETA' DEV°N , BETA

; 58 74.90
32 1.62 0.55

, 0.34
1



TABLE 76

tudents ANCOVA by Ele
t, R ding Achiev
ge as Covariates

Sample Two Rex Putnam High School
Science with Mathematics Achieveme

Language Achievement, Sex, and

224

SUM OF
SOURCE, OF VARI AT IUN SQUARES

COVARIATES
CATMATM
.CATREAD
CATLANG
AGE
SEX

MAIN EFFECTS
,ELECSCI

858.207
60.248
52.229
13.232
4.100
73.294

01 24.093
24.093

EXPLAINED 882.330

RESIDUAL 386.028

TOTAL .1268.127 5S

OF

5

MEAN
SQ'JARE

SIGNIF
OF F

171.641 23.566 0.000
1 80.248 11.018 0.002
1 52.229 7.171 0.010
1 13.232 1.817. 0.183

4.130 0.563 0.456
1 73.294 10.063 3,003

1 24.093 3.308 0.075
1 24.093 3.308 0.075

6 147.050

53 7.284

21.497

. ;'6RAND.MEAN-104' 13.1'7

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

ELECSCI
0 ND -ELECTIVE SCIENCE
1 ELECTIVE SCIENCE .

'MOLT R SQU4kE0i*AL21
MULTIPLE R

. .

20.189. 0.000
A

ADJUSTED FCR
INDEPENDENTS

UNADJUSTED + COVARIATES
h DEVth E7A DEV'N BETA

30 -2.53 -0.77
30 2.53

0:17

0.696
15.834
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Tentkgrade

Table 77Tresents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

tenth-grade student SPCT scores by electing science with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and

age as ccvariates. The unadjusted mean for all the tenth-grade

students was 11...0. The unadjusted mean for the 7 students who had

elected science was 13.29, and the unadjusted mean for the 23

students who had nop elected_science was 10.83. The difference

between the unadjusted means was not significant at p =i..05. The

adjusted mean for the students who had elected science was 11.79,

while the adjusted mean for the students who had no elected science

was 11:28. The difference between theitdjusted means was not

significant at p

11th grade

Table 78 presents the results of an ANCOVA of the Sample Two

llth-grade student,SPCT scores by electing science with mathematics

,achievement, readinglachiellement, ],anguage achievement, sex, and

age as covariates. The unaajusted mean for all llth-grade students

was 11.84. The unadjusted mean for the 35 students who had elected

science.was 13.89. The unadjusted mean for the 55 students who had

not elected science wiL 10.55. The difference between the unadjusted

4.

means was significant at p 4:.001. The Adjusted mean for the 35

students who had elected science was 12.63, while the adjusted mean

for the 55 students who had not elected science was 11.33. The

difference between the adjusted means was not significant at p 1.05.

21S

41,



TABLE 77

Sample Two Tenth-Grade Students ANCOVA by EleCting Science
with Mathematics Achisnment, Reading Achievement,
Language Achievementg Sex, and Age as Covariates

226

SUM OF
SOURCE OF VARIATION sQumes OF

MEAN
SQUARE

SIGNIF
OF F

COVARI ATES 190.256 5 38.051 4.660 0.004
CATMATH 60 .740 1 60.740 7.439 0.012
CAT READ ,0 .295 1 0.295 0.036 0.851 . .

CATLANG 0.060 1 0.060 0.007 0.933 ;
SEX 17.004 1 17.004 2.082 0.162

.AGE 14 .573 '1 14.573 1.785 0.195

MAIN EFFECTS 1.138 1 1.138 0.139 0.712
ELECSCI 1.138 1 1.138 0.139 0.712

EXPLAINED 191.395 6 31.899 3.907 0.008

RESIDUAL 187.804 23 8.165

TOTAL 379.198 29 13.076

GRAND MEAN 11.40

VARIABLE * CATEGORY

ELECSCI
0
1

MULTIPLE R. SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

UNADJUSTED
N DEV °N ETA

23 -0 .57
7 1 .89

0.29

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS'

COVARIATES
DEVoN BETA

-0.12
0.39

0.06

0.505
0.710
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TABLE.78

Sample Two llth-Grade'Students ANCOVA by Electing Stience with
Mathematics Achievement, Reading Athievement, Language

Achievement, Sex, and Age, as,Cbvariates
"*.

SUM OF
SOURC E :OF VARIATION SQUARES DF

MEAN
SQUARE F

SIGNIF
OF F

COVARIATES, . 687.304 5 137.461 17.122 0.000
CATMAY0 , 43.250 1 43.250 5.387 0.023
CATREAD 50.880 .50.860 6.337 0.014
CATLANG 9.708 . 1 9.708 1.209 0.275
SEX' 19449 19..149 2.385 0.126
AGE ., 1.777. 1 1.777 0.221 0.639

MAIN EFFECTS 28.153 1 28.153 3.507 0.065
ELECSCI . . 26.153 i 26.153 3.507 0.065

EXPLAINED 715.457 6 119.243 14.853 0.000

RESIDUAL 666.356. 83. 8..026

TOTAL 1381.613 89 15.526

GRAND MEAN = 11.84 ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

LNADJUSTED +-COVARiATES
VARIABLE CATEGORY N DEVN ETA DEVM BETA

ELECSCI
0
1

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

55 -1.30 , -0.51
35 2.04 ' 0.79

0.42
A

0.16

0.518
0.720
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l2th grade
,

Table 79 presents the results of tip ANCOVA.of the Sample Two

12th-grade studts SPCT scores.by eleting science with mathematics

achievement, reading achievement, language achievement, sex, and

age as covariates. The unadjusted mean for all Sample Two 12th-

grade students was 12.61. The unadjusted mean for the 47 students

who had elected science was 14.34, and the unadjusted mean for the

43 students who had not elected science was 10.72. The difference

between the unadjusted means was significant at p 4..001. The

adjusted mean for the 47 students who had elected science was

13.08, while the adiusted mean for the 43 students who had not

elected science was 12.09. The difference between the adjusted

means was not significant at p

ry

A statistically significant (p=.011) difference was found

between the Sample Two adjusted SPCT mean scbres of students who

had elected sciende and those Who had not elected science. The

students who had elected science had significantly higher SPCT

.scores than those who had not elected any science after the

required year.

No statistically significant (p S.05) differences were4..found

between the adjusted means of students who had elected science and

those students who had not elected science within each of the three

schools. However, the unadjusted and adjusted mean scores.of

stuclents who had elected science Were higher in evety comparison

251
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TABLE 79
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Sample Two' 12th-Grade VA by Electing SCience withStudents ANCO
Mathematics Achievement, Readin

t; Sex, and Ag
Achievement, Language

Achievemenge as Covariates

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF
SiOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARE OF F

COVARI ATE& 794.590 5 158.918 22.512 0.000
CATMATH 201.856 1 201.856 28.595 0.000
CATREAD 43.866 1 43.866 6 .Z1-4 0.01.5
CATLANG 3.195 1 3.195 0.453 0.503
SEX 3.524 1 3.524 0.499 0.482
AGE 0.413 1 0.413 0.058 0.810

MAIN EFFECTS 16.884 1 16.884 2.392 0.126
ELECSCI 16.884 1 16.864 2.392 0.126

EXPLAINED 811 .474 6 1354tri 19.159 0.000

RESIDUAL 585.908 83 7.059

TOTAL 1397.382 89 , 15.701

GRAND MEAN lc 12.61 ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS

LN ADJUSTED * COVARIATES
VARIABLE CATEGORY N DEVN ETA DEVIN BETA

ELECSC I
0 43 -1 89 -0.52
1 47 1.73 0 .47

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

lit

0.46. 0,13

0.581
0.762 _

2
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than the comparable mean scores of the students who had not eleefed

science. The unadjusted means were significantly (p .002)

differeht,in all three schoop. The sudents who had elected

science had significantly higher scores than the students who had

not elected science.

No statistically significant (p ;5.05) differences were found

between the adjusted'mean scores of students who had elected science

and those who had not elected science within each of the grade levels

included within Sample Two. However, both the unadjusted and adjusted

mean scores of the students who had elected science were higher at

all grade levels than the comparable mean scores of the students who

had not elected science. The difference between the unadjusted beans
(......1

\
was significant (p 4C:05) at both'the llth-grade and 12th-grade

.

. -''' ,

levels.

253 .
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2M
- Summary Discussion of apple Two Findings

The most consistent and frecfuent finding from the analysis of

the_Sample Two data was the very strong relationship that existed

between academic achievement and science process skill competency

as measured by the SPCT. Achievement in the areas of mathematics

and reading had an especially,strong relationship. SPCT variance

had greater percentages accounted for by academic achievement than

by any other variable. These findings are consistent with those from

the analysis of Sample One data; reading achievement, however, was

a stronger predictor variable in the Sample Two data than it was'for

Sample One.

Academics achievement,

Mathematics achievement was significant (p 11.005) and the most

important predictor'variable in four of the initial regression

equations,, including the equation for the total siMple; mathematics

achievement accounted for an average-of 44.38 percent of the SPCT

variance when it was th most iiPörtant predictor variable. Reading

, achievement was-sign icant (p 4:1.001) and the most impcirt'ant

predictor variable n the Dther thiee initial regression equations;

reading achieveme t accounted for an average of 42.53 percent of the

variance when i was the'most important predictor variable. Language

achievement id not accoun$Nfor more than two percent of the variance

in any o the initial regression equations, but it did emerge as a

signifiCant (p li.005) predictor variable in three of the second

y 2;d: 1
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regression equations after the initially strongest predictor had

been retoved.'

Type of Science

First-Level

The multiple regression results for the total Sample Two

showed unified science to be a significant (p .4;001) predictor

variable accounting for 3.22 percent of the variance. The Science

(Unified) course at Rex Putnam High School and Integrated Science

course at Milwaukie High School werd-hoth included in the unified,

science variable for Sample Two data. This was the only significant

first-level science course with a positive regression'coefficient

found in any of the initial regression equations.

While unified science,was not a significant (I) 1.i.05) predictor

variable with the tenth.-grade Sample Two students, it did account for

4.92 percent of the SPCT variance. It shoula be kept in mind that

all of the tenth-grade students in Saiple Two Were from.1111Waukid

High School.

Earth and space.science was a significant (p .4.001) predictor

variable with the llth-grade studentin SamPle Two and had a'

negative regressiOn coefficient. Earth and space science, which is

only taught at Milwaukie High School, accounted for 2.92 percent.of'

the SPCT variance-for the llth-grade students.

No first-level science Course was a significant predictor

variable in the analysis of the total SaMple.One data, This sugiests'

6r,

'
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;he possibility that the unified science instruction at the required

-ievel either fostered greater retention of science process skill

. knowledge or provided more useful advance organizers than any of the

other types of first-level science.

SPCT

The mean-SPCT score for all Sample Two students was 12.11, mith

a maximum possible score of 24. The mean SPCT scores increased -with

grade level, as evidenced by means of 11.40 for the 10th grade,'

11,85 for the llth.grade, and'12.61.for the 12th grade. The SPCT

Stibtest with the highest total Sample Two mean was Interpreting Data

(2.61). The Subtest 'with the lowest Sample Two student_mean was.

Modeling (0.92). These'Subtest scorea-Are consist'ent with the

Sample Ide findings,

Sex

Sex was a significant (p 4..001) variahle in accounting tor

SPCT variance for the tatal Sample Two.data and for Rex 'Putnam High

School students.. Sex was an especially strong predictor variable

for Rex Putnam High School students, accoui.ng for,6.67 percent of

--1)

the variance. In both cases, males had ificantly higher scores
,

than females. These findings ere consistent with those from the
....

.
, -

analysis of the.Saatple One data, even though the sex variable %Ms
.

found to be.a signifiCant variable less frequently with Sample Two

studenEs.

r
'I

-

25C
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Age

Age-Pwas not a significant (p li.05) predictor variable

accounting for two or more percent of the variance in any of the

Sample Two regression analyses, This finding was the same as that

with ihe Sample One data,

Schoch

The ANCOVA of SPCT scores by school found that Rex Putnam High

School students had significantly higher scores than Clackamas

(p=1.004) and Milwaukie (p < .001) High School students. The findings

indicate-that the science program composed.of a first-level Unified

Science course and elective coursed at Rek Putnam High School

s:leveloped higher levels of science process'skill knowledge as

.measured.by the SPCT than did the science programs at Clackamas and

Milwaukie High Schools.

.Retention

No significant (p 4 .05) differences were found between ei.ther,,

the unadjusted or adjt-ted SPCT scores of ttudents at different grade
.

lev s whO had elected no_s,fL)1. e after their required year. This

indicates that there was a high level of retention of sclience process

skill knowledgt :hrough the high school years.

Elective'science

Multiple regression analyses found that the variable "elected
.

science after the required year" was significant (p .4.001) in

4
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accounting for SPCT variance for the total Sample Two scores and

for llth-gralie students. Having "elected science after the

required year" accounted for 1.59 percent of the variance for the
. . .

. ,

total sample and 4.82 percent of the variance for the llth-grade
. .

students. The scores of students who had elected science were

significantly higher than the scores of those students who had not

elected science.

Au ANCOVA found a significant (p=.011) difference between the

total Sample Two adjusted mean scores of students who had elected

science and those who had not elected science after the required

year. The students who had elected science had significantly=higher

SPCT scores than did those students who had not elected science-

after the requiredlear.

No statistically significant (p '4..05) differences were found

between the adjusted mean scores of students who had elected science

:and those who had not elected science within each grade level

included in Sample Two.

Amount of elective science

At Clackamas High School, having elected two semesters of science

after the required year was a significant (p Ac.005). variable account-

ing for 6.67 percent of the variance. At Milwaukie High School,

having elected six semesters of science was a significant (p < .01)

variable accounting for 3.01 percent of the variance.
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No significant (p 4.5.:..05) differences were.found between either

the-unadjusted or adjusterSPCT scores of Satiple Two,students at

different grade levels who had eletted one or more semesters of

science.

Courses-
.

Physics was a significant (p < .005) predictor variable for

the llth-grade students in Sample Two and accounted for 2.51 percent

of the SPCT variance. Chemistry was a significant (p <.001)

predictor variable for Rex Putnam High School students in,grades

11 an6 12. Chemistry at,Rex Putnam accounted for 9.41 perCent of

the SPCT variance. Since biology'did not emerge as a signifant

(p .5.05) predictor variable either as a first-level course

(Sample One data) or,an elective course (Sample Two date), the

findings indicate,that the physical science courses wereimiore

effective in promoting ihe developient of,science process skill

competency than were the biolotical science cgurses.,.

Hypothesis Testins

Hypothesis'One

Hypothesis one: .Academic ability is not a signIficant variable .

in accounting for-SPCT posttest variance aemeasnred by

i) Reading achievement-

Language'aphievement

-p) Mathematics achievement

I

v.

;.

s

1,1

:

f
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,gypothepis one was rejected. 'Mathematics achievement 60 cpsesy
.

and reading achievement (3 ccises) were seatistically significant

t.;(p <:.05) and the.moit iMportant predicqr Variables inall 11.

initial tegression,equations.ptOduced from *be Sample* One and Sample

Two data. Mathematics achievement accounted for a low of 41.70

r. . ...

ercept and a highof 47.94 percent of.the.vartance in-regresSion'

. ,-. .
. , .... ,

equa.tions where it was the most important predictor' variable.
. . ,

Reading achieVeMent accounted fot 32.98, 42.60, and 52.00 percent

of the variance in the Agression,equations where it.was*tiae most

impOrtantptedictor variable.

,

Language.achrevement entered one initia1 regressiqn equation as

.a.predictor variableisignificant'A p <,05. LangUage achievement

,
. . ..

.

significantly entered six'ot.the regressibn equations that were
. ,. ... ,

..
, .,, ..-..

generated after removal, of the strongest predictor variable from the.
, , - .

,

initial equation.

Hypothesis two:

/.

.HyPouhesid Two'

. .

Sex is not a.signi
.

ficant variable in accounting
.

.

for SPCT posttest variance..v.:

t ,

HyPothesis two Was rejected. Sex wis a'significant <p <..05)

.Predictor
t

' 'for Sample One data.
. .

yariable in.two of the seven initial regression equations generated

three of the six initial

'8ex w\ bs a si:gnificant'(p

.

regression equations

< .05)' predictor

,

,

from Sample
\

Two data. :In.all cases, malea'had significantly bigber ,

, .

scores'ihan females.. /he findings indicate that within the
,

,

, ..,

.

,04

'2G0

,

f,

:.

'
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Population investigated etex was a more important ptedictor variable

fot grade nine,than for any of the other high school grade levels.

The findings also indicated that it was a mote important predictor

variable for Rex Putnam High School students than for students at

the other two high scho4s..

Hypothesis Three

Hypothesis three: Type of science is not a significant

variable in accounting for SPCT posttest variance.

Hypbthesis.three was rejected. Students in all types of

science achieved statisti9nlly significant gains (p S.05) between

the SPCT pretest and poSIttest. Rex Puilam unified science students

wera the onfy Sample One students to-achieve significant gains on

all six' of the-SPCT Subtests. Effect size memy from Sample One

data showed considerable variation. The mean effect sizes for the
,

different typet of scien& were 0.86 (physical science), 0.44

(biology), 0,37 (earth and space), 0:27 (integrated)) and 0.71

o'

clunified). In'the second regression equation for Milwaukie High

School, Integrated Science entered as a,significant (p 4:.001)

predictor variableWithAsnigative regikesion coefficient. For the

total Sample Two student scotes, Unified science was a significant

(p <4001) predictor variable. Earth and space science was in the

initial llth-grade regression equation with a significant (p (.001)
:A.

and '11,Agatve regressiOn coefficiene.

,ct
4.

'
V
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Hypothersis Four

HypOthesis four: There is no significant difference between

the adjusted SPCT posttest meanl.of ninth-grade and tenth-grade

students. *

Hypothesis four was rejected. An analysis of covariance of
. v.

SPCT posttest scores by grade level with the SPCT pretest, mathe-

matics achievement, reading achievement; sex, and age as covariates,

found significant (p .001) differences. Tenth-grade students had

significantly higher scores..

Hypothesis Five

Hypothesis Five: There is no significant difference between the

adjusted SPCT posttest means of students who have elected no science

afterthe required year and are one, two, or three years removed from -

. 0
required sciente..

Hypothesis five was not rejetted. Analysis of covariance of

the SPCT scores of Sample Two students who hid elected no' science

by grade level with mathematics achievement, reading achievement,

language achievement, sex, and age as coveriates found no significant

,

differences
0

at p .S.05. The ANCOVA procedure was conducted for each

school (tables 66, 67, and 68),and,for the pooled Sample Two data

(table 65), V
4
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Hypothesis Six

Hypothesis six: There its no significant difference hetween the,

adjusted SPCT posttest means of those students.who have elected

science after the required year and are one, two, or three years

removed from required science.

Hypothesis six was not rejected. ,Analysis of covariance of

the SPCT scores of Sample TWO students who had elected science by

grade level with mathematics achievement, reading ackievement,

language achievement, sex, and age as covariates found no

significant differences at p,.1."1.05. The ANCOVA procedure was

conducted by school (tables 70, 71, and 72) and with pooled Sample

Two data (table 69).

For the pooled Sample Two data, the SPCT unadjusted means did

increase with grade level, but the differences were not significant

at p 1S.05.

Hypothesis Seven

HylSothtsissevell:ThereisnosignificantAifference between
ot

the adjusted SPCT posttest means of students who have elected science

after the required year and students who have not elected science

after the required year.

Hypcothesis seven was rejected. Analysis of covariance of the,

pooled SPCT scores of.Scample Two students electing science and those

not electing science with mathematics acbitvement, reading achieve
.

ment, language achievement, sex, and agt as covariates indicated a
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significant.difference at p=.011 (table 73) favoring those students

who had elected sCience. The ANCOVA by schools did not indicate

siinificant differences between students electing science and those

not electing science at p !c: .05 (tables 74, 75, and 76. However,

in all schools both Ihe unaajusted and adjusted SPCT means of the

students Who had elected science were higher than the comparable

means of those students who had not elected Science. In all schools,

the unadjusted means of the students who had elected science were

significantly (p 5.002) higher than thosesof students who had not

elected science.

HyPothesis Eight

Hypothesis eights There'is no significant diffefence between

the adjusted SPCT posttest means of .itudents who elected science

aftef the required year and students in the same gradklevel who

did not elect science after the required year.
A

Hypothes s eight wa's not rejected. Analysis of covariance of

the Samp Twoigrade level SPCT scores of itudents electing sciende

and those not electing science with mathgmatics aphievement, reading 4

ac ievement, language achievementOmx, and age as covariates%did not

incjicate any significant differences at p 05 ("tables 77, 78,'and

79).' JE

At each'grade level, both the unadjusted and adjusted mean
4

scores of the students who had elected science exceeded the

comparable mtan scores of those students who had not elected sc,ience.
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The unadjusted means of the Ilth- and 12th-grade students who had

elecied science were significantly (p.c..001) higher thiln the

unadjusted means of thost students who thaOnot elected science.

Hypothesis Nine Is

242 /

Hypothesis nine: There is no significant differenbe between

the SPCT pretest/posttest effect size-for the different types of

science.

Hypothesis nine was rejected. A chi-square test of the signif-

Aog.

icance of the deviation of the effect sizes (pige 147) from the

population effect bize mean found significant differences at the

0.05 level. The physical science (tenth-grade students) effect size

was significantly higher than the mean of all effect sizes;and the

integrated science (ninth-grade students) effect-size was signifi-

ently lower than the mean of all effect sizes.

-

.
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CHAPTER

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMtNDATIONS

The Study

The purpose of this' Study, was to investigate the effects of

type of classroom science, grade level where science was required,

years without formal science instruction, and elective science

courses on the knowledge of selected science process skills of high

.00041Chool students. In addition, the study was designed to identify

other program'and learner variables important in accouncing,for

variance'on a test measuring the level of science process skill '

,

knowledge.

Thelpojaulation studied was t4e 3,777 students enrolled in the

( three comprehensive high schools of the North Clackamaa School

District in Milwaukie,'Oregon. Two samples were used for data

gathering purpose's, Sample One was composed of MO students in the

ninth and tenth grades who were enrolled it their first year of

high school science that,Would,satisfy their graduation requirement.

Sample Two was composed of a total of 210 students randomly selected

in groups of 30 from each grade level in each high schooi'following^

the grade level where'science tas required,

243
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ScieUcesprocess skill knowlpdge'in the areas of Classifying,

Observing, Interpreting Data, Identifying Variables, Modeling, and

Measuring was assessed by the administration of an investigator-

developed Science Process CompetencrTest (SPCT),. The 24-item,

multiple7choice-SPCI-contained six Subtepts, one for each of the
-

science process skill areas being.assessed,

The adademic achievement level_of students in both samples in

the areas
t
of feeding, language, and mathematics was determined by

the use of scores from school district-administered California

. 4

Achievement Tests (CAT), Additional student informati was

r\colleCted by investigator perusal cif student cumulative Acords and .

from several questionnairei completed by students. Teacher informs-

-
tion was obtained by means of two questionnaires completed by

teachers..0e.

The data were gathered during the 1981-82 school year, Sample

.0ne'students were pretested in September and posttested in May with

the SPCT; student questionnaires were completed concurrently with

the pretesting,and posttesting. Data were gathered from Sample.:

-
Two students through.May posttesting and concurrent questionnaire

completion.%

The data were-analyzed primarily by-the use of programp contained
...

. within the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (USS), Data

were subjected to treatment and 'analysis by means of cOrrelation,

multiple regression, paired t-test, analysis of variance, and

analysis of cOvariance, Effect size coiputations were also-used to

+NEI.

1
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assess the educational'significance of the SPCT pretest/posttest

gains in the various groups contaified within Sample One.
Y.

Findings

Hypotheses

A detailed distussion of the testing of hypotheses is found on

^

pages 236-242. Nina null hypotheses were tested, each of which is

stated in this subsection along with brief comments summarizing the

results of the testing.

Hypothesis One: Academic abilitj is not a significant variable
0

in.accoufiting for SPCT posttest variance as measured 'by (a) reading

achievement (b) language achievement, and Cc) mathematics achieye-

ment.

Hypo esis one was rejected. the multiple regre4ion results

on pages 122, 126, 130, 138, 142, 147, 171, 175, 179, 183, 189, 192,

and 196 show that mathematics ,achievement- (12 times), reading

achieveinent (7 times), d language achievement (.l time) were

significant (p <:.01) variables in accounting for SPCT posttest

variance-.

Hypothesis Two: Sex is not a significant variabl in accounting

for SPCT posttest variance.' 1;

Hypothesis two was rejected, The multiple regression results

on pages 126, 142, 147, 171, and 196 ahow.that sex was a significant

(p At.001) variable in accounting for SPCT posttest variance. In all

cases,-tbe sex variable favored male students.

4

2
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Hypothesis Three; Type of, ScienCe is.uot a significant Variable

. in accounting for SECT posttest,variance,

Hypothesis three wss rejected. : The multiple regression results

found on page 171 show that foxy the total Sample TWO student data,
... ,

Unitied/Integrated Science was A significant (p e:,00l) and positive
.

::- variable in accounting for SPCT posttest variance. Earth and Space

Science, as shown in the multiple regression results on page 179, was

a significant (p A;,..001) and negative variable in accounting for the

SPCT posttest variance of Sample Two llth-grade students.

Hypothesis Four:. There is no significant difference between the

ir
adjus ed

\I

SPCT posttest means of ninth-grade Snd tenth-grade students.

Hy Q thesi four was rejected. The analysis of covariance

4,

results on page 155 show a significant (o <.pol) difference between

the adjusted SPC score.s of ninth-grade and tenth-grade students.

The'tenth-grade students'had significantly higher scores. ft

Hypothesis Five: There is no significenit difference between

the adjusted SPCT posttest means Of students who have elected no

science after the required year and'are one, two, or three years

reMoved from required science.

Hypothesis fii!e was not rejected. The results of,the analyses

of covariance on pages 207 through 21,0 show no significant (P .1..A5)

differences between the scoses of students-who had elected no

science and were-pne, two, or'three years removed from required

science
1,

S.

"fte.
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HYpothesis Six: There, is no significant difference between the

,adjusted SECT posttest, means of,those students who have elected
I

science after the'required year and are on e, twoi or three' yearp

removed from_required dciencd,

Hypothesis six was not rejected., The results of the analyses

of covariance On pages 214 through 217 ihow no significant (p 11,05)
, ,

differences between the scores of students who had elected science

after the required year jid were one, two, or three yearslemOved

from required science.

Hypothesis Seven: There is no significantdifference between..

.
-the adjtisted SPCT posttest means of stude ts who have elected science '

after the reluired Year and students who h ve not elected science

,--affef the requireT Year:
*

Hypothesis stvfn was rejected, tes 1 s of .the analysis. of

-cdVariance of the pooled Sample Two student d a on page 221 phow

la significant (p=.011) difference between.the cores of those students-
, .

4

who had and had not elected science-after the required year. The

students who had elected science had significantly higherscores.

Hypothesis Eiiht: There id no significEint difference between the

,

'adjuited SPCT posttest means of students who elected science after
4114

the required'year and students in the same grade level who did not
.

elecf science after.the required year:,

,

Hypothesis eight was tot iejected, The results of the analyses

, . . f .

of Ovariance on paged 226, 227, and 229 Show ho significant (p4c.05) ,

differences between the scores of students at the same grade level

who had elected and not cted science After the required year.

r .

2 7 0
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Hypothesis Nine; There is no significant difference between

the SPCT pretest/posttest effect size for'ibe-different types of

science, 44,

248

Hypothesis nine was rejected, The effect sizes on page 117

were tested for significant (p 4:-.,05) deviation from the population

effect size mean by application of a chi-square test, Two effect
0

sizes were found to differ significadtly, The ClaCkamas tenth-

grade Physical Science grobp was significantly higher than the mean,

-

and- the Milwaukie ninth-grade Integrated Science group was signifi-

cantly lower than the mean,

Program Variables

School_science4orogram_mariables_that e&weX

type of science, grade level where science was required, and the

elective science courses.

Type of science

Pretest/posttest gains

Sample One students in all types of first-level science used in

the three high schoo;s had significant.(p .S.05) gains from the SPCT

pretest to.the SPCT posttest (pages 108-115). The mean absolute gain'

on the 24-point SECT for'all Sample One.students waS 2,02,.,The

largest absolute gainsl, 2,65^and 1,24, were madeby the ninth-grade

and.tenth-grade Physical Science studentst.respecitively, at

Clackamas High School.. The sthalIest absolute gain wns.l,09 bj

Integrated Science students at Milwaukie High School. Descriptive

Statistics are on page 105,
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Pretest/posttest Subtest gains

The average number of SPCT Subtests where significant (p < .05)

gains were made by the eight groups in Sample One was 4.13

(six subtests). The only type of science where students made

significant gains pn all six Subtests was Unified Science aE Rex

Putnam High School. The type of science.with.the fewest significan,

gains, one, was Integrated Science ai Milwaukie High School. The'

paired t-tests for the Subtests are on pages 108-115,

Effect sizes

of the groups in Sample One,showed effect sizes (page 117)

.that would be considered latger than average and comparatively large

when compared to those reported in the liierature; The four largest

effect sizes were found in two types of science. The Clackamas

ninth-grade'and tenth-grade Physical Science groups had effect sizes

of 0.82 and 0.90, reSpectively; the Rex Putnam ninth-grade and

tenth-grade Unified Science groups had effect sizes of 0.68 and 0.74,

respectively. The other effect size considered above average was Ahe

0.51 of.the Clackamas tenth-grade Biology group.

Accounting for SPCT posttest variance

Multiple regression analysis (pages 171 and 179) showed Unified/

Integrated Science to be a significant (p 4,001) and.positive

variable in alccounting for Sample TUD SPCT posttest Nariance and
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Earth and Space Science to he a significant (p ..001) and negative.

variable in accounting for SPCT postteit.variance af Sample Two

.11th-grade students, ..

Grade Levtl Where Science Required

The SPCT pretest means for SamPle One students who were entering

hig school science for the first time were 9.76 for terith-grade

students and 9.44 for ninth-grade students. The unadjustecl SPCT

posttest means for these same students were 12.06'for the tenth- .

grade students and 11.18 for ninth-grade students. Descriptive'

statistics are on page 105,

Anab)sis Of.covariance of SPCT imsttest scores by grade leel

with mathematics achievement, SPCT pretest, reading achievement, age,
, .

and sex.as coAariates indicated significant (p <4001) differences

between the adjusted'SPCT posttest scores of the ninth?grade and
. A

.0
ienth-grade students 4page 155). Tenth-grade students had

-

significantly higher scores, This_is consistent with the findings of

Pettui and Haley (1980), who.reported Mean scores on the Test of

Science Processes (TOSP) increasing with grade level, but.-COntrary

to the other.findingd-reported in the literature.

. 4 Elective Science
.- .

, ,

. 4
,

All data relative tO the effect of elective science course's on
.,

.
. process skill-knowledge were Sample Two data, Unadjusted and adjusted

.

SPCT.scores of students who had elected scienge.were in all cases.-,

(compariions by gracre level, school,.and pooled data) higher than the,

2"3
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comparable scoted'of students Wig) had not elected
,r

. V.
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.

sdienc:e:, These

comparison6 can hejobnd 6n pages 221,,222, 223, 224,226, 227,.
. . . .

.

and 229."1hi1e,the'ana1ysiii of 'coVariance found noeignificant,
.

. ,

e ' ,
. ,,,

$

,(p 4:..05)'diflerences.between'the adjusted,posttest'socOe of tne-
.

1 .
. . .

students whJ? had'aridAlad not elected science within schools (p4ges

. . .

222 through 224) -ar.grsde levels (pages Z,26, 227, and 229.S signifi.7
.:. I

cant .(p..011).difference'was found when the Sample Twp data were
. 1

pooled (page"2.21).. %The students Who had elected science-had

. ,

'SignificaUtl

,

Y ligher scores. This finding is -consisterdwith one
, .

7 . . .

.rePorted by Pgttus and Heley.(1980)., who found mgan-sepres Ofi 'the.-

TOSP'increasing with the numbei'Of sCience.coursee tiiken;
,.. :

.1-t-,is pbssible that an gPOT insrumeit"!ceiling effect? liMitgd :;
4. ...., ,

. the sc6res;fdr'sOie of the Aex VUtnim High Sghool btudents 101O ilaA:
. .

. . -, ,.
. .: ,- , : -.. ',' .

,

''.elected scienge. Th# possibility iA indicated by:the'relativglY

-highquiadjusted mean Of 11.70 forothese stftdeUtS. ,Itt. is.theregke.
.

. , , -,
, - 4,. a ,oto- ' -*. *" 0_ *,

'possible,that significant.differetices existed wit* Itexl7utam High'
. . e . * I °*

o

r * .. 'fl' ''' ' ' -'.:' *

'School%thatwerPmasked py instrument tationl, (-
..-

,

.,/

,

.

. .

1 '7

. .* .

, ...- .

Alm, results di the.mUltipleregresslon analysps of SampiC.Two

4 t

'data showed "elective science" 4s a significant (p < 0301) and ...",

, . . \ k

1
.

- . ,. y ,
-

positive variable in,accounting for SPCT-posttest variance.for,the' ,

. .
.

,

,

P

pt3o1ed Sample Two data (page 171)Iand for llth-grade'students

(page%179). rwo semesters pf gleptive Science /es ai signifitant.
,

-

(p. AtA05) ypriabl,e in btcpunting tptr.thp SPCT postteat

: ClaClOmas High.dchobl.,(Pagg and,s4'setaeters of
; I. Is

significant (p Viridf4e4In'accountinglOnr OCT

riante,

c5iVe science

psttsst

'
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variance at Milwaukip' High Sch9o1 (page 192)&4,The only speciff
t

'eleCtiVe science cfauraes to emerge as'signifjCant variables in

-atdbuntinvfor'SPCT iosttest variance were Physics (p < .005) for

,tha llt gdg (page 179) and Chemistry *(p < 001) at.Rex Putnam

.. High School (page 19,0,

,

Sample One

-For

variab

Student Variables

Academic Achievement

/I

e One data, mathematics Achievement was the-significant

C

tiple regresSion

condUcted.by school

accounting for the,most'posttest variance in all

equations. .Mditiple'regression analyses were

(pages 138,,142, and 147), grade level (pages .:---

126 and 130), and for pooled data (page 122), Reading achievement

. was also a significant (p4<.001) -carte* for tenth-grade students

4age*130) and Rex PAtnam High School students (page 147). Language
r

achievement was a significant (p .001) variable in accounting for

, the posttest Nariance of Milwaukie High school students (page 142).

Samplp Two
,

For Sampfe Two stodents, mathemAtici,achievement was the signifi-,

-vAant lp.:51.005Yvariabla accounting for the mRst posttest variance in

S

Vf.
%.0 °.

...1C0tii, of the initial regression equations'(pages,1714 175, 183, and

192), and rgading.achievement was the significmt (p <,001) variable

accouriting foi the'most posttest.variabce in the other three initial

regression.equations (pages 179, 189, aRd 196),

('

!':

;
,
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Both reading achievemenc (pages 171 and 183) and mathematics

achievement (pages 189 and 196) entered regression equations as

significant (p 5061) variables in situations where they iwere not

the most important variab;e in accounting,for SPOT posttest variance,

Sample One and Sample Two
. 1

sJiathematics achievement was'the most important variable in

.accounting for SPOT posttest Nariance in ten initialsmultiple

regression afialyses. The average percentage of the variance

_accounted for.by Mathematics achievement was 40.87 percent,

Reading achievement was the most important variable in theorher

three cases. The average percentage of.the SPCT posttestvariance

acCounted'for by reading,achievement WIsP42.53 petcenp, Reading

s'N

achi 411p was a signifiCant variable in accounting for posttest

variance four other cases, while mathematics ethievement was a

significant variable in, accounting'for posttest variance in two

other regression analyses. Language,achievement was a sighificant

variable in one case only.
*

These findings are consistent, with,those reported in the

litetature, but represent somewhat.higher positive cbrrelations and_

percentage of the variance aCcounted,for.

Entry Level Science Process_Skill Knowledge,

. . ,

The mead sciertee procedk.sicill knowledge levell.as tumsured.by

-.the SPOT, of students who were entering their first year of high-.

scoo1 scOnce was,9.59. The mean SPCT saore for-ninthgrade

"

411, % "
. 4 4.

a
0

k,

.7

'
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students wet 9.44, while the mean,SPOT score for tenth-grade students

was 9.76. '.The ninth-grade mean for comOrison puboses is somewhat

A artificially elevated, while the tenth-grade mean is similarly
. .

depressed. ,This is because 35%.percent of the ninth-grade students,

those from Clackamas'and Rex' PutuAm HiO-Schools, are "selected" high

achieving stildefiis who are taking their required science a year

earlier than their peers.. These select students had an.SPCT pretest

Mean pf.14.09, compared to.an SPCT pretest mean of8.54 for the

retainder 4f the pinth-grade students, which included the highest

.achieving ninth-grade students from Milwaukie High School, The

tenth-grade students taking their first year of high school sCiette

t did not have the scores of approximately 120 high-achieving tenth=

grader$ included., beca&e they had completed their required science

a year earliei.

,SPCT pretest score was the second most important variable in

accoUnting for SPCT posttest variance of'Sample.One stUdents ip all

,six.milltiple regre4sion analyses (pages 122, 126, 130, 138, 142,,and

.. ;
.

. . ... , .

.

147). SPCT pretest score was always a significant (p4( .001)
e \.-.:

.4 variable and adeounted for' an'average of 7.9/wpercent of the varianCe.
. .

r
;

'4.
Age

o

t
Age,was not found to be a,significant.(p pred tor

,. ,

;

,.
variableilccounting foi two perceet or,lor,offAheJ'SpCT lance.in

, .

,. . .

.

either Sample One or Sample Two. This finding is in.-gineal ggreeMent

1 - r . .
A

.
,

.
,

...
::., , ,.. : :. .. : ; ..

with those reportedin. the literatUre, where oul priesfUdy repOrted:.

.4; difference' WithiWthe .high -school years,

'zt

"..
s . : p

I :

A CP"f a"..
. : I
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4 Sex

4emple One

Sex was a significani (p < .001) variable in aceminting for.

SPOT pcipttest variance for Sample One ninth-grade students (page,

126), Milwaukie High School students (page 142), and Rex Putnam High

School students (page 147), In'all cases, males had significantly

higher scores than females.

Sample Two
. -

Sex was a significant (p 4:,001) variable in aoconnting for

SPOT variance of the Sample Two pooled data (page 171) and the Rex

Putnam High School -data (page 196). In all cases, males had

significantly higher scores than females.

/-

Samp,le Oe and Sample Two

.,

Sex ksa condistent significant variable in accounting for
/

.

SPCT/posttest 'variance of Rex Putnam High School students, In
/

. --------_

addition, it was g significant variable in three other cases--

//41
mple One ninth-grade students., Sample One MilwaulCie High School

/ .

sttidents, and po led data for Sample TWO tudents, In all five,cases,
. 4

...
males had sidificant1yhigher scores thy emaies, The seX variable

. ..
)

.
.

accounted.fo an average of 2.68 percent 0 e variance,
6.. / .

'. This fi ding is in'general nt.wi those reportedjn the

literature, especialirfvith he meta-analysis findingit of Kahl,

FleW112, and Malone (1982
r

A

A

0

4
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Conclusions and-Recommendations

The reader is dminded that the conclusions that follow were

based upon data gathered in the' high schoOls orthe North Clackamas

School'District, and even though the findings from this study are

for the most part coniistent b4th the findings reported in the

4 . .

literature, the conclusions and recomMendations contained in this
A

subsection are, not 'proposed'as being applicable outside the 7

il

t

population studied.

Conclusions

1. The most important variable in accountingfor the science

process skill knowledge as measured by the SPCT WAS level of

academic achievement. This was true at all grade' levels arVin all
.

schools. The most Powerful specific predictor varilble was mathe-
.

matica achievement, followed clOsely.bY reading achievement, This is

. .
t in agreement with the fihdings reported in the literature,

2. Tenth-grade stude s as- a group-had signifiCantly higher

levels of sciende process skill knowledge as measurdd by the Seca'
. . -

.
. .

.
,

at the end of the required ear of science than did ninth-grads
, ,

students as a group. This is contrary to the findings reported io

the literature. Ninth-grade students with high levels of academic

achievement, however, left the year'of required science tath lesiels of
,

science process skill knowledge comparabte or superior to tengtgrade

students,,

*

27:9
(/`
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3, The completion of one or More additional years of hig11, 44t

scbool science instruction after the required year, significantly

increased the level of science process skill knOwledge as measured

by the SPCT, This is in agreement with the finaings reported in the

literature,

4. There was no Agnificant loss of science process skill

knowle4ge as measured by the SPCT during the high school years

following the year in which required science was cOMpleted, No

.comparable research findings were located in the literature,
p.

5. There wgs no significant gain in science process skill

knowledge as measured by the SPCT as a result of having completed two

or three years of elective science courses there were an insufficient

numbet,of reported findings in the literature to establish a pattern, '

6, Physical science elective courses (e,g,, chemistry, physics)

were more effective in increasing science process skill knowledge as

tmeasured by the SPCT thanoiwere biological sCience courses., Tbe

literature contained an insufficient number of comperative research

j,
zindings to estab147s1A-pattern,

7. Students who did not electany .science after.the required

year left high school with relatively low levels of science process

4 Skill,knowle'dge as measured by the SPCT, This was true in all,three

11
schools. While no measurements were made in the.process skill

..C.-..4

competency areas of Experimenting and4Conmunicatins, it is reasonable
. .

.

to infer that these areas were also relatively low'because of their,'
)

subsuming relationship/70 the more c St.ient process skills 4

^a s
assessed.

,/
1

0
)

,

4
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8. The ecience process skill competency concerned ulth students

being\ able to recognize and use scientific medels was not being

effectiteely addressed by existing first-level science courses"

9. The Physical Science course at Clackamas High School and

the Unified Science course'ai Rex Putnam High.School more'effectively

addressed the science process skill competencies than did the other

first-level science courses in the school district.

10. The amount of variatiOn in science process skill knowledge

-

as measured by the SPCT that could be accounted for on the basis of,

sex was Small-(e.g., two to three percent) and consistently fsvored

males. This is An general agreemeht'with findings re'ported in the

literatUre, and especially consistent with the meta-analysis findings.

11. Age, when fieated separately from grade level, was nOt a

significant variable accounting for two percent or more of the SPCT

variance in either Sample One or Sample Two; 'This is in agreement
. ,

.with high school level findings reported in the literature.

12. The science program CUnified Science course plus elective
4

science courses) at Rex Putnam High School produced student's with

significantly higber levels of science process skill knowledgeas

measured by the SPCA than did the progrSms at the other ,high schools.

13. The required,science programs at Rex Putnam High School and

Clackamas High School produced students with significantly higher

levels of science prodess skill'knowledge as measuredhyrhe SPCT
6

than.did the required science program at Milvaukke High School.
.

04)

1
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,

14, The declared teaCher emphasis on the scieuce process

skills showed a'strong relationship to student performance on the

sm. This'is in general agreement With tlie findings reported in the

literature.

I1 Singe the most important student variable associated with

%

'gcience proceSs,skill knowledge was the level of atademit achieve-
.

Reco pdations

ment, it is fecadmended that the school district'continue to increase

its'emphasis on basiC.skill development at ali grade levels. In

addition', it ig,recommended that science instruction in the high

schools be designed to conCurtentlyemphasze and strengthen basic

skill development in students, especialkz,in the aieas of mathematics
.

and reading! Appropriate inservice education activity should he

undertaken to facilitate the implementation of this recommendation,

2. Since tenth-grade students as a group achieved higher levels ,

Of science.procesa skill knowledge than did ninth-grade,atudents

during tAe required year of science, it is recommended that the

required year of science be designated at grade ten in all buildings.
,

It is also recommendea that provisions be made for ninths-grade

,

students lath high levels of academic achievement to complete their
,

requAred'science during grade nine. This would provide them with

the maximum opportuni6t fo take'adVentage of the eleCtive science

, program within each building.

3, Since 1,the completion of oue or more years of high sohool

A

science after,the required year retulted in significantly higher

Oct')
$ Ago.

1 /
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A

levels 'of scienCe prOce&a skill knowiedge and students who have left
e ,

.
School witkonlY:qne yOr of'sciende had relatively loi levels of

. science process skill knowledge, it is tecammended that two years of .

.. .,

'
i

.

...,

. .

. ,. , .
.

science be required during high schodl.'

;, .

4. It'is recommended that inservice training in the science
.

, . .

process skilld be imPlemented for all highschool science teachers.
.

_
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The Ins'ervice design 'should.include Provisioné for. instruction
, . .

,

directed towards increaSing the level of teacher understanding of

ihe science Process Wills, instructional strategies appropriate

.or teaching-the varibuS sciegge process Skills, and evaluation
,

techniques fq.asseesing the level of science process skill knoi'aedge.

of Students." The science process skill with the highest 'priority '

. ,

, within the inserViCe structure shOuld be Modeling.

5., Since.the Milwaukie Htgh School required scIence program.

as significantly.less effective thin.ghe programs in4he other bozo

4

schools in terms of student.posttest leVels of science process Skill

knowledge, it is recommended that the program be closely examined in

A 4 ,
terms of"year that science is required, emphasis on tht science

I.

Process skills, aptinstructional strategies uSed for teaching the

t

saienceprocess"skills and changes im4emenied tq imProve the level
A

of science proces skill knoWledge,being attained,by students. It.

is further redommended that the SPCT be.used as one ofthe :criteria
-4.

forludging the effectiveness-ai any changes that Are made in'the,

program. .

.

2,(i3
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6. In order to factlithte the design and.implementation of

instruction and the evslation of learning outcomes in the science

protess skills, it is kecommended that the district:adopt defini7

tions for the gcienceprocess skills included in the minimum

competencies and revise the science process skill cdmpetency state-

ments in order to:

a) Avoid including two or more different process skill'

competen es (e.g., make latioiStory observations and mie..inferenceS

from these observations)/within a single competency statement

b) Avoid competency statements that speafy one learner

y

action (e.g., fit an object into a scientific classification schem

and accompsnying sample perfortiance indicatorsAhat speCify another

.

action (e.g., devise 'h classification scheme)

c) Include sample performance Indicators iri a general

1

science Context as well' as in the context of eath Of the'types°of

science being used at the requiredsciencelevel ,

7. It is recommended that the district continue'to uie the 4

SPCT as a measure of science process skill knowle dge-and strive to ?

I

improve the district's science program until the mean for students

completing their rpquired year(s) of science in each building and the 4

district as a whole- reachee aminimum-of 12.60..

It is recomi, ended that the schoql district

/

consider the use

of this study as a model for evaluation of the level of student

. achievement and instructional programs in the high sChcol level
'1

mlninurm competencies in otherykreSstk the curriculum.

'. 2'A
a
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SPCT,Instrument
.

The SPCT May he worthy of further,development, based upon its

'relative freedom from questions cast in a single science context,
t

range of apprOpriate grade levels, apparent external validity, and

41
acceptable level of reliabllity.

The following represent potential activities in the further

development andfor,use Of the SPCT instrument.

1. Increased use of,the instrument, especially outside of the

North Clackamas,School DIstrfct, in order to establish norms.

2. Expansion of the instrument to include Subtests measuring

. sciente process skill knOwledge in the approximately 15 science

process skills generally acknowledged as 'app6priate learning out-
,

comes for high school science programs.

-3. Item and factor analysis procedures with appropriate revision

in order to strengthen the ability of Subtests to effectively

measure the level of knowledge in the science process skills,

,

4. A 'study to determine the correlaeion between student scores

on the SPCT and its Subtests and student performance of the same

skills'in the laboratory sett/ng.

5. Investigation of a possible "ceiling effect" for more able

students.

6. Investigation of possible reading level limitations'for

.less able learners.

4

4

1 A

, .0'c, -(
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The review of the literature produced a rather surprising

dichotomy relative to science process skill learning Outcomes at

the high school level.- It was apparent that science process skill

learning outcomes are being promoted as highly valued, but it was

also apparent that there is aipaucity of published research relative

to the teaching and rearning of science pocess skills at the high

school level. There is, therefore, a high priority need for research

directed toward providing greater understanding of the teaching and

learning orscience process skills in high school science. T e need

is especially great it the area of instructional strategies and

during the required year(s) of science.

The importance of type of science in the teaching and learning
\

of science process skills is still very much an open question.
I

Variation in emphasis on the science process skills, science process

skill knowledge of teachers', instructional strategies, use of the

laboratory, and a number of other teacher-related variables combine

with student differences in academic ability, beginning level of

science process*skill knowledge, stage of cognitive develOpment,,

/ and other variables to require carefully controlled experimental

studies, which at thig?time appear to be extremely liMited.

The effects of teacher inservice on, student learning outcomes'

1 ,r

in the science process skills is On area of major importance to school

Aistricts desiring to improv$ :the science process skill knowledge of

their students. *This would he an especidily-appropriate study in the.

c.
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North Clackamas School District, where baseline data for student

science process skill knowledge without teacher inservice tiaining

are now available.

The retention of, science process skill knowledge by students

is a basically,unexplored.question atothe high school level. The,

findings ok this study appear to be the only results available

at this time. Another question of interest is the ,usefulness of the

science process skills, especially outilide of formal science instruc ,

-

Much needs to be done in better understanding the nature of the

individual science process skills in relation tothe readiness and

limitations of the high school age learner, as well.as strategies

appropriate for teaching the skills. A fundamental question worthy

,

of investigation is the comparative effectiveness of science,process

skill inStruCtional unitt and science process skill instruction by

means of infusion. Much of the knowledge that currently is avail
.'

able 'in these areas is reported under the general heading of

developmental psychology, learning theory, or related titles.

Consolidating and, expanding the existing knowledge and then reporting

.

,
.

.,.

it'in re tion to the scienca,process skills or indlvidual science, '

A

it

prOcess slls ifould be a niost useful and welcome endeavor'in the '

.,

.4

e
science educatlon community.

,

r
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